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NOTICES.

Our stock Is very
largo in our
(.love Department, bnt as choicest
can be obtained
early in the week
we recommend ladies
to look earPrices range from 25 cents
ly.
MP, to $2.00, and are very
desirable at the present

-WATCHES-

1

Augusta, Mar. 31,1887. )
OTIGK Is hereby given that Petition Tor the
Pardon of James A. Carey, a convict in the
Mate Prison under
sentence for the crime of forgery now pending before the Governor and Cotm*11, and a hearing thereon will he granted In the
Gouncll Chamber at
Augusta, on the 20th day of
April next, at 2 o’clockp. m.
ORAMANDAL SMITH,

anrcd2wSecretary

of State.

DR. E. B. REED.
0IECDICAI. BOOHS

M2 CONGRESS

b.

to

in.

».

p. m.

aplOsntf

SPECIALNOTICE.
We would call special attention to the A»»cn«•n»» Notice, which appears in our eolums
to-day
wrltn reference to Taxes, that all persons Interested may comply with the tenor of such notice,
particular the clauses, with reference to the U. 8.
Government Bonds, Deposits In Savings Banks,
and Abatement of Taxes, aud thus save
hard
thoughts and possible hard words, when too late.

aPrlsn-tapl5
HALE HELP.

boy seventeen to twenty
WANTED—A
of
to write In an
age,

tion; must

be

a

years
office and make collec-

good

penman,

and

$2.25.
nfferd !• have

run

•

■'#.

A. M. WENTWORTH
509

Congress Street.
eodtf

marlO__

INSTRUCTION IK ENGLISH AND CLASS
ICAL STUDIES
private pupils by the subscriber,

W.

J.

COLCORD,

143 PEARli STREET.
Jan24

ST^ PORTLAND, ME.

Dr. Reed treats all chronic diseases that flesh ts
heir to; all cases that are given up as incurable
by the allopath,c and homoeopathic physicians. I
will take their case to treat and cure them. I find
about four-flfths of the cases given up to die can
bs cured. Examination at a distance by
letter,
with tlielr full name and place of residence and
one 2-cent stamp and $2.00. Examination at the
office $1, and consultation free,
ogee Hoim -»

Every bey

furnish

un-

dtf

“the

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS,

Published every day (Sundays excepted) by the
PORTLAND PUBLISHING COMPANY,
At 87

Kxchanoi

Street, Portland, Me.

Terms- Eight Dollars a Year. To mall sub
■crlbers. Seven Dollars a Year, II paid In advance
Rates or Advehtisino—One Inch ot space
the length of column, or twelve lines nonpareil
constitutes a “square.”
81.60 per square, dally, first week; 76 cents per
week after; three Insertions or less, 81-00, continuing every other day after first week, 60 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 76 cents;
eue week, 81.00; 60 cents
per week after.
Special Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three insertloas or less, 81.60.

as

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

No. 6.

___31-1

THE

experience can makers,
none but first class need apply; references
required. Apply at once by mail or In person to
LEUCIEN PHINNEY, Stroudwater, Me. 30-1

WEATHER.

WANTED—Two

AfiKIVTN

U'tSiTnVl

WANT AGENT* in your county to sell iny
goods. $26 per week salary, or 60 cents on
the dollar commission. No competition. Rare
chance. Address with stamp for terms, F. M.
WEAVER, 199 N. Division street, Buffalo, N. Y,
n>arl7
d&wlm*

Washington, April

5.

The Indications for New England are light
rains, followed by fair, slightly colder
weather, winds shifting to westerly.

new

FE31AI.E HELP.
Sweedisli or Nova Scotia girl,
to do general housework. Enquire at 24
ST. LAWRENCE
i-x
ST._
ANTED—A capable Ctrl in a family of
three. Call at 89 CARLETON STREET.

WANTED—A

30-1
a
WANTED—By
woman, a place

aged

middle

American

working housekeeper In

as

widower's family, or to take care
dress M. E„ Box 696, Campella,

of children. Ad16-4
Mass.

WEATHER REPORT.
Portland. Me., April 4, 1887.
17a M | 3PM 111 PM
Barometer. 29.915 29.776 29.787
Thermometer. 37.1
43.1
36.8
Dewpoint. 34.5
33.7
29.7
70.0
Humidity. 91.0
76.0
Wind...iK
NE
.N
11
Velocity. 2
7
LOCAL

__

Weather.iLtrain Cloudy Cloudy

Mean daily bar...29.826 Maximum ther... 44.1
Mean daily ther. .39.0
Minimum ther....36.2
Mean daily d’w pt.32.6
Max. vel. wind...12 NE
Mean daily hnm...79.0
Total precip.05
E. P. Jones. Pv’t 8.0., U. S. A.

FOREPAUCH WANTS

WANTED.
estabenergetic man for
WANTED—Au
lished business; good salary to the right

$30,000.

an

Address C. STANSFIELD, 57
St., Room 27._
man.

ami

WANTED—Wholesale
the largest and cheapest

Exchange
l-i

retail buyers, for
and best stock of

wall papers and decorations in Maine;
sent. N. W. KENDALL, Blddcford, Me.

samples
1-1

assistant bookkeeper, one
some experience in
an office.
Address P, O. BOX
31-1
1398,_
ANTED—Man
with
to
invest in a
$1,000
\\f
Tf
good, well established business, in Portland. Address A. E, L., Press Office.
31-1
fyOOHKEEPEB WANTED—A business
graduate of Dtrtgo Business College, Augusta, Me., desires a situation as assistant bookkeeper, entry clerk or general penman, short experience, best of references. Address BOOKKEEPER, Press Office.
an

WANTED—An
who has bad

WANTED-By a young man
of some experience as clerk In a store, grocery preferred; can furnish best of references. Address Carrier No. 16.
31-1

SITUATION

to know that Mrs. Dr.
WANTED—Parties
Sherman intends to locate in Portland at
42

SOUTH STREET, first house on tight hand
side near Free. Corns, bad nails; outgrowing
joints treated in a skillflil manner. Corns 25cts.
Outgrowing points 50 ets._
30-1
man Willi a few hundred dollars, to haudle a valuable patent, or as

WANTED—A
purtHH^iit

saves

from 4 to 10

dollars per

day

In

any srarB mill; costs only ten dollars. For further
information write to CHAS. J. FOSTER, No.
30-1
Raymond, Me.
sell fruit trees ami other nursery stock; good salary and expenses
F.
W.
CHASE
&
18-4
paid.
CO- Augusta, Me.
gold and silver. Why keep
your old brekeu and worn out Jewelry when
you can get its full value In cash or taken in exchange for watches. Jewelry or silverware at the
NATIONAL LOAN OFFICE, 496 Congress St.,
B. Schrlver, Proprietor.
18-4

WANTED—Agents

to

WANTED—Old

1.0UK BARREL*

WANTED—20 cents
will be paid until further notice. GOUDY &
F
KENT, Pearl

St._

He

Says the Maine Central
Pay for Those Horses.

Must

Boston, April 4.—Adam Forepaugli, of
Philadelphia, the well known showman, has
brought a suit for $30,000 in the Supreme
Court in this county, against the Maine Central railroad.
The plaintiff alleges tiiat in
April, 1886, ho entered into an agreement
with the defendant to transport his circus
of 45 cars, to and from certain cities in Maine; that on July 16th, 1886,
owing to the alleged negligence of the de-

fendant, five

of the cars were thrown from
the crack, and 87 horses killed and injured,
and other property damaged.

[Tlie

accident

referred

Five

to occurred in
of
the
stock
and were rolled

cars

train left the track
down tlie embankment or piled upon the
track. Mr. Forepaugli told a Press reporter
at Waterville, the night after the accident,

that the railroad was responsible, as the accident had been caused by a spreading of the
rails. The track, he said, was too light for
the train and tlie speed. The railway employes and an officer of the road, on the
other hand, agreed that the speed of tlie
train was not excessive, and that the accident was caused by n broken axle on one of

Forepaugli’s

own

cars.—Ed.]

They Stay

WANTED.

at

Home

corner

uuuipsuu IMOC’K.

niarlgdtfJ. T. LEWIS & CO.

Genuine Diamonds Found in Tea
and Coffee.
Below will be found

a partial list ’of
the
of persons finding valuable articles
in their caus of tea and coffee purchased at
the store of the Empire Mills, No. 259 Middle
street. This company having opened a store
in this city at the above number as a branch
of their main house in New York city, will
for 30 days put souvenirs or presents in each
and every can of tea and coffee sold, such as
Solid Gold, Silver and Nickel Watches, Genuine Diamond, ltuby, Sapphire, Pear), Turquoise and Amethyst Jewelry in solid gold
settings and other articles of less value. The
coffee can and contents weigh about 3
pounds. The tea can and contents weigh
about 1 1-2 pounds.
This expensive and
novel method of advertising will be discontinucdlafter thirty days,when these really choice
goods w ill be sold strictly on their merits, at
the same price, same quality and quantity,
but without the souvenirs. The tea and coffee alone, without any regard to the souvenirs, being worth more than the price asked.

names

•

Among the fortunate persons, so far, are:
W. W. Chase, Shoe Cutter, Shaw, Goding &
Co., 1G4 Pearl street, got in can tea, genuine
Diamond Stud; Mrs. M. D. Moore, Kochester, N. H., sent club order of 810 for 13 cans
tea and found a Gent’s Solid Gold Hunting
Case Watch, Elgin movement, stem winder,
a genuine 5 stone Cluster Diamond Ring and

a pair genuine Solitaire Diamond Cuff Buttons ; W. Chase, Clerk, 84 Clark street, got a
Diamond Stud In his can ; Mrs. E.
lansen, 7 Heath street, found in her can,
Diamond Ring: W. H. Sanborn,
'urniture, 4 Free St., got genuine Diamond
Ring in can tea; LB. Sanford, Appleton,
Me., sent $5 by mail for fi cans and found a
Lady’s Solid Gold Watch, Hunting Case,
stem winder, and a pair genuine Solitaire
Diamond Ear Drops; Mrs. Abbie Underwood, 502 1-2 Congress street, found in her
can a genuine Diamond King; -Robert P.
Berry, Alfred, Me., got a genuine Diamond
Ring; If. A. Littlefield, Woodford’s, Me.,
found a genuine Diamond Stud; Wm. Hines,
Baker, 19 Grange street, got in his can a genuine jjiainoimrang; miss m. fli. l urpie, Anson, Me., sent club order of 85 for 0 cans and
found in her cans a genuine Solitaire Diamond Stud, and genuine Diamond.
Ruby and
Sapphire Lace Pin; Mrs. A. Mitchell, 35
Hancock street, found a genuine Diamond
Stud; C. Hansen, Stool Polisher, 7 Heath
street, got in his can genuine Diamond King;
Mrs. J. H. Harford, Ferry Village, found in
her can, genuine Diamond KiDg; James Holton, Longshoreman, 53 York street, got in
can tea, genuine Diamond
Stud; Mrs. M. B.
Barker, State street, found in her can, Gents’
Solid Gold Hunting Case Watch,
Elgin movement, stem winder; Miss S. K.
Curtis, 10
Brown street,
found
genuine Diamond
King; Win IE Campbell, Builder, Green
® 8tone
Diamond
King, Mrs. M. J. Storer, West Po-

fenuine

fenuine

A?ot

land, Me.,

got

genuine

Diamond

King

J? Houseman, Lumberman,
vrrildM
hivcai'’
I-ady,’s Chatelain Watch:
v- Servis,
"JDressmaker, Federal
,rs-,
1“atson,
»can «£ <*a a Chatelaine
K. W
watch, B. R

in

her can; W.

Shoemaker, Congress

street found In his can a
Lady’s Solid Gold
Watch, Hunting Case, stem wind and setS. A. Mooney.
Me
foundhi can
of tea, a genuine three stone cluster Diamond
King; 1). C. Comstock, brakeman (1. T R’y
in his can a genuine Diamond Shirt
Stud:. .1. Clark, travelling salesman, Boston
Shoe House, found in can of tea a genuine
"

Eewiston.

?ot

Diamond Collar Button.
Orders by majl promptly forwarded to all
parts of the United States and Canada, upon
receipt of cash or post office order. Terms
single can, 81; fi cans, $5; 13 cap-, sin- of
cans, 820.
Address EMPIRE MILLS TEA CO., Xo
250 Middle Street, Portland, Me.
Store open from 7 a. m. to !l p. ni.
“P'B

urmtt

Cleveland, Ohio, yesterday,

Another

Year and

Calais, April 4. —The election today passed very quietly.
The Republicans polled a
very full vote, electing their candidates by a
large majority, and carrying all the seven
wards. This is a gain of two over last year.
The following is the vote:
M. N. McKusic,

Rep., 721; H. Weston McAllister,

Prohibitionist,
stood:

125.

Last

Labor and
year the vote

McKusic, Rep., 655; George Hinds,

hem., 342. The Democrats made
tions this year.

no

nomina-

MAINE.
The State

Member

of

the

Famous

Convention at Strong, Cone.
Fabmington, March 4.—Rufus Brett,
Esq.,a prominent citizen of Farmington,
died Sunday afternoon, after a lingering illness.
lie wras a descendant in double line,
from John«Alden, first of the Pilgrims, it is
claimed, to set foot on Plymouth Rock in
1620. The more direct line is traced through
John Aldeu’s son Isaac, whose daughter
Sarah married, in 1712, Seth Brett; their son
Simeon was the father of Rufus Brett. The
other line comes through Ruth, daughter of
John Bass,
whose great-great-grandchild
was Susannah Cary. The deceased was the
fourth child of Ezra Brett,a son of the above
mentioned Rufus Brett and his wife Susannah Cary Brett.
The most of Mr. Brett’s life was passed in
North Franklin county, where he was

early

identified witli the free soil party, and was a
member of the famous convention at
Strong
which formed the Republican party. He
held many offices of public trust and
responsibility. Several children survive him.
mem
me
wife of J,ucien N. PresAmong
cott, formerly editor of the Farmington
Chronicle, now an official in the Treasury
Department at Washington.

They

Will

Bridge

the Pond With Iron.
Faibfield, Mar 4— At a special meeting
today the town voted to build an iron bridge

the pond; and $7500
the purpose.

across

Farmington

Strike

Hahtfobii, Conn,, March 4—The members of the Painters Union, which last Friday voted to demand 10 hours’ pay for nine
hours’ work, went on a strike this
morning.
The strikers say they number about 300, but
it does not appear that over 100 union men
have

quit work.

The men were

getting $2.50
day, on an average. They want $2.50 for
all without regard to qualifications. As some
men have been receiving $2.75
they object to
a cut.
1 here are a number of
shops which
do not employ union men and there
promises
to be little inconvenience from the strike.
Employers have been paying within 25;cents
per day of what they got for men’s work
and had to furnish tools. Thev
say they
cannot accede to the demand of the
Union,
and that the men must work at the old rate
or have their places filled.
The strikers
hang about the Knights of Labor hall but
have had no meeting today.
Chicago, March 4.—Over six thousand
carpenters in Chicago went out on a strike
today. They have resolved that nothing
shall
be
done until all the boses, or
at least a great majority of them have acceded to their demands for eight hours and
36 cents an hour. The leaders of the carpenters think that now, when the
building enterprise is reviving and carpenters are wanted, the time has arrived to work the employa

ers.

Cincinnati, March 4.—Nearly noo carpenters \y>nt out on a strike today for nine
hours a day for $2.80 and eight hours Saturday. It is said that the last demand is the
one the employers refused to
yield.
IMPORTANT
Bell

LEGAL

Telephone

DECISIONS.

Company

Denied

Leave to Demur.

Boston, April 4.—Judge Colt of the
United States Circuit Court sent down today
an
opinion in the case of the United States
vs. tlie American Bell Telephone
Company,
to test the validity of the Bell patent,
denying the motion of the defendant for leave to
demur to the bill and also to plead matters
In defence.
Judgment in a Noted Bank Case.
Washington, April 4.—A decision was
rendered by the United States Supreme
Court today in the important bank tax case

entitled “The Mercantile National Bank of
the City of New York vs.
Mayor, Aidermen and Commonalty of the
City of New
York, and Geo. W. McLean, receiver of
taxes.’
This is one of thirty-five suits
brought by the national banks of the city of
New York against the municipal authorities
of that city, to restrain the collection of
taxes assessed upon the shares of stock of
said backs. This court affirms the decree
of the court below in favor of the State.

Will Co

were

Into

Old

Kearsarge to Float Again.
Washington, April 4.
The United States steamer
Kearsarge
which has been lying at the Portsmouth
navy yard for some months, awaiting the
action of Secretary Whitney upon the report of the board of survey, is to he repaired
aud again put in active service. An order to
that effect will be issued in a day or two.
More Pensions Cranted to Residents
of Maine.

Pensions have been granted to the follow-

ing

Maine people:
barali J., widow of Irvin F. Drew, Wellington
Etta 11. Moore, widow of Frederick Hanson
Bangor.
Nehemiah Littlefield, orlgioal, Monroe.
George Ireland, original, Dover.
David House, Increase, Osslpee Mills.
Hamuel G. Richardson, reissue and increase,
Blaine.
HE PREACHED TO THE JURY-

Liquor Agency.

[Special to the Press.]
Bangui;, March 4.—It is rumored here
that State Liquor Agent Clayton will not be
reappointed, but that a Portland man will
have his place.
Another

LABORERS.

Begins In III Fated
Chicago-Hartford Painters Co Out
-Eleven Hundred Cincinatl Carpen
ters Strike.

The
This

we

1

Notes.
Palestine, Texas, has gone Democratic.
The Chicago Socialists are very defiant and
boastful. They say they shall get control of
the city government, and finally release the
convicted bomb throwers.
The entire Democratic ticnet was elected

FROM WASHINGTON.

Leave Republicans Victorious.

to know that
have removed
OURto customers
Nos. 121 and 123 Middle street,
VWUitU,

and all the Common Council
The result was six Republican Alderman and two
Democratic, and 19
Republican Councilmen and 12 Democrats.
those
Aldermen
Counting
who hold over,
the City Government will on joint ballot
have a Republican majority of 12.
Aldermen

in

An Indiscreet Pastor Who has Upset

Everything.
Chicago, April4.—The trial of the alleged train robbers Schwartz and Watt, at
Morris, Illinois, was given a most unexpected turn yesterday by an incident that will
probably destroy the worth of all the work
so far done.
—“v u.

vim

vuulsci

turn

couri

the jurors were permitted to attend divine
worship at the Methodist church. Dr. Axten, the clergyman, learned of the presence
and took as his text the power
of
little
things and delivered an address upon the
importance of apparently trivial circumstances when
rightly viewed. As the train
robbers’ conviction depends largely ujion circumstantial evidence the surprise was great,
but Dr. Axtell|proceeded to tell how a celebrated criminal had once been convicted after long years by a tell tale scrap of paper,
l'lie torn check figures largely in tho Kock
Island case. Much feeling was expressed
after services at the singular remarks of the
preacher. The attorneys for Schwartz and
Watt will demand a new trial for their clients on the ground of undue influence upon
the jury if the prisoners are found guilty.
RAILWAY MATTERS.

Important

Deal

in

Massachusetts.

Lawrence, Mass., April 4.—The stockholders of the New Haverhill and Lawrence
railroad have, it is
reported, completed a
deal between that road and the Concord
railroad whereby Concord will secure a ter-

minus in Boston, and the new road also a
terminus in the Huh. The plan is for Concord to ouild a branch track from the Manchester and Lawrence road at the Wen.

Recall,

the

Bill,

is a Law.

Censors of the Maine Medical Association
called on the Governor today to confer with
him relative to his veto of the medical registration bill. They presented a letter from
the Board asking for a statement of facts
about his veto. They hold that the appending of his signature, although he afterwards
recalled it, makes the bill a law, and they
propose to test the matter.
PARLIAMENT EXCITED.

Speaker

Peel’s Conduct the

Subject

of Spirited Debate.

London, April 4.—Right Hon. W. H.
Smith, First Lord of the Treasury, replying
to a question in the House of Commons this
afternoon, said that under the proposed
Irish Crimes Act, one of the two magistrates
exercising summary jurisdiction, must have
a
sufficient knowledge of the law.
He
(Smith) would not agree to such a drastic
proposal as tire removal of all Irish magistrates lacking legal education.
Rt. Hon. Henry Chaplin, Conservative
member of the Sleaford division of Lincolnshire, here raised a point of order, calling
the attention of the House to the speech
made by Charles A. V. Conybeare, Radical
member for Northwest Cornwall, at a recent
Radical meeting, in which he denounced the
Speaker of the House as the man who was
no longer impartial, and who had descended
to become an ally of the most tyrannical party in Parliament. Mr. Chaplin asked if this
language was not a gross breach of privilege.
The Speaker replied that it was for the
House to decide whether the language refer-

red to was

breach

of privilege, and that
personally he passed it over, as he could
well afford to do (cheers), any personal reHppfihn

a

urftinVi

Prm \tKoo

l,n..n

tended.
The gravity of the affair consisted
in the fact that the language used
reflected,
not upon him (the Speaker), but upon the
House which bad elected him. If any member thought fit to impugn hie conduct while
in the chair, it was competent for that member to do it by a distinct motion. The
Speaker could understand how, in the present state of party feeling, men’s passions
might be so aroused that words would escape them which, in cooler moments, they
would repudiate.
He hoped the language
used by Conybeare had not been premeditated or deliberate. It was the Speaker’s wish,
as it was his duty, while in the chair, to allay party feeling. (Parnellite cries of “Oh,”
“Oh”). “Yes/’ added Mr. Peel, who is a

Concord’s Dead.
Concord, N. H., April 4—Francis A. Fisk,
for many years a prominent merchant of this
of the New Hampshire
city, and a trustee
Savings Bank, died last night, aged f>8.
He
leaves a widow, the daughter of Kev. Mr.
of
Parker
Cambridge, Mass., five children
and a sister, Mrs. W. G. Perry of Exeter.
H.
Barrow, a prominent citizen of
John
this city, shot himself early this morning.
There is but slight [hopes of his recovery.
He was temporarily insane.
Catherine Wolfe.
New Yoak, April 4.—The Evening Telegram announces the death of Miss Catherine
Wolfe, the well known, wealthy and charitable maiden lady of this city, which occurred
at her home on Madison avenue, this morn-

ing.

•,

MORNING,

TUESDAY

daughter are missing.
Clarkville, Tenn., was visited by a fire that
did §250,000 worth of damage last Sunday.
The man who was arrested at Suspension
Bridge, New York, Saturday, for robbing
Kxpress Messenger Lake near Utica, is be-

lieved to be Michael Kouk, who spent some
time in Syracuse two years ago.
Nine persons who died at Sergeant Hed.
rick’s house In Memphis. Tenn., Sunday,
were seriously poisoned by eating ice cream.
It Is expected they will recover.
President Cleveland held his usual afternoon reception to the public yesterday. There
were about 150 persons In attenpance. Among
them were Johu L. Sullivan and members of
his combination.
While the Salvation army was holding a
meeting In a public hall in Savannah, Ua.,
Sunday night, a free fight occurred. Several
members of the corps were arrested just before the meeting began for playing a brass
band. That encouraged the boodmms, who
had gone to the hall in great numbers. They
jumped up in a body and took possession of
the meeting. Billies, pistols ana knives were
drawn and the greatest excitement ensued.
About a dozen noses and heads were broken
before the police arrived and cleared the hall.
Governor Hill of Virginia yesterday received a cablegram from the chairman of the
counsel of foreign bondholders in London,
stating that a commission is in preparation,
The governor
and will start in a few days.
transmitted the cablegram to both houses,
whereupon a joint committee was appointed
to meet the representatives of the bondholders and confer with them upon the State
debt question, with a view to its settlement.
It Is said that Kissane, the forger, and Col.
Win. K. Rogers, a wealthy citizen of Califor-

nia,

and the same person.
The health of Daniel Manning is improving. Yesterday he was out walking, besides
are one

taking carriage exercise.

An unknown large two-masted schooner
into the shoals several miles Soft Cotuit
Bay, Nantucket, during the istorm Saturday
and sunk. Only the mast heads are now
visible from the shore.
A large
quantity of dynamite, used for
blasting and stored in a frame shanty ou the
outskirts of Reading, Pa,, exploded yesterday
forenoon.
Andrew Lunt liad both legs
blewn off and will die. JTwo Italians were
ran

fearfully injured.
Slosson

defeated
Schaefer at cushion
in Chicago last niglit for 8500 a side.
Slosson won, scorning 500 to Schaefer’s 482.
Faneuil Hall, Boston, was packed almost
to suffocation last night by a thoroughly
representative American audience, the occacaroms

UUHL II
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Mr. Chaplin, in attacking Mr. Conybeare,
aimed indirectly at Mr. Gladstone, who,
since Saturday, has beeu in an unwonted
condition of mental excitement ovffr the application of the closure. Mr. Gladstone denies having blamed the speaker, and insists
that the real offender was Mr. Smith, for refusing discourteously the request to continue
the debate another day.
After tonight's row the
Speaker was
obliged to retire on account of illness, and it
then became known that the probable cause
of his readiness to assent to the closure Saturday was the fact that he was suffering
aciltft

DA in

from

varirnsp vpin<

in

lptra

Lord Salisbury and other members of the
cabinet dined at the Speaker’s House Saturday evening, but the host was absent. Mrs.
Peel explaining that he was ill. Medical authorities attribute Peel’s condition to the
lengthened sittings of the House.
It is thought that as a result of tonight’s
incident the government will not dare to
hurry .lie second reading of the coercion
bill. An attempt to crush debate would undoubtedly produce wild commotion throughout the country.
The Gladstonians aim at
14 days’ of discussion before ;the final division, with a recess of a week for stumping
tne country and agitating the question. The

CUUUCUlUa"

tion of tne Irish crjrnes bill.
Goveamor
Ames, Lieutenant Governor Brackett, Mayor
O’Brien, Senator Hoar, Revenue Collector
Fitzgerald, Mayor Ruessell yf Cambridge.
John Boyle O Reilley,
Deputy Collector
Flatley and others were present. Eleven
hundred and three dollars were raised for
the League fund.
B. F. Jones, chairman of the National Republican Committee, yesterday stated positively that he was not a candidate for re-

ministerialists are willing to concede seven
nights for debate without recess. The London Radical clubs are organizing a demonstration against the coercion bill.
They
propose to hold a meeting in Hyde park
and
it
is
he
there
will
au
Monday
expected
imposing procession. The Speaker will go
into the country for a short rest.

Foreign Notes.
A despatch from Massowah, Egypt
says
that the Italian commander has arrested the
superior of the Abyssinian order of Jerusa-

lem.
The Nihilist arrests in Russia show that
the Russian Nihilists communicate with
their foreign comrades by sea. English vessels are especially suspected of carrying Nihilist letters and money. The Russian government has placed extra cruisers at the disof the custom house authorities in order
> enable them to overhaul
ships and examine them with extreme care.
In consequence of the finding of i case of
gunpowder, with cartridge and fuse attached,
in the doorway of his bureau, the president
of the Spanish Cortes has cancelled all cards
of admission to the parliament building,
held by journalists, foreign born and native.
It is announced that the Ameer of Afghanistan is seriously alarmed over the discovery
that a number of native tribes are combining
against him. He has appealed to the Italian
authorities for help.
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T

The Colonial Conference was opened in
__a.111.
:_
«wi

J

Dies.
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The Colonial Secretary said the fishery
would be settled satisfactorily.

dispute

A FIEND AT LARCE
Third

Attempt to
Cars In

Blow

Paterson,

Up Street
N. J.

Paterson, N. Jm April 4.—A loud explosion, followed almost immediately by another, at the corner of Market and Main streets,
at 7.30 o’clock last night, startled the neighborhood and created a panic in the crowded
thoroughfares. Some miscreant had placed
torpedoes on the street car track. Nobody
wos burt.
This is the third attempt that has
been made recently in Paterson to blow up
the street cars.

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

At the annual town election at Sherman
held March 28, the following officers
chose: Moderator, J. Burnham; Clerk,
Lewis E. Jackman; Selectmen, Assessors
and Oversees of the Poor.J. W. Ambrose,
Win. P. Ball, C. A. Robinson; Treasurer,
L. E. Jackman: S. S. Committee, W. A.
Sawyer; Town Agent, John Burnham; Auditor, L. C. Caldwell; Collec or. C. E. Robinson. Raised for schools, *785: poor, $500;
incidentals, $300; roads cash, $100; memorial, $25; special, $25; roads and bridges in
labor at 15 cents per hour, $1000. Politics
were not taken into account.

Mills,
were

KENNEBEC
Ulittiu U1

in Luck.

Dover, N. H., April 4.—Among the principal prizes drawn at the Knights of Labor
Fair here today, were:
Double seated
sleigh, Norris L. Wiggin of North Berwick;
silver service, W. C. Lord of Portland; Cashmere shawl, Horace Dupree of Biddeford;
cloak pattern, Gertie M, Ham of Springvale; I
plush rocker, Emma J. Pinkham of Farmington ; ladies’ beaver furs, Susie Fernald of

Farmington.

A woman and three men were killed near
Cincinnati yesterday
an
boiler.

by

Court of
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tal accompanied by Superintendent Sanborn
and Treasurer Chase have returned from a
three days’ trip of inspection of the Massachusetts hospitals. They visited the institutions at Worcester and the one at Das vers.
LINCOLN COUNTY.

The Knights of Labor of Nortli Whitefield

about to establish a stoc k company for
tUo purpose ot carrying on a general merchandise store. The business establishment
to be named the “Farmers Exchange.”
are

SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

The house and stable of Edward

Murphy’s Corner, Woolwich,
Sunday night.. Loss #2,000.
at

IN

was

Dunton

burned

GENERAL.

Together with a copy of the “act to establish local boards of health and to protect
the people of this State from contagious diseases,” Secretary Young of the State board
has sent circulars to the municipal officers of
the cities and towns of the State, giving instructions in regard to the appointment of
the local boards as
provided in the act of the
Legislature. "In choosing the members to
compose your local board, says the circular,
"the State board would respectfully urge
you to make a careful selection with reference to the special fitness of the persons to
be appointed. If the appointees are persons
who have already shown some interest in
health matters, and have given some study
in these directions, all the better; but It is
thought not to be wall in any town to have
the members of the board of health all chos
en from a single profession or calling.” The
act goes into effect next Monday.
THE COLLECES.
ATHLETES AT COLBY UNIVERSITY.

The Athletic Association held their annual
meeting and election Saturday and the fol-

lowing officers

were

elected:

l'rcsldent-Korest Goodwin.
Vice President—.1. A. l’tilsifer.
Secretary—F. V. Matthews.
Treasurer—G. A. Hurd.
First Director—J. F. Larrabee.
Second Director—W. W. Merrill.
Third Director—P. I‘. Burleigh.
Fourth Director—E. T. Wyman.
It is now decided that Colby is to have a
gymnasium instructor, a young man who
has been for several years under the instruction of Prof. Koberts of Boston, the
famous Boston Y. M. C. A. instructor. A
large number of the students propose to
enter upon systematic gymnasium work under the new Instructor.
END OF THE WINTER TERM AT BATES.

The last exercises of the winter term were,
those of the Seniors in their exhibition at
the Main street church last * riday evening.

large audience

present. The orations
all showed careful preparation and were
finely delivered. The Eurosophian Quartette furnished some of their best music.
Following was the programme:
John Winthrop .F. Whitney
.P. R. Howe
Spectrum Analysis
was

—

The Heroic American Character. .C. S. Pendleton
Juvenal and Rome.Israel Jordan
The Poetry of Burns.Miss S. 8. Stevens
Conscience and Law..8. G. Roberts
Our Need of Spiritual Heroism,
Miss N. E. Russell
National Progress Dependent on True
_

CENEKAL NEWS.

S?ngfSingtCUe<i

COUNTY.

UII31CCS Cl

mill dam at
carried away by the

unexpected.

Iugersoll

Ontario

was

sprtng freshet yesterday

True Education Develops Character,
Woman Suffrage.
•Excused.

The Eurosophian Quartette arc becoming
Besides
great favorites in this vicinity.
furnishing the choir music at an Auburn
furnished
music
have
church they
during
the past term at a large number of public
college exercises, church entertainments,
etc. The quartette consists of Pendleton,
Chase and Moulton of ’87 and Pierce of '90.
The next term will open Tuesday morning,
April 12th.

^-"v-"

__

f;ized

and

the sel- ctmen.

i*.

election.
Ship Favonius reports in New York, that
in typhoon off the coast of Japan, oNovember 19th, First Mate Charles W. Heckman, a
native of Nova Scotia, and Thomas Brown,
a West Indian seaman, were washed overboard and drowned.
Liberal-Unionist, “notwithstanding these
John Most, ex-convict and an apostle of
sneers (Conservative cheers), it is my wish
to allay party passions.”
Anarchy, was given a reception in Cooper
New York, last night.
Union.
Mr. Conybeare said his object, in referThe United States Grand Jury in San
ring to the closure, was to show that if it
was used in a manner contrary to the pledge
Francisco, have found 40 indictments against
of the government for the purpose of forcprominent men for fraudulent land surveys.
ing coercion through against the constitu- The present surveyor general of California
i3 one of the men.
tional liberties of the House, the members
ought to *be informed and obtain further
Cardinal Taschereau arrived in America
time for discussion. If lie had exceeded his
from Rome yesterday. He says the Knights
duty in alluding to the matter, lie must of Labor of Canada will not be approved by
humbly and fully express regret.
the church.
Mr. Smith said he understood that Mr.
Portions of another charred body were
Conybeare withdrew his words, and apelo- found in the Richmond Hotel
ruins at Buffor having used them. This being so,
falo yesterday afternoon. The remains are
le (Mr. Smith) would refrain from cornto be parts of the body of either
thought
commenting on the words Mr. Conybeare
Mi juie Kelly, a servant, or Mark Osborne,
had used.
The speaker enjoyed the esday clerk.
teem, respect and confidence of both parties.
Volney R. Chamberlain of Cambridge,
(Conservative cheers.)
Mass., against whom suits for perjury and
Mr. John Morley said lie profoundly reconcealment
amount of $30,gretted the tone Mr. Conybeare had adopted 000 have beenof assets to theJohn
P. Squire &
in his speech.
brought by
The Liberals had no want of
Co., the well known Cambridge pork packfaith in the constant impartiality of the
committed
suicide
at
his
ers,
home yesterspeaker.
day.
Mr. Healey here asked Mr. Smith whether,
before moving the closure last Saturday
The Washington residence of Senator
morning, he had the previous sanction oi Blair was damaged by lire and water yesterthe chair. (Cries of “Oh,” "Oh,” “Shame”
day, to the extent of $10,000.
“Don’t answer.”)
The Trinidad Journal of March 22d says
Mr. Smith—I don’t know if it is really
that a cutter belonging to the Americnn manrigfit that I should answer that question. of-war Saratoga, was capsized off Labrea,
(Cries from the Conservatives of “No,” and that five of the occupants were drowned.
“No,” and Parnellite cheers.)
Judge Gresham, in the United States CirAmid general disorder Mr. Smith
was
Court at Chicago, yesterday, appointed
heard to say, “I decline to answer.”
This cuit
General John McNutta, of Bloomington, 111.,
was followed by
renewed
disturbances. to be receiver
of the Wabash line lying east
When the noise had subsided Labouehere
of the Mississippi river. General McNutta
asked the speaker if it was right to put tlx*1
is a lawyer.
closure motion last Saturday, when there
was no question before the House.
The. speaker replied that the main quesTHE STATE.
tion was before the House. (Cheers.)
The subject was then dropped.

Maine People

Debt for a

Bad, So They Called
for an Account.
Boston, April 4 -Tux Collector Ward of
Canton, was called upon by the selectmen today to make a deposit of ail monies in his

Its

■■•

morning. A tenement house occupied by
four families was also swept away by the
Hood and wrecked. John Bowman aud his
John McLean
daughter, a young man named
and a child whose name Is unknown were
named
man
Laid
a
and liis
and
drowned;

A

Town

HI3 Habits Were

to

Acocsta, April 4.—Judge C. W. Goddard
of Portland and Dr. F. 0. Thayer of Waterville, a committee in behalf of the Hoard of

raised for

House,
Fabmington, April 4.—At a largely attended town meeting this ^afternoon, no ac.
tion was taken on the Village
Corporation’s
offer to sell its right in the lot for the town
house. Hut the selectmen were instructed to
huild a brick town house on the lot to accommodate both the town and
corporation and
four thousand dollars were voted
for the
same.
The money is to be raised
by three
per cent bonds payable in five years. The
work is to be done under the
supervision of

Committee

See the Covernor.

Notwithstanding

DEMOCRATS.

19-tf

Send a

IT.

Up

being chosen.

—

DISCOURACED

Comes

Cincinnati, O., April 4.-The board of
elections lias carefully footed
up the returns
and finds that Smith,
Republican, is elected
Mayor by oyer 000 majority. At first a mistake in the footings made it
appear that the
labor candidate was elected.
Hartford Republican.
Habtfobd, Conn., April 4.—The city
election took place today, half the Board of

train, consisting

Vassalboro.

Country

The Doctors

They Say,

THE

Published every Thursday Morning, at $2.50
year; if paid in advance, $2.00 a year,
a Advertisements inserted In the “Mains Stair
Prkbb” (which has a large circulation in every
part of the State) for $1.00 per square for first in
■ertlon, and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to

own

the

Detboit, April 4.—A full vote was polled
today on the prohibition amendment in the
southern part of the State, while In the upper
peninsula the voting was Interfered with by
a heavy fall of snow.
So far as reported, at
10 p. in., the amendment had been
strongly
opposed in the cities, but the country vote
seemed likely to overcome tills. Women
were present at the polls all
day, working
for prohibition.
Ballots were also cast today for two justices of the State Sapreme
Court, two regents
of the State University and an amendment
to the constitution for an increase of
salaries
of State officers. The returns
indicate the
election of the entire Republican ticket.
Cincinnati Republican.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS,

references
to character and abllauestionable
y. Address in
hand writing, giving age,

references, &c., BUSINESS, care ofCarrier

Michigan

THEY WILL TEST

Ask for the Facts
Concerning
the Veto of the
Registration Bill.

for Prohibition.

whlch‘1 sett

Given to

Clairvoyant and Botanic Physician

In

I have a large quantity of
Waterbury Watches

AT
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THE ELECTIONS.

CLOSING OUT SALE.

RIB BROTHERS.
_£E!_____ast
Stale of ranine.
Executive Departmekt,

possession with the treasurer, as an examination of his books showed that he collected
some $2000 which had not been turned over.
The bondsman of the collector started the
on account of Ward’s alleged
investigation
bad habits. Ward deposited $2200, claiming
that he would cover all deficiencies.

WATERBURY

prices.
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INTER-STATE COMMERCE.
A Line of

Propellers to Run Between
Bangor and New York.

PRICE THREE CENTS.

and whoever wins the
race, the loser cannot
truthfully say the victor was better boated
than he. They are the handsomest
boats I
have ever seen."
Mr. Davis, the builder,
says the new apparatus is far ahead of the
old
aud will be shown to be
so before the season closes,
i’laisted did
not take sculls for Gaudaur, as the
chamhas
not
decided
what
yet
width of
pion
blade to use this year—whether to stick to
the old width or try a new blade.

CITY GOVERNMENT.

Regular Monthly

Meeting

of

the

City Council.

improvements,

Southern Men Make Strenuous Pleas
for Lenient

Rulings.

The Circuses May Fight the Bill That
Coes Into Effect Today.
the Press.]
[Special
April 4.—An effect of the inter-

The Commissioners

at

Work.

Washington, April 4.—The

Inter-State
Commerce Commission has this morning promulgated the following rule of proceeding:
Application made for the official action of the
Commission shall be made by petition which shall
set forth the facts on which they are founded and
be verified by the oath of the applicant or of some
authorized agent or attorney.
Senator Dolph presented to the Commissioners-s memorial from the Board of Trade
at Walla Walla in relation to high
charges.

1 he memorialists pray for relief in time to
this year’s crop from exorbitant freight
charges. He also presented a memorial from
the Board of Trade of Portland, Ore., in reto the long and short haul feature.
Jjtmn
W. H. Boss, H. D. Johnson, S. Waxelbaum
*"• Hanson, a committee representing
?>
the Chamber of Commerce of Macon, Ua.,
were accorded a bearing upon a
subject
brought up by the Atlanta Board and Southern railroad men on
Saturday. The following letter, written by the instructions of the
Commission, explains itself:
save

Chenew, Esq.,
T°9:S'
the

General

Superintendent

lanadlan Express Comixtny, Montreal:
■
,?r S*r~Your letter °I the 1st requesting the
decision ol the Commission
upon the question
whether .the Inter-State cumuiercc act
applies
to express companies, has been laid before the
Commission and duly considered. If any express
company desires to oe heard by the Commission
rathe question you raise, an early opportunity
will be offered for the
purpose, bat until such a
bearing is applied for tne Commission will assume
that the law does apply to such companies.
of

Very respectfully

yours,
T. M. (Vim.KV

successfully operating.

Wholesale dealers

have established their
prices upon the basis
of these rates and a sudden increase would
unset and demoralize all branches of trade.
fifteen or twenty members of the Southern Railway and
Steamship Company, also
made representation to tile committee, for
liberal treatment. Ilenry Fink, vice president of the East Tennessee, Virginia and
Georgia road, said the rigid construction of
the long and short haul provision
mennt

bankruptcy.

It is said that,

largely

on account of these
commissioners have
that they will suspend the execution of the long and short haul clause of
the bill in every case when a railroad
appeals until all the roads affected have had
time to be heard from, and then the general
question will be passed upon, and an application bo made in each case.
Under this
policy, the Southern Railway and Steamboat
Association and possibly all other railroads,
will be allowed to continue its present
practice of permitting more to be charged for a
short than a long haul, until the commission
passes on the general question.
New Yoiik, April 4.—It is said here that
theatrical companies and circusses will feel
the new act’s effects more than anybody
else. It is reported that the circus
people
will test the constitutionality of the law, aud
for that purpose will subscribe 810,000 and
engage ex-benator Allen G. Thurman of
Ohio to look after their interests. Upon

representations,
about decided

the

the largest shows the new order of
things
will have less effect than upou the little
one.
borne of the theatrical companies will
find scenery an expensive luxury. Heavy
scenery is being replaced where possible by
drop scenes painted upon light material that
can be packed in a smalljeom pass.

by

The declamations

Acadat Bridgton
competition fcr the prize of $50 offered by an alumnus of the Academy for ex-

cellence In declamation and composition, ocj
curred on Thursday aud Friday evenings,
March 31st and Apr! 11st. At the commencement of the exercises the name of the donor
of the prize, hitherto kept secret, was anuounced as that of Hon. Edward F. Brown

of New York, class of ’45.
Mr. Brown has
always manifested much interest in the success of the school, and his generosity Is

highly appreciated.
The programme for the two evenings
follows:

was

as

THURSDAY.

I.
Music—March. .Orchestra
of
the
American Scholar.Curtis
Duty
Loring Sawyer Lombard.
Jamie
Cable
Virginia Francis Weston.
The Sprig of Green.Anon
Silas Melvin Woodsum.
Solo—Janet’s Choice.
Mrs. Jennie King Morrison.
Gradatim.Holland
Susie Lucretia Foster.
Sufferings of the Pilgrims.Everett
Roswell Boothby Nevers.
Music.Orchestra.
Part

Part II.

Music.
Ferrazzi
Mrs. Morrison.
The Polish Boy.
Stevens
Emma Sophronia Irish.
The Black Ilorse and His Rider.Sheppard
James Albert Nichols.
Legend of the Organ Builder.Dorr
Nellie Flora Stone.
Solo—The Swiss Song.
Eckart
Miss Grace Carter.
Toussaint L’Overture.Phillips
Isaiah Rogers Morrell.
Voices at the Throne.Westwood
Lillian Holmes Ricker.
Music—Violin Solo.Cylbulka

con-

tracted for 250 acres of sweet corn in Unity
and vicinity and building operations wiU be-

gin

soon.

‘Many of our citizens,” says the Belfast
Journal, “are not aware of an industry
growing up among us thatlbids fair to rival
anything over started here since the decline
of shipbuilding. We refer to Messrs. Smith,
Perry A Co.’s steam paint works where a
man can go in, have any colored paint desired ground to order, and witness the operation, which, by the way, we found very interesting."

In

Marshfield, Washington county, they

talking ol building a mill, to be run by
steam power, for sawing staves, laths, shingles, headings, etc. An article is in the warrant to see if the town will exempt this or
any similar industry from taxation for a
term of years.
The Machias Union says that
judging
from the immense rows and tiers of cord
wood on the wharves and Dy road sides in
Jonesboro, and estimating the product of
mills and quarries to be in output equal to
the average of six years past, the coastiug
vessels will whiten the waters of Chandler's
river with their sails frequently this season.
Speaking of the need of pulling the Shore
Line through, a Washington county paper
says: “Already Calais is aglow with brightest hopes of future prosperity in lumber and
cotton mills, shoe factories, etc.
Eastport
with its Campobello annex, and Eastport is
worth 8130,000 today more than when in its
best estate before the fire. Macliiasport has
a business outlook as it never before had in
its history, while East Machias and Machias
hold out superior privileges and invitations
to capital to come, and Cutler,
Jonesport,
Jonesboro, Millbridge and other towns are
prospering on a substantial basis.”
are

Bridgton Leather Works are in full force,
employing a large number of hands, and
turning out great quantities of nicely finished
goods.

It is reported that the Dustins are about
closing up their machine shop in Dexter, preparatory to removing all their machinery to
Oakland. The company will have a large
capital and extensive shops, and will begin
business under the best auspices. This business removed will make quite a difference in
Dexter, the pay roll amounting to about $1000
per month.
Judge Bishop thinks of establishing a
water system in Newport village, to
supply
its wants as well as to furnish and
replenish
reservoirs for the new fire engine.
lie proposes to convey the water by means of hydrants from one large reservoir, the location
of which should be near the Sawyer House
on High street, to all parts of the
village.

They

are

organizing

corporation at Pembroke with a capital of $10,000, in shares of
$10 each, for the purpose of starting a shoe
manufacturing business that will employ 100
hands. The building (100x30) will be located
on the "Gang Saw Mill
privilege.”
#The Machiasport Packing Co. are erecting
a building on steamboat wharf at that
place
far a sardine factory; the size of the building
is to be 130x33 feet. Mr. James C.
Young,
recently of the firm of Stimpson & Young
Jonesport, will be general superintendent -of
operations at the factory.
a

uti
ucuiauu lui
me
production oi the
Camden manufactories will cause the building of two woolen mills there.
Another industry that is to be started at an early day
is the building of a mill for the manufacture
of ladies dress goods.
Prominent Camden
gentlemen are interested in it. The capital
is to be placed at $100,000.
They are to organize the 10th day of April. The location
of themill will be one-haif a mile from the
center of the village, at what is known as
tiould s Mills, on Megunticook steam. It
will be a three-set mill.
Stock has already
been pledged to secure the success of the

enterprise.

At the old Highland quarry near Schoodic
Lake, in Brownville, now worked by the
Williams Slate Comprny, slate is worked
into many useful articles for; which, hereto-

fore other materials have been used. The
slate is sawed and planed with
apparently
as much ease as
ordinary pine lumber, and
with much less noise.
The principal articles made of the slate are: sinks, school
boards (blackboards), drain covers, counters,
mantels, shelves for refrigerators, lamp bottoms, and even inkstands.

Aquatic.
the racing

A sister boat to

craft which
Fred Plaisted took to St. Louis last Thursday
for Champion Gaudaur is being finished at
the shop of M. F. Davis in this city, and is
intended for Edward Hanlan. Speaking of
these boats before his departure for St.
Louis, Plaisted said: “They are so near
alike that they are, practically, twin boats,

Few

Changes
the

Salaries

Mayor Chapman

Last

Paid

MUNICIPAL COUNT.
An order was passed fixing the salary of
the judge of the municipal court for the ensuing year at $1200.
A

Music—Solo.ZikoU

Miss Carter.
Our Battle Flags.Schurz
Alfred Oilman Nutting.
The High Tide.Ingelow
Wdliam Mayberry Cooke Jordan.
Death ot Little Paul.Dickens
Bessie Martha Hammons.
Fountain of Youth.Butterwortb
Wallace Kider Farrington.
Music—The Quaker’s Daughter
Mrs. Morrison.
Part 11.

Music.Orchestra

Maid of

Orleans.'.Sagebeer

Fred Nahum Berry.
The Daymeor Cross.Anon
May Itankln.
Battle of Ivry.....Macauly
James Prentiss Blake.
True Source of Reform .Beecher
George Edwards Weeman.
Music. .Selected
Mrs. Morrison.
The Last Hymn..Farmingham
Ina May Martin.
Plymouth Rock.Beecher
Henry Maliew Wiggiu.
Tlio Vagabonds....
.Trowbridge
George Franklin WUley.
Sister and I.Anon
Nellie Adelia Hamlin.

Music.Walston

Mrs. Morrison.
The parts were of a uniformly excellent
character, rendered with spirit and showing
careful training, so that any special mention
would be needless.
It was generally agreed
that the exercises were equal to any ever
given by the school, and that the task of the
awarding committee would indeed be a difficult one.
The music was of a high order, Mrs. Morrison delighting the audience by her pleasing
manner and her clear, strong
rendering, and
she received several hearty encores.
Miss
for
one
so
Carter,
young, possesses a voice of
unusual sweetness and flexibility.
A delegation of students from Fryeburg Academy
was present at the exercises, and reported
an enjoyable time.
On Tuesday evening, April 5th, Rev. C. H.
Daniels of Portland will deliver uii address
before the student’s lyccum, and at that
time the awards of the prizes will be announced. The school numbers 121 students
during the present term.

Ho Has

Something

Say

to

About the

Published by the
Civil Service Commissioners.
Communication

To the Editor of the Press:
As a result of the civil service examination of November, 1885, the names of two
applicants were enrolled on the register as
eligible for the position tl weigher and
The examination comprises five
gauger.
onhiopfa

PAT FOR PUTTING OUT FIRES.

Alderman Marks introduced an order directing that in future when aid is rendered
by the fire department in extinguishing fires
in the surrounding towns, the bills for such
services shall be presented to the towns in
which the fire occurs, for payment. The order passed.
The committee on fire department will
confer with the selecmen of the towns in regard to the payment of the claims of the
city for services rendered in such cases.
APPOINTMENTS BY THE MAYOR.
H. P. Spnflftlll n W IVontnmeth
A

orthography.

Third—Questions on weighing.
Fourth—Questions on gauging.
Fifth—Theoretical questions.
Bradford received 84 66-100 on penmanship
and orthography and 9G on arithmetic, makidg his average on these two subjects a fraction over 90. His general average was reduced to GO l>v reason of technical questions
of the third, fourth and fifth subjects which
were were not perfectly answered.
The subjoined list contains a part of the
technical questions which w ere noted froai

memory shortly aftoi the examination:
What is the maximum weight allowed by law of
an imported cask?
How often should a weigher’s scales be ad-

justed?

Iu case a liquor contains saccharine bow would
you proceed to obtain the proof?
How many cubic inches in a wine gallon; how
many in a beer gallon?
How many wiue gallons are there In a cask of
No. 1, measuring bung diameter
inches,
variety
head diameter
inches, and length
Inches?
How many wine gallons in a cask of the following dimensions (dimensions are here inserted) of
variety No. 2.
A cask of liquor (of variety here given) measuring hung diameter—inches, head diameter
Inches, length
inches. The hydrometer placed
in this liquor indicates
degrees when the temWhat would he the
derature is say 86
Kahr
—

—

—

—

—

—

number of gallons, the
lons of this cask?

proof,

and

the

proof gal-

The complaint lias not been made under
the rules and regulations, but under the
civil service law. The rules of the commission not only allow the selection of one out
of four names, but also the holding of an
examination as often as a single appointment is to lie made.
Under such conditions
an eligible register containing
a sufficient
number of names to supply the prospective
end of the service may at any time be rejected, and a new register be prepared to
take its place. It is held that the allegations contained in the third annual report of
the Civil Service Commissioners are not sustained.
J. M. Bradford.
MECHANIC

FALLS.

Denison

Mill
Property A
diers’ Monument Assured.

Sol-

The appraisers of the Denison paper mills
nrp

nttArulinrr

Hmir Hi<»«

....

doubt the property will be put on the market
and sold. Many of the operators are still
here, hoping the mills will soon start up.
A large drive of logs is expected down the
Little

Androscoggin

when

the river opens.

They

will start from Thompson pond.
The committee on the soldiers’ monument
have ordered one of while bronze from
Bridgeport, Conn. It will be twenty feet
High, surmounted with a bronze soldier,
fully armed and equipped.
One hundred
and t\fenty of the names of those who died
in tho war, from the jurisdiction of the G.
A. It. post, will be placed on the tablets. It
is expected the monument will be unveiled
Memorial Day.
In reply to W. G., concerning the distance
which the electric lights can he seen, I will
say that when cloudy and a light mist In the
air the retiectiou on the sky can be
plainly
seen from any of the hills around the village. a distance of 36 miles.
During the
night of the great fire of Julv, i860, the reflection was remarkably bright, aud could
be

plainly

seen

from

this

surrounded by low hills.

village, although

A Fizzle.

Norway Advertiser.
We had a big scare in Oxford last week
from a report of several cases of scarlet
fever in town, which happily proved a fizzle.
Nothing but nettle rash.
At the

(preliminary investigation into the
charges of conspiracy against former directof the Montreal, Portland A Boston railroad, held in Montreal yesterday afternoon,
John Lemonls, the advocate, discussed in
detail the manner in which the defendants
sought to prevent him and his party from attending the annual meeting in January last.
ors

taker.
Sewall Lang, Henry H. Burgess, Lyman
N. Kimball, Henry 8. Trickey and Charles
H. Baker were appointed overseers of the

city house

of correction.
BONDS

APPROVED.

The bend of Henry W. Hersey for $100,-

city treasurer and collector, was approved. The sureties are .Joseph Walker,

000 as

Edward H Havels, Aomi Whitney, J. 8.
Winslow, George P. Wescott, F. A. Pitcher,
Stephen R. Small, George W. Woodman and
Seth B. Hersey.
The bond of William Hayes in the sum of
$200 as pound keeper was approved.
Bonds of the following city constables
were approved: Franklin Perry, William H.
Plummer, John K. Carleton, Arthur M.
Sawyer.
PETROLEUM LICENSES.

The licenses of the following parties to
keep and store petroleum were renewed for
one year, subject to the approval of the
chief engineer:
Name.
Gallons.
Shaw, Hammond ft Carney.
5,000
Chas. W. McLaughlin ft Co.
3,000
W. W. Whipple ft Co. 2,000
D. W. True ft Co.
3,600
Twitchell. Champlin & Co.200.000
Twltehell, Champllu ft Co. 1,000
John Conley ft Son. 26.000
George C. Shaw ft Co. 2,000
George C Shaw.
1.000
J. S.Fltz'.
750
F. A. Smith ft Co.
3,000
Portland Kerosene OU Co..
3,000
Hartley W. Lewis.
750
A. L. Millett ft Co.
1.000
Howes, Hilton ft Harris. 3,000
W. 8. Jordan ft Co..
1.000
J. W. l’erkins ft Co.
1,500
Cousens ft Tomlinson. 20,000
Perley, Russell ft Co. 2,000
Chase ft Son (lubricating).
1,600
SALES OF BEAL ESTATE.

The city treasurer

was authorized to give
deed to the Malno Central Railroad Company of three lots of land on 8t. John
street, the price to be nine cents per foot,
payable upon the delivery' of the deed.
The city treasurer was authorizettto give
deeds of land to the following persons, a
condition of the sales being that dwelling
houses should be erected on the lots within
a period specified in each order;
Henry
Soule, lot on B street at 10 cents tier foot;
H. P. Storer, two lots on St. John street
at nine cents per foot;
William Burrowes,
thret lots corner of A and B streets, the
first at 10 cents per foot, the others ut 13
cents; Ezra llawkes, two lots on Grant
street at 10 ceuts per square foot.

a

The salary bill was introduced by Aiderman Marks for the committee.
The bill as
reported, fixed the salaries of the city officers the same as they were last year, with
the exception of the assessors, the city

civil engineer, whose salary was reduced
from $2100 to $2000, and the second assistant
civil engineer, whose salary was raised from
yovu

»u

vivwi

Upon motion of Alderman Smith the bill
was
was

considered by sections.

adopted, until that fixing

Each section
the salaries of

the assessors was reached.
Alderman Smith said thattho present salary was $900, and he would move to make it
saw.
Alderman

90.00
30.00
26.00

Physician.

650.00
60000
200 OO

Truant officer.
Clerk of Common Counell.
.Superintendent of Clocks.
Superintendent of Burials.
Harbor Master.
Street Commissioner..
Civil Engineer.
(In addition $160 for services rendered corn’s public grounds.)
Kirst Assistant Engineer.
Second Assistant.
Superintendent of School Buildings.

Marks

said that the assessors
years, and that the
increase in their work seemed to Justify the
request for a larger salary.
Mr. Smith said that one of the assessors
had told him their present salary was $900.
A reference to the clerk’s records showed

had had $1000 for

-some

that with the exception of one year, the assessors had received a salary of $1000 each

since 1872.
Alderman Gatley moved to amend the section, and make the salary $1000. The motion
was seconded by Alderman Smith.
Alderman Marks said that he hoped the
salary would not be reduced from the amount

recommended.
Alderman Smith said that he noticed there
were plenty of applicants at the salary paid.
Alderman Gatley’s motion passed, Aidermen Gatley, Kicker, McMahon and Smith
voting yes; Wilson and Marks, no.|
The question then was taken upon the
Alpassage of the section as amended.
derman Wilson spoke iu favor of giving the
assessors the salary recommended by the
committee.
Alderman Marks moved that the salary be
fixed at SHOO.
Alderman Marks’ motion
was not seconded, and the section was adopted as amended by Alderman Galley's motion.
Alderman Smith thought the City Marshal’s team should be kept in a city stable at
the city’s expense, but the board did not
agree with him.
When the section fixing the salaries of the
policemen at $2.124 g day came up. Aiderman Gatley moved to amend and make the
salaries 92.25 a day.
The motion was seconded by Alderman Smith. The vote stood:

Yeas—Aldermen Gatley, Kicker, Smith;
nays—Aldermen Wilson, McMahon, Marks.
The Mayor cast the deciding vote in the
negative, leaving the salaries as reported.
The Mayor said that most of the city officers
were underpaid, but, as had tieeii said in
reference to another position, there were a
many applicants, and in view
Jreat
act and the city’s condition, he

of this
did not

favor the increase.
Alderman Gatley moved to amend the
section fixing the salary of the superintendent of school buildings at 9700 by raising
the amount to 9ooo. The motion was not
seconded.
The remaining sections were adopted as
reported, and the bill and its accompanying
order passed.
A recess was then taken during the discussion of the bill in the lower board. When
the bill came back with the non-concurrence
of the Council on the section fixing the
salaries of the assessors, this hoard voted to
adhere to its former action. Aldermen Wilson and Marks casting the only votes in
favor of concurrence with the Council.
Upon the committee of conference asked
for by the lower board. Aldermen Smith,
Wilson and Gatley were appointed. The
committee reported that they had voted four
to two to recommend that the salaries of the
assessors be fixed at 91.000 In accordance
with the action of this board. The report

accepted.
The following is the bill as finally passed;
City Clerk..
was

A sustain.
376 00
Treasurer and Collector.
j 50000
Clerk hire, Treasurer's office
l'rioaon

Auditor... 1*460 on
*!'*?»*". 'fMHKOO
.

Assessors...
Assistant Assessors (per day).

1,300.00

j * qqo.oo

j.26

160.(8)
200.00

400.00
1,600.00
2,000.00

1,100.00
1,000.00
700.00
Inspector ot Buildings.
100.00
Forester (per day).
3.50
bill the Street Commissioner’s team
1
Is
In the city stables. The City Marshal is required to keep a horse and
carriage
for his own official use at his personal expense.

?y
kept

PETITIOSS REFERRED.

These petitions were referred:
Of the trustees of Congress Street Methodist Church, claim tor $100, In part payment
for repairs of damages caused by weight of
fire alarm bell in tower.
Of Luring, Short <fc Harmon for police prevention of loafing In front of their premises

the corner of Congress and Centre streets.
Of John J. Abbott for permission to erect
a wooden dwelling house at 56 Adams street.
Of Clarence B. Hall to keep a fish market
at the corner of Burnham and Lowell streets.
(Granted subject to the city marshal's report.)
Of W. H. Anderson and others for a sewer
on Grant street, between High and State
on

streets,

MI8CELI.A3F.Ot. 8.
In accordance with a communication from
J <bn M. Peck, treasurer of the Joint committee of Bosworth and Thatcher Pools, G.
A. 11., upon the observance of Memorial Day,
the usual appropriation of $350 was made.
The order from the lower board requesting
the mayor to ask the city solicitor’s opinion
regarding tbe disposition of the premium 011
the new Issue of municipal bonds was laid
upon tbe table until the next meeting, in order that the mayor might be present when it
is considered.
An order was passed providing that the
>y

iukwuku uu

iwijf
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uuuks

iu

the credit of “drains and sewers.” the amount
of income received on account of drains and
in excess of the estimated amount
and unexpended.
Papers from the lower board received concurrent action.
sewers

The board adjourned.

A.

THE SALARY BILL.

anil
Second—Arithmetic.

nrnnArtv

IT

lloag, Samuel W. Joy,
Jacob II. Groves, George 0. Cotton, Frederick G. Runnels. 8. D. Lincoln, Adams W.
Barbour and Ruel N. Field were appointed
special policemen without pay.
Henry Skillings was appointed under-

norntiltf

First—Penmanship

Tho

CONTESTED TITLE.

Wm. II. Winslow of Portland, chairman,
as owner of a part of the land on which the
city liquor agency building stands, by D. A
Meaher, his attorney, gave notice in writing
that his suit would be in order for trial on
the second Tuesday of April, in the Supreme
Judicial Court, and also that he believed a
compromise arrangement might bo effected
between himself and the city, to the advantage of both parties.
The communication was referred to the
committee on judical proceedings and
claims.

Simonton, John

Music—Grand March.Orchestra
Death of Benedict Arnold.Llppard
Ronello Cyrus Davis.
Love of Country.Colby
Howard Elmer Irish.
John Maynard.Alger

meeting and Aider-

Marks presided until he arrived.

man

FRIDAY.
Part I.

net present at the

was

commencement of the

| Member*.
Officers Dlrtgo hose company.
Members.~ ..

Electrician.'.... 1,000.00

The regular monthly
meeting of the City
Council was held last evening, liesides
considerable routine business, the
salary bill
came up for consideration and was
passed.
In Board of Mayor and Aldermen.

Knight.

Mr. S.

MR. BRADFORD REPLIES.

Commercial and Industrial.
The Portland Packing Company have

Passed With

a

emy In

('airman

It is rather a striking fact that the
South,
which has always been
very anxious to have
an Inter-State commerce bill
passed, is now
thoroughly alarmed, and beseeching the
Commissioners to make all sorts of rulings
to help its interest.
Saturday a committee
ftom tlie Atlanta Chamber of Commerce
appeared before the Commission. Governor
Bullock, as chairman of the committee, read
a paper which in substance set forth tliat a
sudden change would seriously injure many
interests and would actually paralyze others.
1 he document sets forth that the railway
managers fear that under the operations of
the inter-State act they may be forced
to increase their through rates on April 5th.
Ihat would destroy the entire system of
rates on which the Southern manufacturing
industries have been founded and are now

Bill

Year.

Declamation—Lecture
Portland Clergyman.

to

state commerce law has been that a company has been formed here which will put
on a line of freight propellers between Bangor and New York. It will be called the
Penobscot Steam Navigation Company, and
has a large capital. Frank II. Clergue, Esq.,
is president, and Charles E. Field treasurer.
The men connected with the company are
prominent citizens and mean business.

Salary

From

BRIOCTON ACADEMY.
Prize

Bangor,

The

City Marshal. 1,600.00
Deputy Marshals.
828.00
Policemen (per day)..
2.12 */»
Chief Engineer Fire Department
700.00
Assistant Engineers.
126.00
Engineers of steam Are engines.
860.00
Klremen of engine companies.
110.00
Clerks and stokers.
100.00

In Common Council.
Absent: Mr. Kent.
The reading of the records was

dispensed

with.
Mr. McCann offered a petition for the repair of the retaining wall on the corner of
Adams and Waterville streets.
Referred

anil

sent up.

Mr. McCann offered the petition of G. H.
Thomas et als., that Newbury street be extended to Freeman street. Referred and
sent up.
Mr. Trefethen offered a preamble and order that whereas doubts have arisen ar, to
the authority of the City Government to apply the premiums anticipated upon the negotiations of the new municipal loan as directed in the amendment to the ordinance relative to the sinking fund passed at the spec-

ial meeting held March 17th, 1887, therefore
it Is
Ordered, That the Mayor be requested to
ask the City Solicitor whether, in his opinion, the constitution of the State permits
the division of premiums realized from the
sale of municipal bonds, and whether they
must not be applied to the reduction of the
city bonded debt, and whether the treasurer
has legal authority to continue to sell any
part of said loan of *727,COO after the
amount realized from the sale of the bonds,
including premiums, has reached the full
sum authorized by ordinance
creating said
loaD, and whether any Ibonds, sold, Issued or negotiated, after said snm of $727,000 has been realized might not be void.
Mr. Spring moved to refer the paper to the
committee on reduction of the city debt.;
Mr. Trefethen had his doubts in regard to
the matter and would like the opinion of the
solicitor.
city
The order was passed and sent up.
When the order to dispose of tfnec Ion w*.unimproved real estate to the Maine Central
came

up, Mr.

Spring

asked if the road didn't

buy those lots some time ago.
President Hobbs said they did, but did not

take them then.
Mr. Rand said the road bought them for
nine cents, although they wanted to get them
at eight cents.
Mr. Spring said that they bought them
euougn.
cheap
When the salary bill came before this
board Mr. McGowan moved Its adoption with
the exception of the clause giving the assessors 81,000 a year, and his motion was amended by Mr. King, who wished the clause included relating to the salary of policemen.
With the exception of these two clauses
the bill was then adopted.
Then Mr.

McGowan, who thought the assessors
were not paid enough for their responsible
moved to make the salary Si,200.
ir. Dewey said the committee on salaries
voted to give the assessors *1,200 unani-

Kositions,

mously. (The aldermen amended the salary
*1,000.) The vote resulted in amending
hill nml crivincr fha*
<ki

to

th«

uasmunn

-nwi

Then Mr. King thought that good policemen
were worth $2.25 a day.
Mr. Dewey said
the committee were unanimous in favor of
$2.12$. Mr. McGowan said with the recent
helps given to the police the old salary was
considered sufficient, and on vote the salary
was kept at $2.12$.
The Aldermen voted to adhere to the bill
as they sent It down, and the Council also
voted to adhere and asked a committee of
conference.
Messrs. Dewey, Spring and
Trefetheu were appointed by this board.
Upon report of committee of conference this
board receded from its former action and
passed the order and bill In concurrence
with the upper board.
Papers from the upper board received concurrent action.

^

In Joint Convention.
The following officers were elected:
Surveyors of Lumber—Isaac N. Parsons, (1. 11.
Parsons, Samuel H. Dyer, I. H. Dyer, Janies
Horton. BenJ. T. Uoeariage, Daniel Brewer,
Thomas Horton, D. W. Cole.
Weighers of Coal and Iron-William Mee,

Daniel W. Burnell.
Weighers of Coal, Iron anil Grain—J. Larochelle. Gilman L. Brackett, Fairfield Tuttle, Edwin Cool broth, Edward Duddy.
Weigher of Coal and Lumber—Marshall It.
Williams.

The petition to appoint Geo. McAllister a
weigher and gauger was Indefinitely postponed. Mr. Wilson made the uietion, and
said It was supported by leading merchants.
Aldermen .Marks, Kicker and others showed
that many of the signers of the iwtltion did
so under a misapprehension.
_r'
BASE BALL.
WASUiaOTOS, 8;

POItTLAXba, 4.

The Portlands played with the Washingtons yesterday in Washington, and, although
they were beaten, played a good game, getting as many base hits as their opponents
and making no errors, while the Washingtons made five.
The Portlands shut the
UISIAJV uuu urn 1UI

U»C
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UUllUK-'v

The game, which was was the first of the
exhibition season in Washington, was witnessed by about 3)00 people.
lnrlug*.1 2345C7S9
Washington.1 1 4000003— H

Portlands.0 01 loot lo— 4
Rase hits—Washingtons, 10;
Portlands, 10.
Earned runs—WashErrors—Washingtons, 5.
Home Irun— Krelg.
ingtons. 4; Portlands, 3.
Three base bits—O’Brien,
Heml.TShe4-__Iwobase hits—Shock. Healey.

Lowells have signed Eugene £.
as left fielder and change catcher.
It turns out that M. £. DutTey who published a card in Sporting Lite stating that
he had not signed any contract with the
I’ortlandClub is notfthe Duffey whom Manager Spencer has signed. He saw his name
in the list of Portland players and supposed
The

Stoughton

he was the one meant.

Buffinton, whose curves were the talk of
Boston in 1S84, is now no longer a memlter
Hub team, but with Gunning his
catcher, has dgned with Philadelphia
Haverhill has reinstated Michael T. Granville.
The Baltimore club yesterday defeated
the Amherst College at Baltimore
iu eight
innings by a score of 3) to I
\bout non
people were present.
of the

Philadelphia* played
Jfi,.»A‘rh!etlcs, and.
ol
| for th** Wdi

t
the
first of a

wen‘\mtlthe‘V yesWt<1“y*"•«»
k
*0(nation dub.

Tbegame

was

fn
I lie

won

clubs fielded

outbatted the .Uattendance was 91*;'..

by

the

Philadelphia*

Their Fame Has Cone Abroad.
Bangor Commercial.
Some of the Bangor
druggists have been
gieatly surprised this week to have drafts
for 8100 brought to them for
payment. Upon examination it
has .been found that the
the National Protective
AssmdaSS?
organization 1* made up
vTh,s
brewers with headquarters at
combined to fight the
V'r„h!fd.-i
'\h? hn\T
1
rohihitlonlsts.
The drafts came through
It Is needless to
form,
add that thei Protective Association
received
few hundred dollar bills In Hiis
city.
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PRESS.

THE

TUES1)A\ MORNING, APRIL 6.
We do not read anonymous letters and commu■Isatlons. The name and address of the writer
are in all eases indispensable, not necessarily for
publication but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
•ommunicalioDS that are not used.

We should be thankful here in Maine that
the spring is no worse. Up on the Intercolonial Railway in Canada thousands of men
are at work there clearing
away the snow,
which is so deep that in one place the foreman of a crew sat astride the erosstree of a
telegraph pole directing his men.
St. Louis elects her municipal
assembly today. The Democrats predict their own de-

feat, because
Governor Mnrmaduke has
signed the bill prohibiting the opening of
saloons in the city on Sunday.
This is a
piece of reform that the Missouri Democrats
won’t stand.

Their Bucksport brethren are of the same
way of thinking. They are willing to save the
jouutry only on promise that they shall be
well paid for it. And as a condition precedl
entof labor in this direction all the offices in
the gift of the Bucksport collector must he
turned over to the unterrified. The Eastport
Democracy have issued a similar ultimatum,
and in Augusta the same spirit seems to prevail.
To the Baugur Commercial it looks as if
the Democracy were getting demoralized.
The demoralization, however, dates from
way hack. They are just getting an oppor"
tunity to exhibit their true inwardness.

trouble?

Boston Hecord.
With the taking in of the Lowell road oy
the Maine Mr. James B. Furber becomes the
great railroad magnate of New England.
He controls more miles of railroad in Now
England than any man ever did before him
or is likely to do again, except as he may
sometime step into the shoes now occupied
byJ. B. F.

inueh excited over the affair.

liol.

..

To-day completes

four months of sleighing,
enjoyed by the citizens of Portland. Our
first day on runners was the sixth day of
December and the sleighing has been continuous since that time. We confidently expect good wheeling within the next four
months, and believe ourselves safe lu asserting that no part of the world where grapes
can !>• grown in the open air in summer can
congratulate itself on such good old fashwinters as our own fa-

The timely capture of Graves has prevented him from becoming the great State of

bugaboo. Every stranger seen in the
woods since the murder has at once been recognized as Graves by imaginative lumberMaine

hunters. The Phillips Phonograph
relates that a bewildered deer hunter, who
arrived at a camp at the head of Richardson
Lakes last week, minus hat, snow shoes and
shoes, and nearly frozen, was r ecognized as
Graves by the lumbermen. The miserable
hunter seems to have had a difficult time explaining to the enraged woodsmen that he
was not the Washington county murderer.
men or

Only one-fifth of the Panama Canal is yet
built, and the cost so far Is believed to
amount to $200,000,000. Mr. Boyd, a distinguished English civil engineer, who has examined it, believes it
will require twelve
The
years and $450,000,000 to complete it.
bankruptcy of the company, he believes,
therefore, to be inevitable

sooner

or

later.

DeLesseps, the younger, who has recently
inspected the canal, tells a very different
story, however. He says everything is going
on nicely, the laborers are healthy, the hospitals empty, and the work is making more
rapid progress than ever before. The canal
will|be ready for navigation in three years at
the farthest, and so on.
Evidently young
DeLesseps is a chip of the old block.
Some time ago the Press remarked that
the opposition of the New York and Pennsylvania Democracy to high lictnse measures
showed their hopeless slavery to the liquor
dealers. Mr. George L. Kimball in a letter
to the Argus characterized this remark as an
admirable specimen of cool cheek, and argued that it showed no such thing as the
Press claimed. The Press subsequently
asked Mr. Kimball to tell why the Democratic representatives voted solidly against
the high license bill. In effect Mr. Kimball
replies that the Democrats voted against it
"“""because the Republicans voted for it and it
Now
was a partisan Republican measure.
perhaps Mr. Kimball will be good enough to
tell us why a measure to reduce the number
of rum shops in New York and Brooklyn is
a

partisan Republican

measure

The Convict Labor Problem.
Convict labor is attracting much attention
and study in New England at present. Here
in Maine we are awaiting the verification of
a solution of the
problem which the last

Legislature made. In other States very different solutions are proposed; in Canada a
paper called the Philosophic Mechanic has
a
different
presented
plan altogether
from any yet proposed, and so novel and fanciful that It would pass for satire did it ap-

pear anywhere but in a Dominion noted for
grave and dignified journals. The idea which
underlies the article is theoretically attractive ; namely, that the competition of con-

___

victs should not be made to fall on manual
laborers alone, that the professions should
be made to bear their share of the burden.
This is part of the Philosophical Mechanic’s
amusing elaboration of the plan:
Let the competition of the convicts be general
thee.

Workingmen would not complain it the in-

prisons were professionally as well
mechanically employed. Why should they all

mates of die
as

It is notorious
be set to manual occupations?
Not a few
that many of them are very elever.
In
or
In
the
effort to comhave acquired
freedom,
bine it with knavery, a considerable acquaintance
with the law. Why should their talents and experience not be utilized for tin* general good?
Vvuy kuuuiu mev uui uu sbi lu ac'iuuo «iu iiiuiuatlie rest of the great lecy with Coke,

Biackstune,

gal writers, end the decisions

of

the

Courts?

tlielr bauds, imdisWith their whole time on
tracted by the frivolous enjoyments of tlie outer
world, they would of course, soon become profound
lawyers under proper direction. Think to what public benefit their knowledge might then be utilized 1
A poor mechauic threatened with distraiut by
a wicked landlord, or with suit by seme other depraved person, could go to the confined and Statefor free advice. Thus
supported local
he could save from two to five dollars, exactly as
a lawyer saves money by purchasing prison-made
commodities. Why not? Median.es would see
witli unalloyed satisfaction the competition to
which tlie suggested plan would submit tlie legal
profession. And why, in the name of justice,
should honest mechanics be submitted to convict

imucu

ill illl

imxT mill

Emperor has also a partiality for the
shade of blue represented by the blue bottle.
It strikes his eye so pleasantly that the ladies of the court adopt the color for evening
costume, and find that the never failing effect
is to produce upon the royal face an expression of cheerfulness and amiability.— George
Henry Bassett in Herald of Health.

OR HEADAOHE LOZENGES.

"I Prepared by Mark R.Wood- r1.
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burv. M.D., Ex-Prcsldentof

the New Hampshire Central District Medical Society
of Concord, N. H. The D.
K.’s are the recult of thirty
yean

ment
leal practice.

TAKF

purelyvegetable,harmless,

__

They

are
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platforms,
tbit it has been governed badly, and is
honeycombed witli corruption. For years
the Demooracy struggled to rescue it from
Its sad fate and introduce honesty and re.
form. This year, however, they have given
up the strugglo. For what reason ? They
Democratic

themselves tell us in a proclamation. It is
the
because the Democratic collector of
Passama(| noddy district has not pleased the
Democracy by his appointments. One office
in his gift has been bestowed upon a Republican. This ha* demoralized the Democratic
Their patparty of Washington county.
evaporated. The cry of
riotism has
Honesty and Reform no longer rallies them.
enThe spectacle of the wicked Republican
them.
slaving the masses no longer rouses
Calais may go to the dogs and so may the
country for all they care, unless Collector
Leavitt makes a more satisfactory distribution of the loaves and fishes.

shall he pleased to show our many patrons anti the
To-day
public our superb line of elegant Spring Overcoats, which for richof fit
ness of material, superiority of make and finish, and perfection
We
are without any doubt the best display we have ever made.
would especially call the attention of those who usually have their
clothing made to measure to examine these garments.

tr

(Ja l\«

Particularly Noticeable.

$15.00, $18.00, $20.00 or $22.00 will secure a line Spring Overcoat
equal in every respect to one made to order, and at a great saving in
the price.
Wc are offering some EXTRA VALVES in All Wrool Spring Overcoats at $6.00, $8.00, $10.00 and $12.00, all new goods just received
from our factory.
A few sizes in Boys’ Spring Overcoats, very desirable, and at low
prices.
Boys’ Spring Keefers, in sizes for boys 8 to 16 years, at only $5.00

o.K.

l\a

■■

TAKE

A

Heartburn In D minntM.
Bour Stomach in 10 minntM.
Headache in 30 minntM.
CottlveneM in 3 days.

Cy«pep»iain5day«.
WITHOUT I-A IT.

U If

Can be procured of any
druggist for 50 cents a box
TAKE (trial size 25cents).
A
Sent by mail anywhere.

BE
A

|#

||t |\,
—

AND
BE

fl If

w* ***

__

D. K.

WOODBURY, WESTON 4 CO.,
Props., Wbltsfleld, N. H.

DOOLITTLE &
Stllint Affenu,
24

AND
BE

f). K

SMITH,

and 28 Tremont Street, Boston.

jan20

_eodi 8t2dor4thpnmi

each.
These goods

TO THE HOUSEKEEPERS OF MAINE.

Goods delivered Freight Prepaid
to your depot.
Goods sold i'or cash, or part cash
and balance by the week
or month.

are

VfO

quite indispensable

HUfIBC

ivvnmpi

Largest Mock

The

and

Lowest

Prices on

CARPETS,

Parlor

ut Cl

will

and

lilt* 9lUcH

OWE

have v large sale
•''•J

IIUU

now

to have the

Company,

We want you to write

us

ings, Cuts andofDescriptions
Chamber

for Samples of Carpetof Stoves and Ranges.

Sets, Photographs
Parlor Suits, Cuts of Easy Chairs, Rockers, Rattan
and Reed Furniture, Baby Carriages, Dinner 8ets.
Hanging Lamps. Side Boards, Dining Chairs, Extension Tables, Lounges, Polished ana Marble Top
Tables, and wc will forward immediately. We keep
shorthand and typewriters and correspondence
clerks, and are prepared to answer 300 inquiries

Photographs

or

daily.

are

and will sell

cheaper than

our

we

can

neighbors.
we

Assets..

Six Per Cent, Sinking
Fund Bonds
tJ

4 1-2 per cent., N. Y. Stnmlnrd,
Surplus ut
M
4.. VfifiD

over

I Al

——

Carpet Department.

till

1*5,00®-®®

CONGRESS

459
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PARLOR SUITS.

FORGET

Our purchases In this line are enormous, buying
do for our five stores, and we aan assure every reader of the PitKBS that every customer gets
the benefit of the lower prices which we naturally
Write us
owing to the extent of our orders.
or Cuts, Pliotograohs and Descriptions. Remember we carry all goods In stock, and the prices
range from $ 10.00 for a Log Cabin Set, all the wav
Sets
through the various grades to isMahogany
a solid Walnut
$700.00. A verv good bargain
Marble Tep 10-piece set for $50.00. Of course we
have them cheaper.

our

large

Brokers,

Tlie ClotHler and.

UNDER

Banks

untl

constantly

f:et

STOVE and RANGE
wish to call particular attention to. bis
of our business which lias grown to enormWe carry in our stoqk the celebrated New Tariff and Quaker Ranges, the First
National, Groveland, New Hub, Atkinson, Daisy,
Union, Brighton,and a host of others. We warrant
every Range we sell a baker. Write for Cuts and
Descrlp’ions of these Ranges. Our prices you will
find are way below the market for like quality of
goods. Of course we prefer every one to eome and

*<uv

v

"v«*

*•»

•**•

prices.

Cl’RKN Pains. External uud Internal,
KEI.IKVEH .".welling., Contraction. at'
the IYIancle.,
tttiffnrsa of the Joints.
IIKAM Hr iliac.. Mcaida. Kurin. Out.,
Crurka, and Wcratchca. (Heat Plnblr Kern
cdy in the world ) CCKKN Hhnimnli.uj,
Wore
Throat,
If oaracncaa.
Neuralgia,
Croup, and nil kindred afflictions.
_

A POWERFUL REMEDY.

46

uiarS

TO

&TCOLLEY,

Exchange Street.

THE

the gooas it possible; If not we will use you
just as well through the mall. We furnish all the
ware, pipe, zinc and leg rests with each Range and
prepay freight to your depot, and we have ulce
In ordering; be
Ranges from $16.00 to $100.00.
see

and send height of hole In wall. We send any
Range we have for cash, or a quarter of the
amount down and balance $5.00 per month. Address all communications to
sure

Druggists pronounce it the best selling medithey have. Sold everywhere. Beware of
counterfeits and imitations. The genuine only
prepared by, and bears the name of,

To Vessel Owners.

Port
Maine ltallway has been thorrebuilt, and is now In readiucss to
take out all vessels In need of repairs. All work
dispatched quickly and satisfaction guaranteed
C. W. 8TIMPBON, Jr

THEouElily Clyde

I’ort Clyde,

lie.

L&

MR.

NEAL J.

PRINCE,

of Falmouth, fflc„ who for the past Twenty Years has been employed
in the store of Samuel Bell, and late with F. It. Libby, can hereafter
be found at the store of DAVIS .V CARTLAND, under Falmouth Hotel, where he will be pleased to serve Ills friends and the public.

SPRING^RUBBERS.
Newport,s, Clogs, Zephyrs, Imitation Samlals,
Lazy Men’s Rubbers and Alaskas.

CO.,

GOR. PEARLAND*MIDOLE STS.
ISAAC C. ATKINSON, Manager.
mar 21

DAVIS & CARTLAN,
Mo. 210 middle

dti

mar2U

Street, Portland,

me.

NOTICKN.

J. H. CLARK, JB.
W. A. CLARK.

Hull,

AT

—

Afternoon,

Hut unlay

April »in.
General admission 25 cents; reserved seats 50
cents. For sale at Stockbrldge’s and at the Academy. Doors open at 1.30: eomraenee at 2.30.
mar2»
did

I.

A.

A.

R.

BAND CONCERT.

Easter Monday Ball!
SGUVINIR PROGRAMMES.
CITY

HALL,

MONDAY Efgm, APRIL tl.
Ladies Tickets 25 cents.
(ftd

ap4

PKOPOMII.M.

CITl Oft' PORTLAND.

Proposals for Blank Books
and Stationery.
City ii.kkk.s Orrics,
March 31, 1887.

kJEAI.ED PKOPO8AL8 willbc received at this
lO oHlce until Thursday, the 7th day ot April
next, at 6 o’clock p. iu„ tur supplying the dllterent
departments of the city with such Blank Books
as may be required during the presanUHtatlonery
ent municipal year.
Samples may be seeu at this
office. The right to reject any or all bias Is reserved by the city.
GEO. C. BUBGK88,

apldlw__City Clerk.
Notice to Plumbers.

will be received at the office ot
PROPOSALS
the Secretary of State, addressed “Proposals for
Stand

Hydrant

Pipes

at

State

Capitol

Building, Augusta, Maine, until 12 o’clock noon
of TUESDAY, April 28, 1887. Plans and specification may he seen at office of B. F. Harris,
Superintendent of Public Buildings. State House,
Augusta, Maine. All proposals will be directed
to Secretary of State, Augusta, Maine. Tbe-couimittee reserve the right to reject all bids.
ELLIOT WOOD,
) Committee of Council
GEORGE M. WAKBEN,|
on
EBEN E. BAND.
) Public Buildings.
Council Chamber, Augusta, March 30, 1887.
aptdlw

CUMMINGS

vm

m mire

mu

uLuvku.

A Big Drive at Darrab's.The Largest Sale
of Kid Cloves Ever Offered in the State.
SO dozen Ladies’ Mnus. Suede Gloves,
8-Button length worth $2.00, for $1.00.
50 dozen 5-Button Emb. Snedes worth
2.00, for $1.00.
25 dozen Pinked Tops Emb. Kids in
all the new Spring Shades,worth $1.25,
for 65 cents.
25 dozen Ladies’ P. K. Kids, Emb.
Back, worth $1.75, for $1.25.
50 dozen Gents’ French Kid Gloves
worth $1.75, for 65 cents.
22 dozen 14-Hook Emb. Kids, worth
$1.50, for onlv 00 cents.
To give all of oar customers the benefit of the low prices we shall limit the
sale to one pair to each customer.

Kid
463

grades,

nil

AT

•

»

for
HATS
IN

ne^
SHADESSR-R
hats
S2.50.

TRUSSES,
Shoulder

TRUNKS
and
bags*

Braces,

CRUTCHES,

ME.

Elastic
In

eodtf

■

our

Stockings,

Ketail Department.

STREET,

Jauctioa Free Strrei.

H.H.HAY & SON.

$\.°oto^°‘00
fl\ENS

eoilv ’■JiXhfim

j»nl

-

*

-

HA I O 40C.

—

BOYS’,

PRICES !

25c.

COE,

Gents misses and Children,

We shall remove early in April to 4ti I Congress street,
Clapps’
Block. Until we move we offer our entire stock without reserve at
from 25 to 35 per cent, discount from ordinary prices.

_

Photographer,
opp. FALMOUTH HOTEL.

Ladies’ Fine New York Bools at from 50c to $1.50 reduction.

NO. 197
MIDDLE ST.

manufacturers’

prices.

FINE

THESE GOODS SOLD FOR CASH ONLY.’

COLOR
A

decs

BROWN,
Closing Out Stock Regardless Gof ost!
mar2«

to*dm
HATj'f’

PORTLAND.

buyers.

Gents’ Fine Jersey Goods, all kinds, ut less than

o

marlO_eotltf

styles, fresh goods, regular sites, for Ladies,

AUCTION

OO
“THE

Congress St.,

DECKING BLOCK,

St.

Congress
close

Visit

Glove Store,

Fine Boots and Shoes !
All

PUBLIC:

eodtf

SAMUEL D. CARLETON,
PHILANDER J. CARLETON.
JOSEPH H. CARLETON.
RALPH W. CARLETON.
Portland, Me., April 1,1887.
apr2dtf

HOTEL.

PORTLAND,

golden opportunity for

eod2mo

proportions.

23 Mot*

cine

ST.,

BROWN’S, 421
A

DEANE

Gilbert's Juvenile Exhibition Bali!

%

Tin* grand closing-out sale of Bools and Shoes still continues at
aui»

If stormy, postponed tUl Thursday.
Refreshments for sale In the vestry In the evening.
Admission to Entertainment In rfie Evening 10 rts.
d3t
ap4

hand.

W. A. Clark and Fred H. Morrill have this day
formed a copartnership In Wood, Coal and Ice
business, and will oceupy the old stand of the late
Arm of Clark Bros., Deering. W. A. Clark & Co.
are alone auth.rized to collect all bills due the
late Arm of Clark Bros., and are to pay all demands against said late Arm.
W. A. CLARK.
F. H. MORRILL.
mar31dlw*

as we

u

on

for

Trust

Ice,
by
day
Joseph H. Clark, Jr., retiring.

258 MIDDLE

uuu

Chapel,

WECNESOAY AFTERNOON AND EVENING, APRIL 6.

DARRAH’S

KbIYIblVItSbK

-

vllliiv*

suitable

Securities,

NOTICE
Bros., of Deering, dealers In Coal, Wood and
dissolved
mutual consent
Is this

Furnlslier,

FALMOUTH

MIDDLE

208

M-

Sale of seats commaraidlw

of State St. Church will hold their

Gents Tickets $1.00.

Dissolution of Copartnership.
Is hereby given that the Arm of Clark

line of

Furnishing Goods
FRED R. FARRINGTON,

these goods are all fresh and new and will be sold at bottom
Call and examine onr goods and prices before purchasing.

2.

!

THE LADIES’ SOCIAL CIRCLE

name.

Gentlemen’s

Pine, Ash, Cherry, Walnut,
Oak, Birch, &c.

Saturday, April

The undersigned will continue the business
formerly carried on by the Arm of L. C. Cummings
& Co., at the same place, and under the same tlrm

'CLOTHING

and examine

GHAMRER SETS.

QUICK

Prices 75. 50 and 35 cents.

apt

LINCOLN

Men, Boys, Youths and Children,

Unquestionably the finest selection aud largest
stock in the country. Write for Cuts. Photographs
and Descriptions of ttese goods, and pleiise remember that you are perfectly safe in orderlug
through tlie mail, as we guarantee satisfaction in
every particular.
Any oi me aoove sma lor cash
or one-fourth down and balance by week or month.
Come and see us If possible; If not, write for particulars.

IT

C.
retires from
MR.our Arm this day.
L. C. CUMMINGS & CO.

■■ ■•

FOR

All prices, all kinds and styles, upholstered iu Hair Cloth, Plain Mohair
Plush, Embossed Mohair Plush, Crushed
Mohair Plush, and Silk Plushes iu every
shade, and in Brocatelle or heautiful

GRAB

Portland, Me., March 81,1887.

$1.90 to $2.50

upwards.

Situations !

Funny

eodtf

WINTER

Cottou, Cotton and Wool, and Hemp,
all prices. 1000 rolls of Straw Mattings
at 12 1-2, 15, 18, 20, 25, 30 cents and

•

4’OPABTSKBSIIIP

STREET,

ap2

BODY BRUSSELS.

$1.20 to $1.75

mw )

32 EXCHANGE ST.'HI

)anl3

THE GREAT MARK DOWN SALE

$1.50.

Wa

32,000
$12,000,000
$175,000

__

Bankers anil

Funds

ALL WOOL CARPETS.

Lowell, Bigelow, Delaware, Horner,

Wa

of City,

City,

Savings

Pierce A. and Edward somers are with us.

DON’T

aud oilier makes Body Brussels. Prices
87, 95 cents, $1.10, $1.25, $1.35 and

New

and Interest.

Deering, Mar 29,1887.

upwards.

Lowell Extra Supers, Hartford Extra
Extra Supers, Park
Supers, Qold Medal Extra
Supers, etc. Prices 55, 65, 75f 85 cents,
and up to- $1.00 for choice Artkidderminsters.

SPORT."

original Company.

the

Everything Funnier Than Ever.

H.M.PAYSON&CO.,

Choice

SOMERS BROS.,

V'o-'sec.eta'V-

Higgins’
Supers,
Hills Extra

M

11

Cor. Middle and Exchange Street.

presidento
resident-

Sanford Tapestries, Higgins’ Tapestries, Stitson’s
Tapestries. Smith’s Tapestries. Prices
from 55, 65, 75, 80, 85, 90 cents and

Roxbury Tapestries,

It

The Water Works are operated under a special
charter granted by the State, and are now earning
We offer the above
about *50,000 per annum.
bonds at PAb nnd Accrued ■ ulcer.I and
commend them as one of the best Investments In
the market.

or

58,000.00
1,100,7*20.00
1,000,000.00

—

BANKERS

THIRTY-SIXTH AMI’AL STATEMENT, JAY. 1, 1887:
Ruin in 1S80,.
Surplus ut 4 per cent.,

New Music !

WOODBURY & MOULTON,

*2.50 !

_

......

Supported by

City

CHATTANOOGA, TENN.

Debt of

call for the hat

and

or

Valuation,

Hatters, work at the

all Practical

bench, and it naturally follows that

FIRST—CASH to the amount of one and ouc-half times the original
or $1,500 for Every $1,000 of Insurance.

A Policy of 85,000 would yield, at the age of sixty-five years, *7,500 in Cash; or 810,000 of Paid up
Insurance, payable at death, thus relieving oue’s old age from the payment of premiums; or an Annual Income of 81,000 each year for the remainder of life (the cxpectaucy. according to the mortality tables, being eleven years or more).
.,
Tills policy is also good for its full payment should death occur before reaching the age of sixty-five
end of ten years, and every live years
years. Cash Surrender Values are placed upon the policy at the
{hereafter. The policy has at these periods a fixed cash value, which will he paid by tbe Company upto use in business or to keep up future
on its surrender, or upon wbtcli money can be borrowed, either
payments upou the poltcv. After three annual payments the policy, by Its own terms, and without any
act upon the part of the assured, becomes a paid up for an amount proportioned as to number of payments made and Is good lor one and one-half times Its amount at the age of sixty-five in cash.
It is confidently asserted that no other plan ever offered to the public so fully and completely meets
the wants and adjusts itself to the necessities of the business man as this Life, Endowment, and Annuity Policy of the Phoenix Mutual Life.
These policies are being taken by many of the most prominent business men in the country.

—

mills Renowned Creation,

—

$100,000

V

HATS I

Several years since devised and copyrighted a new policy which Is peculiarly the business man's Insurance, and matures at 05; he can then take either one oj three options:

-----

VELVET CARPETS
WILTON CARPETS

194 iUIDDLK MTBBBT, Portland
^ldtf
January 1.1884.

Population

Call in to-day
sell for

COWW.,

WITH

In the

AKETAS SlIUKTLEFF,

Principal

THIRD—AN ANNUITY FOR LIFE of twenty per ceut. of the oi-igiPolicy, or $‘200 n Year for Every $1,000 of Insurance.

III THE UNITEII STATES.

ONDsT

assortment that CITY WATER WORKS COMPANY

same

of Children’s Goods.

nul

Moves ana Ranges,

A RAG BABY!

Annual Sale of Iseful and Fancy Articles

—

guaran-

kept in first-class stores in New York
City. In the future we will make a special-

SECOND—A PAID UP POLICY for twice the original policy,

n

Satire,

eodtf

Bockland.6» A ts Bath.6s A 4S
Maine Central. .7s A Ss
No. Pacific Oold..«s
P. A O. K. K
Bs
Ansou.4s

$‘2,000 for Every $1,000 of Insurance.

We

declGdtf

the Latest Styles of the above and

Policy,

i

jelO

are

THE PHIENIX MUTUAL
OF HARTFORD,

a •

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS

Manager.
dtt

WARS,

Hoyt's Greatest Ceaady

Return oi Out*. H.

mences

We have just received all

Caps.

BUSINESS SUCCESS GUARANTEED,

Suits,

SHADES and DRAPERY,

City, County and Railroad Bonds, and
other First-Class Securities.

255 MIDDLE STREET, PORTLAND, ME.

W. O.

(».

fuesday and Wednesday, Apriland

—

Building.

—

PRICE.

branch

Address,

Hats and

Boston A Portland Clothing Co., ty

Life Insurance

Chamber Sets,

TWO NIUHTS.

No.

We

ous

TOom iTouomicn). nn il roata* but
per bottle.

d«m

COMPANY
Prices Lowest! TRUST
First National Bank

For years the Portland Hatters did not keep
a decent assortment of Children’s and Boys’

tee

STRICTLY

mar28

DEPARTMENT.

A LARGE BOTTLE.

STBIIT.NKW WORK.

PORTLAND THEATRE

MR. FRANK DANIELS

B

mhB

7X77 Tiey are Warranted to Cure -777*
A

*3 WILL

feblo

CHILDREN’S GOODS.

tSXi

pleasant in taste and action,
convenient, and wouder-

D.K.

HATS!

AND

biuuy ana expertin an extensive med-

!%■
D|/
•

****

fl

BAILBOADM,

OF

llANt'AI.

Kxecute orders at Hie Stock Kxchange In New
York and Loudon. Hallway Bonds a specialty.
Interest allowed on deposits. Correspondence Invited.

AinUDMfl.

PORTLAND

Or. MARK B. WOODBURY’S

Dyspepsia Killers

PUOH’S

Fine and Medium Grade

is complete.

sinmliritv of

the Jeffersonian era that nerved them in battle and sustained them in defeat. That is to
say, they told us so. Look on this picture
of their promises, and then on this of their
performances.
Calais has been governed by tbe Republicans for many years. Of course it follows,
if iwe are to believe

tuuy

Proprietors of

Gentlemen’s and Young Men’s

IIII9 BVItoWlli

country.”
The

•

Exposing Their True Character.
It is unprecedented that a political party
has exposed to view with so much abansordid character, as has the
don its
Democratic party of Maine within a few
weeks ps*t. For a quarter of a century it
)!*s« l*e6n the proud boast of that organization tint it was a band of patriots, held together by love of country, and working for
the welfare of the nation. Any insinuation
that they were simply after the loaves and
fishes was repelled with scorn, and in high
sounding phrase they dedicated themselves
once a year in convention Assembled to the
common weal.
It was to reform the govern-

tu uiiuin

ante-chamber.
A quarter of an hour is
spent in chatting. lie then leads the way to
the dining room. The invitations are
always
sent out at an early iiour, and the seats discussed with the court marshal. When there
are no guests the Emperor dines with the
Empress, and the cook takes orders from her.
In summer, while atGastein, or some other
watering place, the Emperor goes to the batti
room at half-past 7 o’clock in the morning.
He breakfasts at 8, walks at 10, accompanied
by a personal adjutant and special attendant
Luncheon is served at 11. Between 12 and 3
he confers with the officers of civil and military cabinets who are in waiting. Dinner is
served at 4. It consists of soup, fish, boiled
beef, two entrees, dessert and fruit. All the
members of the imperial suite attend. At 0
o’clock be takes a carriage ride, makes a social
call and chats for an hour longer. He is
never out of bed later than 10 o’clock.
The Emperor takes considerable interest in
sanitary science and is very particular in the
matter of air and ventilation. Biding to
hounds has been one of his favorite amusements. He is a splendid figure on horseback
and used to enter enthusiastically into the
spirit of the chase and keep well up.
The Emperor’s memory continues to be
good, and ne takes pleasure in recalliug the
Stirling incidents of the different campaigns
in which he served. He has a great fondness
for blue bottles—in Germany called corn
flowers—because they remind him of a journey with his mother, the lovely Queen Louise
and his brother Frederick William from
Koenigsberg to Munich when lie was 10 years
eld. It was shortly before the battle of
Friedland. Owing to the loss of a wheel they
had to get out of the carriage and wait on the
roadside until repairs were made.
The
Princes were hungry' and bewailed their fate
To pacify them the Queen gathered blue bottles, and wreathed Prince William's brow.
Some time afterward, at the reception of a
number of generals sent to Koenigsberg by
Napoleou i, the Queen appeared iu a very
white dress. In her hair were some
plain
blue bottles, and there was a small bunch at
her corsage. The generals gave expression
to their opinions of the matter in low whispers, whereat she turned toward them with a
sweet, sad smile and said: “Ever since y'our
horses have trodden down our
cornfields,
these pretty flowers may well be counted
among the rare treasures of my unhappy

robbers and embezzlers whom he sees about
him. They, being among the “smartest” of
humanity, might learn Coke and Blackstone
if they could be confined witbiu prison walls.
The trouble is they cannot be put there.

to thft

ANNOUNCEMENT

in tlie war against France, 1X13—14. At the
time of his accession to the throne of Prussia lie was almost 04. Owing to the failing
health of his elder brother, Frederick William IV, he had been Regent for several
years previously. In body and mind he was
sound, and believed so firmly in the divine
right of kings that nine mouths later he
crowned himself, declaring that he ruled by
favor of God and no one else.
During the war with France, which resulted In his being proclamed Emperor of
United Germany, notwithstanding the weight
of 74 years, he kept close to the theatre of
operations, and suffered no diminution of
strength because of fatigue and anxiety.
Eleven years afterward, at 85, he spent days
at the military manoeuvers, going through
an amount of exercise which few of hisstoutest lieutenants were capable of. The severe
discipline practiced in the Prussian army
made him regular in his habits as a youth,
and lie was too old when lie became king,
and had too much good sense to make an alteration for the worse.
While at home iu the palace of Berlin lie
breakfasts at half past 7 o’clock every morning, invariably using coffee, with a large allowance of milk, and bread without butter.
Weather permitting, lie takes walking exercise daily before luncheon, which is served
at 1 o’clock. Boiled crabs is a favorite dish
at this meal, and is partaken of with great
relish.
Between
luncheon and dinner
affairs of staW are attended to for three
hours and sometimes longer. Then lie rests
until it is time to dress for
dinner.
The
fixed hour for this is 4. Every morning the
chief cook submits the bill of fare for approval. It usually consists
of
five
courses.
The Emperor has a decided preference for
plain food. He is liberal in the use of fruit,
and drinks mineral water procured from a
natural spring.
A cup of tea, w ithout bread or cake, is tlie
only refreshment he takes between dinner
and bed time. He makes a point of resting
a half an hour after breakfast and luncheon,
and an hour after dinner. When there are

ing as this suggestion does from a Canadian
journal, the source of the writer’s inspiration is quite evident. His ideal of convicts
is probably formed from the American bank

it. hnolr

SPECIAL

GRAND

Emperor

“lie looks, when he walks, as if he did not
feel the grouud under him, but otherwise is
the very picture of health. The fresh face,
with the snowy hair and whiskers, is like
Alps in the sunset, in which rose color is set
round with dazzling white” is the description
given by a correspondent who saw Emperor
William just before he celebrated his ninetieth birthday.
The value of physical culture early in life
is well illustrated In the ease of this wonderful old man. He was not over strong as a
boy, but by careful training all the muscles
of the body were broug lit into vigorous activity. When only 1G years old be took part

competition any more than honest lawyers?
For other professions, as well as the law,
this amazing scheme is worked out by the
writer, who sees in Iris imagination the jail
filled with highly cultured convicts. Com-

m**nt a.nd hrinor

Habits that Leave

BANKBRN and rrokkrm,

The Low Prices put upon these New Goods are

BOSTON, MASS, and PORTLAND, ME.

William Halo at 90.

luminary

.-.gd

House Furnishers!

ditto l„.-o r.(

♦

prestige, not only in Africa, but in Eastern
Asia and South America. German traders
nre now the most persistent and successful
on the face of the earth; and their government spares no pains to aid them.

ioned, bright, snowy
vored Forest City.

Regular

Greonongb,

wc

THE SECRET OF LIFE.

Stanley is astonished at tiie decadence of
British influence and the increase of German
power in Africa. The best informed Eng-

Poor &

SPRING OVERCOATS. Our Assortment Full!

& CO.

A DEMORALIZED DEMOCRACY.

THE UltEAT RAILROAD MAGNATE.

One of the members of Sir John Macdonald’s ministry, Hon. John Costigun, who
Jives at Edmundston, just across the northern Maine border, has been indicted for bribery by the grand jury at Edmundston.
This indictment was found more than a week
ago, but no one in New Brunswick seems

ATKINSON

I

financial.

BHIOILLAIAKOll.

NOW OPENlNC^

a7

B.

CURRENT COMMENT.

Bangor Commercial.
Calais Democrats follow the example of
Eastport and Augusta in determing not to
put any ticket in the field for municipal officers. The Maine Democracy appears to he
What’s the
getting somewhat demoralized.

(HiaCELLANKOCTM.

V|IRNITIR«.

4

WORK

We

KPKUALTY.
eodtf

ap2

Have Our Delivery
for Goods.
eotU!

CONGRESS ST.

_*

eodtl

Lowest Prices in the city to reduce stock.
Diamonds,
Watches, Jewelry, Silver and Plated Ware given away.

THE HURON
Table and Dairy Salt
The IM Table and
Hair; Hall
ottered lo the public.

Unequalled (or Dryness, Whitened, Purity & Slrenath,
-AT WHOLESALE BY-

MORRISON & CO., Jewelers. HOWES,
Portland,

Call and register your name free for the presents that we
give away every month to ourcustomers.

MORRISON & GO.,
ap4

JEWELERS^ 565 CONGRESS ST.,

PORTLANDUtf

ercr

HILTON & HARRIS,
Bole

Agent,

feb8_A»:; your grocer

for

tot It.

Ylniue.
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c.iiih-s.

new
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Sm

successful CI RD at TUff
who was deaf twenty-eight
years. Treated by most of the noted specialists without benefit.
Cured lumtrt/ In three
months, and since then hundreds of ethers, cull
particulars sent on application.
own

home, by

one

r. 8. PAGE, Vo. 41 Wi st a 1st 8t
Yew York City.
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Portland Yacht Club.
rilllE regular monthly meeting will be be Id at
tb*c>ub Home, on WEDNESDAY, April
Win, ut 8 p, in.
OEO. D. RAND, Secretary.
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THE

PRESS.

TUESDAY MORNING, APRIL 5.
WIT AND WISDOM.

Delaware,

L. & W 134% 134%
Delaware* H.
Jersey Central. 73% 74%
Beading. 39% 39%
31%
Hocking Valley- 31%
Northern Pacific... 28%
128%
60
North. Paciflc.prf.. 60
Pacific Mall. 65%
56%
1084s 10«%
Missouri Pacific
Kansas & Texas... 32%
32%
Louslsvllle & N.... 66%
67%
New England. 64%
64%
Richmond & W.)P.. 41 Vs
41%
85
Con. .Gas Co. 86
Oil. 63%
63%
Norf. & W. pref... 60%
bl%

134%

102%

—

A few years ago there was an old lake
captain
who was an Inveterate reader of the serial papers. He would become Interested in a story,
and the day when each fresh instalment reached
him was one of joy. At one time he was wrapped
iip lit a lurid tale entitled "The Doge of Venice.”
The last section of the story came, he finished
It, and in the excitement of the climax threw the
paper down and exclaimed: “Well, that doc is
the dasli-dashest dog 1 ever read about.
Hashed
if he don’t act just like a man."

Da. H. Schafer says: “The results obtained in
my use of ’Dgestylln’ lor Indigestion and Dyspep
jla are the most satisfactory."
Sold by all druggists, $l.oo per bottle, or W. F.
Kidder & Co., Manufacturing Chemists 88 John
*t„ N. Y.

Suitor—Sir, you arc undoubtedly aware of the
object of my visit?
Father—I believe you desire to make my daugbter bappy. Do you
realty mean If?
Suitor—C uqueetlonably.
Father—Well, don’t marry her then.
Ministers, Lawyers, Teachers, and others whose
occupation gives but little exercise, should use
Carter’s Little Liver Pills for torpid liver and
biliousness. One is a dose.

New York

Mining

76

89%

135
102%
76%
41%

Bid fm Sagua 28tl>, barque Nellie Smith, Wallace, Philadelphia.

33

Ship Tam O’Shantcr, Waite, which arrived at
New York, rescued the crew *1 Hr barque Sokota,
from Philadelphia for Palermo, in a sinking condition.
Barque Nellie Brett, Davis, at New York from
Caleta Buena, reports heavy galos and laid weather the latter part of the voyage; sprung mlzzen
mast and main topgalluutmast.
Sell St Johns, from Vineyard-Haven for Belfast,
was towed Into Bootlibay night of 1st with loss ot
Jlhbooiti and entire headgear. Was in collision
with a steamer Mch 17th, oil Sandy Hook.
Sch Sarah A Blaisdell, of Ellsworth, from Jersey City for Chelsea, with coal, put mto VineyardHaven Sunday night leaking badly.
Sch Ella F Bartlett, of Gloucester, dragged her
anchors and went ashore at So West Harbor, Saturday night, and remains, badly damaged.
Duxburv, Mass, April dtli-The schr reported
ashore on'Salt House Beach, was the Oceana, of
Orland, with lime. The cargo took lire and the
vessel was burnt to a shell. Crew saved nothing
but the clothes they wore.
Deuuisport, Apl 4—During the storm Saturday
night, sch Annie Louise, parted her moorings at
Bass ltiver and drifted out to sea. No one on
board.

32%
28%
60%

28%

60%

66

66
109

109%
33Vs

33%
67%

68

04%
42
86

64%
42
85

63%
62

63%
62

Stocks.

[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORKJApril 4 1887—The following are
for mining stocks to-day:
quotations
closing
OoloradoKoal. 41%
Homestaae.

bo

Quicksilver. 6 50
do preferred.
oo
Standard. 12%
Horn Silver. 30
Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON. April 4, 1887—The following are today’s quotations of Provisions, &c. :
Pork-Long cut 18 26*18 75; short cuts 18 75
18 76*19 26: light backs 17 76®
S,lL25jbacks
18 25: lean ends 17 26*17 75: pork tongues at
16 00®*16 60; prime mess $16 76*17 26; extra
prime at 14 25®14 76; mess, at 17 26.
Lard—choice 8%c 0 lb in tierces; 8%®9c In
10-lb palls;9®9%c In 6-lb palls;9%®9%c in 3-lb
palls.
Hams at 12@12%c ^ lb, according to size and
cure; smoked shoulders 8*8%c; pressed hams at

ll%®12c.

Choice citv dressed hogs at 8c » lb; country do

“This Is the sixth time you have Inquired for
George Smith this morning," said the clerk at
the postofllce delivery to a young colored boy.
’’An’ dar habit’ no letters?”
‘•No. Who is George Smith?”
“lie’s a cull’d gem’lan, ma’m, an’ dar's a purleeceman huntinT fur him, an’ his wife am watchla’ ober on de co'ncr, an’ about sixteen fellers who
have lent him money am tryln’ to git In de back
way of de shop to lick him. \Skuse his anxiety to
gtt a letter, ma’am. He’s ’specttn’ one wid a ferry ticket In It.”
The Stomach Distils Acids*

These, If existent In a natural quantity, and unvltlated by bile, play their part In the functions of
and assimilation. Hut the artillcial acid
the inability of the stomach to convert food received by it into sustenance, is the
producer of flatulence and heartburn, which are
the most liarrasslng symptoms of dyspepsia. The
bsst carminative Is Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters.
Far more effective Is it than carbonate of soda,
magnesia or other alkaline salts. These invariably weaken the stomach without producing
No man or woman chronicalpermanent benefit.
ly dyspeptic, and consequently nervous, can he In
of the full measure of vigor allowed
possession
by nature. Therefore, invigorate and regulato
the system, aud by so doing protect It from malaria, rheumatism and other serious maladies.

resulting

from

Lady (who has been to see "The Musketeers”)
—What did you think of the play?
Husband—Tile play was interestin’ enough, but
there wasn’t a durned tiling said about the
'tkeeters.
*

What is a cold in the head? Medical authorities say it is due to atmospheric germs, uneven clothing of the body, rapid cooling when in
perspiration, Sic. The important point is, that a
oold in the head is a genuine rhinitis, an inflammation of the lining membrane of the nose, which,
when unchecked, is certain to produce a catarrhal condition—for catarrh is essentially a “cold”
which nature is no longer able te “resolve or
throw off. Ely’s Cream Balm has proved its superiority, and sufferers from cold in the head
should resort to It before that common ailment
becomes seated and ends in obstinate catarrh.
wo take the following:
Every Sunday morning each of a large family of
was required to learn and repeat at tile

From “Babyland”
childreu

table a text of Scripture; of course a short text
and one that looked easy was very apt to be selected, and little George, who had a very bad reputation as a frequent puloiner from the larder, re
solemnly “Stolen waters are sweet, and
bread eaten in secret is pleasant,” to the open
amusement of the other children and tile secret
amusement of their elders.

peated

There are many forms of nervous debility In
that yield to the use of Carter's Iron Fills.
Those who are troubled with nervous .weakness,
night sweats, &e., should try them.

mon

Gentleman (on plank crossing stream)—Well,
either you or 1 must turn back.”
Fat—Ocli, you turn and I will folly yez. Dlvil a
bit will I turn me back to aicb a verv folue glutlemun.

■

A Cood Word.
A good word is always In order to celebrate tlie
nf
«1, 1
It. A
Pllla.,
1lnn
..

—

of the most esteemed physicians of that
metropolis. Uis professional, as well as his social
standing, is of the best, while his practice is one
of the most extensive. Ho remarks concerning
l.actart and
the new remedy for the cure
ot coughs and colds, as follows: "I recommend
Lactart and Honey as a safe and very efficient
remedy for coughs, colds, croup, etc.” Aud Mrs.
J. I. Brooks, an esteemed lauy, of the Boston
”1 tried Lactart and
Highlands, writes us:
Honey for a cough of three months standing, and
am happy to say that it disappeared In less than a
Week’s time.” This is
strong evidence
as to the value of Lactart and Honey as a remedy
for coughs, colds, etc. Lactart is the pure acid
of milk, and compounded in certain proportions
with honey, Is found to possess remarkable curative power. The whole secret of its efficiency is,
that the honey is soothing aud healing to the Inllamed surfaces, while the lactart has a wonder
fill dissolving power with the thickened mucus of
a sore throat.
The demand for it is rapidly on tile
increase wherever it becomes known. Lactart
aud Honey is exceedingly pleasant to take, which
ton. is

one

Honey,

certainly

makes it peculiarly nice for children.

FINANCIAL' ANDJOMMERCIAL
FREICHTS.

Five soliooners have been chartered at New
York to load coal for 1’orUaud, reported at 85®
90c and discharged.

Foreign Exports.
BUENOS AYRES. Bark Annie Lewis—483,900

ft lumber i Oo bolts cotton duck.
LOCKPORT, NS. Sohr Ella Maud-184 bbls
bait 10 do lime & do cement.
MATANZA8. Sclir Navesink—5100 sliooks aud
heads 2118 box shooks 320 empties.

Railroad Receipts.
PORTLAND. April 4,1837.
Received by Maine Centra! Railroad—For Pori
aud 18 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for con
aeeting roads 95|cars miscellaneous meiehan1lse.

Crain Quotations.
Received daily, by private wire, by H. N Pink9 Exchange street. Portland. Me:
broker.
ham,
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.

Saturday's quotations.
WHEAT.

April.

May.
82%
82%
82%
82 %

76%
76%
76%

Opening....

Highest.

lx>wes!.

Closing....

....

June.

81%
81V*
80%
80%

CORN.

Opening....
Highest....
i XI west.

Closing.

June.
40%
40%
40%
40%

Mav.

Apr.
34%
84%
34%
34V*

39%
39%
39%

',39%

OATS.

June.

May.
28%
28%
28%
28%

Opening....

Highest...
Lowest.
Closing.

29
29
29
29

Monday’s auotatious,
WHEAT.

April.
77%
7 7 Vs

Opening.

Highest.

77
77

Lowest.

Closing.

June.
8iv*
81%
80%
81 LI

May.

82%
82%
82%
82%

CORN.

Opening.

Highest.
Lowest.
Closing.
OATS.

Mav.
39%
39%
39%

June.

34%
34 V*
34%
MV4

USE'S

-iU“/8

May.

Jan.

Opening.

[28%
28%
28%
28%

jjBgnesf..

Lowest..
Closing.

40%
4 0%
40V*
Juno
20
29
29
29

Boston Stock Market.
[By Telegraph.]
The
daily:

following quotations of stocks

arc

received

Boston Baud Company...10
Bell Telephone. 223%
California SouthemlRailroad. 62

Mexican Central. 16%
Central 4s. 60%
Eastern Pailroad 6s.128
103%
Sonora 7s.
Mexican

8

Boston Water Power Co

Old Colonv. 184%
Boston «i Albany Railroad.;. 208

Now York Stock and Money Market.
[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK, April 4
1887,-Money on call
lias lieen easy, ranging, from 4% to 8; last loan
at 0, closing offered at 5.
Prime mercantile paper at 6%ftj«% per cent. Sterling Exchange is
dull and steady. Kailroad arc bonds active and
strong. The stock market still continued active
after 2 15 with heavy sales of Reading, and the
market was firm lo strong and further fractional
advances were established, though coal stocks

conspicuously

strong,

closing

active

and

firm, generally at about best prices.
rue transactions at tne Stock Exchange
g
gated 500,772 snares.
rue pillowing are to-day’s quotations of Govern
meut securities:
United States bonds, 3s. 99%
New 4s, reg.128%
New 4s, coup.128%
New 4%s, reg.
109%
New 4%s, coup.toys/*
Central Pacific lsts .116%
Denver <6 U. Gr. lsts.120
Erie 2ds.................102%
Kansas Pacific Consols.108%
Oregon Nav. lsts. 110
Union Pacific 1st
nt;%
do Baud Grants
do Sinking Funds.
The following quotations of stocks are received
daily by FT. N. Ptukham, 9 Exchange street, Port
land. Me.:
..

__

ClosOpening.
ing.
April. 2
113
N. Y. Ceotlgl.113

Lake Shore. 98%
EOC. 88%
Canada Southern.. 61%
Northwest .121
St. Paul. 92%
Omaha. 52%
Union Pacific. 61%
Central Pacific.
39%
WesteruMJulon. 76%
...

Oregon Trans..33%

hulk
34%
62%

121
92%

62%
61%
39%
77%
33%

Butter—Western extra fresh maae creamery
nominal 30®31c; do extra firsts 26®28c; do firsts
at 20.®24c ;do good to choice field creamery 17®
19c; di> fresh Imitation creamy choice at 21®23c;
do factory, cholcelfresh, 21@23c; do fair to good
10®2Oc; New York held erm, best lots nominal
at 2'oa22e; fair to good lots;at 17@19c; Eastern!
cremv choice lots at 26®28c; Vermont.dairy new
milk, good to choice, 24®25c; selections 26®28c;
do fall at'14® 16c for best,lots; low grades of butTliea hove quotations are reter as to quality.
ceivers’ prices for strictly wholesale lots. Jobbing
prices l®2c nigher.
Cheese—Northern, good to extra, at 13%®
16c; sage 13%®14%c; lower grades according
to quality vjob lots %c higher.
Eggs—Eastern fresh 15%c; choice fresh Southern at 14%® 16c; choice fresh Western at 16c.
Jobbing prices %@lc higher.
Beans—Choice small N Y band picked peal 65®
1 70
bush; choice New York large hand picked
do 1 60® 1 66; small Vermont hand picked pea at

76®.®1 80.
Hay—Choice prime

1

16 50*17 00; fair to good at
Eastern fine *13®*15; poor to
ordinary *12@»15: East swale at 9@*10. Rye
straw, choice, *14 00®14 50; oat straw *9@10 $>

*15 00®$16 00;
ton.

Potatoes—Extra Iloulton Rose 66c 0 bush: do
neurons

esc; Aroostook Rose 63c.

Chicago

at 2 7534 16; cows, hulls and mixed at 2 25®
00; bulk 2 70@3 26.
Hogs—receipts 13,000; shipments 4.000; strong
for good; others lower; rough and mixed at 5 151?
5 66; packing and shipping at 6 00®5 80; light
5 00®6 60 skips 3 50@4 70.
Sheep—receipts 4000; shipments 1000; natives
at 3 00®5 00; Western at 3 73«:4 80; Texans at
2 50@4 80.
Lambs 3 R0@5 25.
ers

4

Domestic Markets.
|.By Telegraph.]
WW YORK. April 4. 1887.—Flour marketreceipts 24,308 bms and sacks; exports 6536
bbls and 5415 sacks; sales 12,000 bids.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 30@3 10; superfine
Western and State 2 70@3 30: common to good
extra Western and State at! 3 15®3 60; good to
choice do at 3 G6®5 10; common to choice White
wheat Western extra at 4 60® 4 80; fancy do at
at 4 85@6 26; commonlto good"extra Ohio at 3'15
@6 00; common to cholcelextra St Louis at 3 15®
610; patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
4 50@4 75; choice to double extra do at 4 80'®
5 10. Including 1900 bbls city mill extra at ,4 50
@4 65; 760 bbls fine do at 2 30@3 10: 800 bbls
superfine 2 70®3 80: 650 bbls extra No2af3 15
®3 60; 3400 bbls winter wheat extra 3 16®5 25:
4200 bbls Minnesota extra 3 15 ®6 10. Southern
flour Is quiet; good to choice do nt 4 0®5 00. Rye
flour Is quiet. Whent—receipts 97,350 bush;
exports 130,178 busb;hcavy: sales 282,000 bush <
No 2 Spring nominal at 92c; No 3 Red 89c; No 2
Red at 9164891 H-lflc In elev; Not Red 9364 c;
No 1 White 921,4c elev; extra Red 92Micc. Rye
dull. Barley is steady. Corn is quiet; receipts
106,800 bush exports 18,751 bu; sales 94.000 bu;
steamer 48*4c in elev; No 2 at 4854®496ie elev;
steamer Yellow 48s«c elev; Yellow at 49c elev.
Oats are dull; receipts 190,00"|busli:exnorts 275
bush; sales 8.000 bu: No 3 at 340: White do 37c;
No 2 at 3464®3464c; do White 3764@3764c; No
1 White at 39c; Mixed Westeru 35@37c ;White do
38@4164c; White State 40c. Coffee—fair Rio
firm at 1664c. Sugar quiet; refined steady; 0 at
4648464c;ExtraC at 4-ytc;White ExtraCatMy*
®6c; Yellow at 4648464c; off A 664: Mould A
ey8@6 15-16c; standard A 664c; granulated at
664 c; Confectioners at A 5 11-16c; cut loaf and
crushed at 6 3-16,®064c; Dowdered at 6%®6c;
Cubes at 6y*@5 15-1 tie. Petroleum—united at
6364c. Tallow steady.
Pork steadv; mess
quoted 16 00®® 15 25 for old and 16 25 tor new.
Beef is dull.. card lower and heavy; Westeru
steam spot 7 25; refined quoted at 7 80 for Continent, 8 00@8 10 for S A. Butler is firm: State
12®28c. Cheraa

State 1164@1464c.
wheat steam Id.

quiet;

Freight* dull;
CHICAGO. April 4, 1887—The Flour market
is dull; Winter patents at 4 2684 50; Southern
Winter 3 76,®4 00;|Michigau and Wisconsin winter 3 00®4 00; choice to faucy Minnesota patent
at 4 25®4 50; soft Wheat patents at 4 00@4 25;
Minn, bakers ill saeks at 3 0W®3 25. Wheat is
dull; No 2 Spring at 77®80c; No 2 Red 80e. Corn
steady-No 2 at 3464 ® 57" hC. Oats dull-No 2 at
2864@34c. Rye- No 2 at 6464c. Barley—No 2 at
5164C. Frovlsions-Mess Fork at 20 50@20 65.
Lard at 7 25; dry salted shoulders at 6 10®6 26;
short clear sides 8 50S8 65. Whiskey at 118.
Receipts—Flour, 25,00u bbls; wheat. 60.000
busb; corn 197,000 bu; oats 86,000bu; rye 2,000
bush; barley, 40,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 13,000 bbls: wheat, 42,000
htifth
2000

f>firn.

OR

OOd hush

nsttu

Open- closIng.
Ing
April t.
113

95%
34%

113

9tt%
3o%
68
62%
121% 120%
93
93%
62%
62%
61%
61%
40%
40%
77% 77 %
33%
33%

.17 non

lnwli

-irva

hush, barley 17.000 hush.
ST. LOUIS, April4 1887.—Flour market dull;
XXX at 2 80*2 UO; family at 3 15*3 25; choice
at 3 56@3 155; fancy at 3 75 a 3 85; extra fancy at
8 90*4 00; patent at 4 25*4 50. Wheat (lower;
No 2 Red al79ig79Y4c.
Corn lower and weak;
No 2 Mixed 3&ya *351,,4c. Oats arc quiet 27“4c.
Lard lower at 7 00®7 25.
Receipts—Flour, 61000 bbls; wheat, 40,000 hu;
corn, 151.000 bwhjToats, 42,000 hushjrye, 2,000
bush, barley 11,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 13,0O0bbls;wheat 16,000 bu;
corn,18.000 bush; oats 12,000 bush; rye ,000'bu;
•
barley 2,000 bush.
DETROIT, April 4. 1887.—Wheat—No 1 White
81%c;Mich Red 82%c; No 2 Red 82%e.
Receipts—Wheat 31,700 bush.
NEW ORLEANS, April4 1387.—Cotton weak;
middling lo'/sc.
SAVANNAH,April 4, 1887. Cotton irregular;
middling lOVsc.
CHARLESTON, April 4, 1887—Cotton llrm;
middling loyac.
MEMPHIS, April 4,1887.—Cotton quiet; middling 10 1-16c.
MOBILE, April 4,1887.—Cotton nominal; mid-

dling

Mavaguez.

Cld 2d. sells Maiy A Power, Pillsbury, Galveston; Addie Sawyer, Cook, Now Bedford.
At Staten 1st lust, barque John J Marsh, for

Passed the Gate 2d, barque North America, fm
York for Portland; sells Francis Collin. Hoboken for Ellsworth; Lucy Hammond, New York
for Boston; Annie L Palmer, fm do for Eastporl;
lzetta, Port Johnson for Portland; Lewis Clark,
Amboy for Salem.
Passed ilie Gate 3d, sells Ann Elizabeth, from
New York for Portland; Eva C Yates, do for Boston ; Addie Sawyer, do for New Bedford; Python,
do for Providence; Chattanooga, fm do for Providence; Webster Bernard, Port Johnson for Salem
New

By Telegraph.]
CHICAGO, April 4, 1887—Cattle market—receipts 6,000; shipments 1000; strong and higher;
shipping steers at S 00®5 25: Stockers and feed-

Ellen

Perkins,

do for-.

PROVIDENCE—Sid 3d, schs Walker Armington, Drlnkwater, Baltimore; Bradford C French.

Conary,

York for Weymouth.
NEWPOKT-Ar Sd, sell M B Mahoney, llodgdon, New Y'ork.
BOSTON—Ar 2d, sch S J Lindsav, Kennedy,
New York.
Cld 3d, schs Emma F Hart, A McNlchols, Josephine B Knowles, Bessie H Rose.
Cld 4th, brig Hyperion, Foss, Havana.
SALEM—Ar 3d, sell Sami Nichols, Matthews,
New York.
Sailed, schs J Nickerson, from Rockland for
New York; Union. Mt Desert fordo; Douglass
Haynes, Portland for do; l.ygouia, Clark's Island
for do; Nightingale, and Willie Martin, Portland
fordo; Lucy Wentworth. Calais fordo; Tleudnskeag, New Yhirk for HaUowell; Josle Hook, Amboy for Camden; J M Morales, Amboy for Portland; Annie V Bergen, Hoboken fos Bath; Helen,
New York fordo; Dolphin, do for Saco; Sarah
laiulse. Port Johnson for Calais; Electra Bailey,
Bucksport for Philadelphia; Caroline C, Booth bay
for Nanlucket.
PORTSMOUTH—Below 1st, schs Jesse Hart,
Warr, Rockland for New York; ChiUlon, Widdden, Portland for Iitngham; Lexington, Priest,
Elizabethport for Saco.
M1LLBK1DGE—Ar 28tli, sch Mabel, Strout,
Portland.

FOE

7

7
7
9
0
12
12
13
Adriatic.
York..Liverpool ...Apl 13
Kms.New York..Bremen.Apl 13
Catalonia.Boston.Liverpool_Apl 14
V aucouver.Portland... Liverpool_Apl 14
Santiago.New York..Cieutuegos. Apl 14
City Alexandria..New York..Hav&VCruz.Apl 14
Itheatia.New York. .Hamburg
.Apl 14
Eider.New York..Bremen.Apl 16
Schiedam.New York..Amsterdam Aid 16
Umbria.New York.. Liverpool
Apl 16
Saratoga.New York..Havana.Apl 16
Arizona.New York..LlAerpcoi—Apl 19
Pavoula.Boston.Liverpool,... Apl 21
Sarnia.Portland_Liverpool... .Apl 28
Circassian.Portland.
Liverpool ...Apl 21

R1H fm

Ottllx

M'llonvuu

harniia

Snoken.
Feb 13. lat 41 37 S, loll 12 08, ship Triumphant,
from San Francisco for Liverpool.
March 24, lat 28 13, Ion 68, sell Robert Bvron,
from Brava for Boston.
By sell Cecille, at New
York from Macoris
April 2, off Body Island, sell Nellie T Morse,
Baker, from Pensacola for Baltimore.

FlilUipps,

CORRESPONDENT.
KENNKBUNKPOUT, April 3—Ar, sell Lexing-

Priest, Klizabelhport.

MERCHANTS’ XaCHANOE.
A rat Halifax 3d, steamer Vancouver, Lindali,
Liverpool.
Sid fin Aspimvall Mch 2d, sell 8 G Hart, Smith,
Jamaica.
Ar at Bristol, E, 3d lost, Bhip Louis Walsh, Pendleton, New Yolk.
Ar at Demarara about 1st iust, barque Rachel
Emery. Wyo an. Boston.
Sid tin Iloilo ahoul March 2»lh. ship Minders.
Hutchinson. Manila.
Ar at Marseilles about 2d iust. barque E O Clark
Staul, Bangkok via Cadiz.
A at Matanzas Meli at), barque Hhawmut .Small
St Thomas, to load for North of Hatteras.
Aral Yokohama about 2d Inst, ship LSchepp,
Gates, New York.
Ar at Trinidad March 25, soli Jennie Hall, Hall
Baltimore via Wilmington.
At at Barbadoes Men 15th, brig Victoria. Spencer, New York.
Sid 13th, brig Augelia, Mitchell, Pouce.
FROM

CKEAMBALM
Cleanses the
Head.

of

authorizing

FOR-

Heals tlieSorcs.
Restores tlic
Senses of Taste,

I

Smell, Hearing.
A positive Cure.
particle Is applied into each nostril and Is
agreeable. Price CO cents at Druggists; bv mall,
registered, no cts. Crculars free. ELY BUGS.,
Druggists, Owego, N. Y.
sepveod&wlynrm

The"

w.

S.

A.

Tbe latest Improvement in

CORSETS !

liming anticipated

large demand for Medium Priced Suits for

a

Easter, we have reduced in price many of our better grade All Wool
Suits, and offer superior bargains in the best styles at $3.50, $1, $5,
$6, $6.50, $7, $8 and $10 per suit. BOYS’ and CHILDREN’S SPRING
OVERCOATS and REEFERS at remarkably low prices for the quality.
BOYS’ KNEE PANTS at 25, 50, 75 cents, $1, $1.50, $2, $2.50 and
$3. Big stock of BOYS’ STAR SHIRT WAISTS in all the late styles
at 50, 75 cents and $1. Also good durable waists at 15 and 25 cents.
A few tine Norfolk Blouses for Boys and Young Men at Special Low
Prices.

STRICTLY OYE PRICE.

BOSTON & PORTLAND CLOTHING
fc/y-

^

© C 3 ©

fl-5*525
=

W. C.

a^e£SO
5*3

ap2

{£

irlsis”
—

rjw

3!

*j

wrtdo^2:

mUNMN't"
0

hd^wOS

PRICE $1.<H>.

RINES BROTHERS, UUnilOUIl
SOLE AGENTS FOR PORTLAND.

nov2

Purity

Diphtheria, Croup, Asthma, Bronchitis, Neuralgia, Pneumonia, Rheumatism. Bleeding at the
Lungs. Hoarseness, Influenza, Hacking Cough, Whooping Cough, Catarrh, Cholera Morbus, Dyseninforam mm
tery, Chronic Dimm gmgm containing
gm
gg±
mm^^ am
nrrhoea. Kidney
*30
£&
iff1®* “Rt 1011 of vory
8®

eodfiin

Ibe Piano.

Heading;.

jgB
?Sfc

/jpife

gj 13 Si 13

examination mid find It to be of full weight, entirely free, from Alum, Ammonia, Lime and the Phosphates, and to be an absolutely pure bread-raising
preparation every way to be recommended for
wholesomeness and efficiency.”
RICHARD C. STANLEY, A. M. Ph. D.
Professor Chemistry and Geology, Bates College
State Aseayer of Maine from ’75 to '83.

FC<R SALE BY ALLCROCERS
mar28

taprl2nrm

This Plaster
acts directly upon the
muscles and nerves of the
back, the seat of all pain.
FOR A 1.1.
Lung Troubles, whether

local or deeply seated,
this plaster will he found
to give instant relief by
applying between the
shoulder blades.

fjjH
JB Bp

PAIN".

Sold bv druggists for 25
cents,

ornve lor

LAdlE.IV;
1
V

™

d&wlynrm

EVER KNOWN.

sC L

i

C

Forllnnil Hchool of MtrnoKrnphy.
Pupils thoroughly Instructed In shorthand and
type-writing. Day and evening sessions.
Send for circular.
Agent fort be Cnlig’ nii •

DECKER

BROTHERS7^

S B | H W I fe9 ?3

*

5

BMaciTwuin.
■T.E3 03E3Il^JICJ<33Nr.

E. VAN NOORDEN &

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

NOTICE.

PORTLAND

inhabitants of the Town of Westbrook, and
ail others liable to be taxed therein, are hereby required to make and bring in to us. the Assessors of said Town, true and perfect lists of their

THE

TUNING TO ORDER

SAMUEL THURSTON,
9 L’......

from taxation
And each person will be
law.)
expected to make oath, that, to the best of his
knowledge, said list contains all his taxable property—and those wlto fail to bring in as above dibv

off i;c e

rected, may expect noahatement by the Assessors.
The Assessors will he in session at the following
on the following days, (to wit:) At their ofce. In Kaccarappa, on Thursday, lho7t!i day of
from
9 to 12 a. m.. and from 2 to t> p. m.
April,

At Kimball Kastmau's store. Cumberland Mills, on
Friday, the Htliday of April, from 9to 12 a. m.
Paper Mill office, from 2 to 5 p. m. At John A.
Clark's store, Pride’s Corner, ou Saturday, the 9th
day of April, from 9 to 12 a. m. Amt at A. 1>.
Woodberry’s store. Duck Pond, from 2 to 6 p. m.
'GEO. VV. LEIGHTON,) Assessors
of
A. L. HAWKES,

(Up-Htair«.)

At

TELKPIIONK 1175 H.

MARINE RISKS ONLY.

!

I Westbrook.
M. H. WEBB,
Dated at Westbrook, March 31,1887.
apl
dtap9

COMMITTEE.
C. Over,
Jos. P. Thompson,
Horace M. Sargent

William Leavitt,
Henry P. Dewey,
Fritz H. Jordan,

S.

uv.

uiarldtf

ALBERT B. HALL, Attorney.

u riw uuvvii

1'ivvn,

dtt

OBATKFVI,-t'OXIFUKTIIV(i

“By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws
widen govern the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful application of tbe fine
properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps bas
provided our breakfast tables with a delicately
flavored beverage which may save us
many
heavy doctors’bills. It is by toe Judicious use of
such articles of diet that a constitution may be
gradually built up until strong enough to resist
every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle
maladies are floating around us ready to attack
wherever there is a weak place. We may escape
many a fata! shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with pure blood and
properly nourished
frame."—Civil Service Gazelle
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold
only In half pound tins by Grocers, labeled thus:
JAXIEN EPPS A CO.,

_S&Tn&wly

jell.

I CURE

FITS)

M hen I sny euro 1 do n->t lucan merely to etop them lor ft
time and then have thorn return again, 1 inrun a radical cure
I have made tjio disease <>f FITM, KPILBPHY or FALLING
SICKNESS a
study. 1 warrant my remedy to cure
the worst canes
Because ot hers have failed U no reason for
not now receiving a euro. Mend at one.* f«»r » treatise and a
Free Bottle of my lufulllble remedy. Give Express and Post
Sfflce. It costuyou nothing for a trial, and I will cure you.
Address Dr. U. G. HOOT, 183 Pearl 8t.*N'ew York.

life-long

inhabitants of the Town of Deering, ami
others liable to be taxed therein, are
hereby required to make and brine in to us ttie assessors of said town, true and perfect lists of their
polls and ail tlieir estates both real and personal,
which they may be possossed of on tin* first day of
April next, (excepting such as may be exempted
from taxation by law.) and each person will be expected to make oath, that, to the best of his knowledge, said list contains all his taxable property,
and those who fail to bring in as above directed
may expect no abatement by the assessors.
Tne assessors will be in session .at the following
places on the following days, to wit:
At the Selectmen's Office in said town on Friday, Saturday and Tuesday, the tlrst, second and
liftii days of April, A. D. 1887, from nine to twelve
o’clock in the a. in., and from two to the o’clock
iu the p. in., each day.
Given under our hands at Deering, March the
all

|

iviciuim.

octX4

Notice.
Assessors!
TOE

twenty-third.

A. 1>. 1887.

SOLOMON STUART, ) Assessors
ALFRED R. HUSTON.
of
EDWARD L. COBB,
) Deering.

iiiui uu

A CREAT DISCOVERY!

~---W

It is acknowledged to be ttie best, safest and
most potent and effeotual remedy known for
tills child-killing disease.

Bold Toy ail1 UrussistsPRICE 35c., 50c. and 81 .OO.

Dr. JOHN F. TBUE & 00., Proprietors,
AUBURN, MAINE.
*»-Tape Worms a Specialty. Tape Worms
minutes
hour aud
removed In from on**
to three hours.

uin

thirty

Should be a Smoker’s Maxim
The Beet Cigars are made with Long Fillet and are
free front ** scrape." broken bits of tobacco from workmen • benches) sticks, and steins.

i, s, mum co.'s

N.*S.

TuTliS&&wly

janl3

Hearths

of

all Patterns.
Low.

Prices

Pipe

and Stone Co.,

Plum 9,., l*oi timid
.mm

Police Notice.
of the Polloe Examining hoard at
MEETING
Alderman's Boom, City Building. TUESDAY

KVKN1NG, Aj.ril r.th. at 7..10 o’clblk.
K. B. WINSLOW, Chairman.
aptfdtd

M

A

xl

4 DL'c

D,.>t 1-....1

HERBERT G. BRIGGS, J
true copy.
JOHN I,. SHAW.
Attest:
Clerk pro tem.
mar30d7t

“CITY

of Portland

City
hereby
THE
give notice to ail persous liable to taxation in
will be in session
secular
that
said

they
every
city
from the first to the fifteenth day of Aprtlnext,
inclusive, at their room in City Hall, from nine to
twelve o'clock in the forenoon and from two to five
o’clock in the afternoon, for tile purpose of receiving lists of the polls and estates taxable in said
notified to make
perfect lists

and tiring to said Assessors, true and
of all their polls aud estates, real amt

personal, or

held by them as guardian,executor, administrator,
trustee or otherwise, on the first day of April,
1887 and he prepared to make oath to the truth
ot the same.

,,

And when estates of persons deceased have lieeu
divided, during the past year, or have changed
hands from any cause, the executor, adminld tutor
or other person Interested, is hereby w arned to
give notice of such change, and ill default of such
notice will lie held under the law to pay the tax
assessed, although such estate has been wholly

distributed and paid over.
Amt any person who neglects to comply with
tills notice will be iloomed to a tax according to the
laws of the State, and be barred of the rights to
make application to the Assessors or the County
Commiaaiuncra for any abatement of his taxes,
unless he shows that lie was unable to oiler such
lists within the time hereby ap)>ointed.
Blank schedules will be furnished at the Assesors’ office on application.
gy In no ease w here the Assessors have been
put to the disagreeable necessity of makitiga doom
will til* possession of Government I'ends or deposits In the Savings Banks be allowed as a plea

In mitigation

of sucli doom.
WILLIAM. O.

FOX, )
STEPHEN MARSH, ! Assessors.
)
JOHN W. YORK,

dtaplB

apl

ALWAYS UNIFORM IN OUALITV.

For Sale hi the Original Package by

Meetingol tlie
THEof Annual
the Portland Fire Department, will be held
1887. at 8

nov24

*

Rebel Association

®

and Friday, and Machiasport at
every Monday and Thursday.

at 10

FOB

—

—

i
I

|
;
:

|

I

j

Cape

WEDNESDAY EVENING, April 6,
o'clock at the Chief Engineers Office. Room 18 Cltv
Building, for the purpose of electing sixteen (lSi
trustees for the ensuing year, ami for the transaction of any other business that may legally come
before the Association.
RICHARD H. BALL, Secretory.
A. J. CUMMINGS, President.
marSOdtd
Portland, Me., March 30,1887.

m.

p.

Dove,,

Palls,

rence, l.owrll,
m.
Rochester,
8.40 a. m., 12.40,

North

Herwiek,

Lreal

Exeter, Uneerhill, Law7.30, 8.40 a. ill., 12.40, 3.30 p.
Farmington and Alton Bay,

8.30 p. in. Manchester and
t oncord via Lawrence 8.40 a. lu., (via Newmarket J unction) 3.30 p. ra.
tCouneets with all Kali Lines.

Crossing.
EASTERN DIVISION.

to Scar boro

—

Hretaa.

For Boston at *2.00, "9.00a. m., sl.OO. "6.00
Boston tor Portland
{7.30. 9.00 a. m.
12.80, {7.00 p. m. Lupe Elisabeth, 0,00 a. m.
m.
9.00
a.
18.00
Baeo,
m.,
1.00,
1,00,
p.
in.
Middeford, 2.00, 9.00 a. in., 1.00,
I.OOp.m. Portsmouth,Newknryport, Salem
m
aud Lynn, 2.00, 9.00 a. m., 1.00, 8.00 p.
Amesbnry 9.00 a. m., 1.00 p.
—PT,1~TH"I
Pullman cars on trains leaving Boston at 8.30
9.00 a. ill., 12.30.1.00, 4.00, 7.00 p. m., and leaytag Portland at 2.00,7.30,8.40, u.Oo a. in., 12.40.
1.00 and 8.00 p. m.
Through Pullman sleeping
cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. in., and
Fortland2.00 a. m.
tProm North Berwick to Bcnrboco Crossing via Western Division.
m.

I

8.

—

•Connects

with Hall Lines (or New York.

South

and West.
Connects with Sound Lines tor New York Soulb
and West.
(To leave passengers only.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
for sale at l alss suilm Ticket OOire t onmerclal siren, Portland,laud t nion *1 ickrl
Ollier,40 Kicknosr Street.
J As. T. FURBKR, Gen’t Manager.
1). J. FLANDERS, Gen. Pi T. A
M. L. WILLIAMS, Uen’I Agent.
lit
JanlS

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.
and after MONDAY, Nov. 1,1880, steamHouse
er GORDON will leave Custom
Wharf dally, Sundays Excepted, for Long Island,
Little Chebeague, Jeuks.Great Chebeague, Harps
well and Orrs Island at 2 p. m.
Return, leave Orrs Island for Portland and Iutermlnate landings at 0.40 a. in. Arrive Portland

ON

Portland and

a. m.

passage apply on board to captain.
GEO. F. WEST, Manager.

Boston & Savannah

Ogdensburg R. H.

Steamship

Only Use running UAV
tween

Company.
Direct Line from Sew
to Savannah.

Only

England

s

and South America and

said act, bear the word "Yes”; and
Whereas it appears by the records of the Board
of Aldermen ttiat a majority of votes so cast did
bear the word "Yes":
Now, therefore, I, Charles J. Chapman, Mayor
of the City of Portland, in accordance witli the
provisions of said aet of the Legislature, hereby
make proclamation of said fact, and that by force
of such vote and this proclamation thereof, the
said lot of land lias been condemned, and taken
for the purpose mentioned ill Raid act.
Dated at the Mayor's room, Citv Building, this
eleventh day of March, A. D„ 1887.
•
CHAS. J. CHAPMAN. Mayor.
Attest: G EO. C. BURGESS, City Clerk,
mar 13
dtf

Court of Insolvency for the County of Cumberland
State of Maine.
March 28, A. D. 1887.
In case of ENOCH G. WILLARD, Insolvent Debtor.

IS is to give notice, that on the twenty-eighth
day of March, A. D, 1887, a Warrant »lii
Insolvency was issued by Henry C. Peabody,
Judge of tlie Court of Insolvency for said County
of Cumberland, against the estate of said
ENOCH G. WILLARD, of Portland,
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition
of said Debtor, which petition was filed
on
the twenty-eighth day of March, A. D. 1887, to
which date interest on claims is to be computed.
That tlie payment of any debts to or by satd
Debtor, anil the transfer and delivery of any prophv hint kin furtiiililtHi ttv Inw

Til

That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor,
prove their dents and choose ono or more assignees of Ids estate, will lie held at a Court of Insolvency to be tmlden at Probate Court Hoorn, In
said Portland, on the eighteenth day of April,
A. D. 1887, at ten o’clock In the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above writ
II. K. SARGENT,
ten.
Deputy Sherlfi, as Messenger of the Court of Inof Cumberland.
for
saia
County
solvency
to

streets.
to meet my friends ill the State ot Maine at
my new quarters. My twenty-five years experience 111 the business with Walter Corey A Co.,
six of which was spent as manager (in connection
with Walter I,. Corey) of the Portland Furniture Co., warrants me In believing that I can fill
any order entrusted to my care to your entire satIsiactiou. Assuring you that we haTe one of the
largest stocks of carpets, chamber sets and parlor
suits In the country to select from, I remain
Yours Very Respectfully,
LORENZO F. DYER
dtf
octal'

Advertising Bureau O'* Spruce Street), where advert!*,
*
made tot a I N > cW
tag extracts
OiS.fi.

Local Portland to Bartlett and Intel

for

No.

Windham, Standlsh, Liinluglou, Sebago.
Naples, ParsonOeld, Kezar Falls, Denmark
Lovell, and Conway Corner; also for No. Brldg.
toil, Harrison and Waterford via. iirldgtou.
Trains Arrive ia Portland:
10.33 a. m. from Bartlett and Way Stations
s 13 p. ns. from Montreal, Burlington mid WesL

J. HAMILTON, Shpi
CHAS. H. FOYK. O. T. A.
octldtf

x

l.’KAB mm RAILWAY OF CAAADI.

aiico.

COLON.sails Monday April 11. Noon.
From New York, pier hot of Canal 8t„ North
River, for Man PraiclMs via The latbiuu* of

WINTER ARRANOEMENTS.

I’linninn,
Great reduction In rates to Sar. Francisco.
From San Francisco, 1st and Brannan Sts.

Ou

unit

after MONDAY, Nor. I, I
trains will r«n a« follows:

DEPAKTIRKM.

For Japua and China*
CITY OF PEKING,sails Friday April 12, 2 p. n..
For Freight, Passage, or geueial Information
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.

For inburn nad LcwUk a,7.10a. ED.,
ami 6.20 p. ra.
For <4orham, 7.10 a. in., 1.30, 4,00 and

p.

1.15
5.20

m.

Ciorhaia, Montreal, Chic»m« ot»d
(|uebrr, 1.34* p. 111.
Kuelt
Arid mb«I C'aatou, 7.10 a. in. and
For
1.30 n. m.

IS. A. ADATOM A- CO.,
113 Minte Mtrerl, Cor. lirond mi., Il«ns,
dtf

For

AKKIVALM.
From l.cwialoa aad Auburn, 8.26 b u12.05. 3.15 and 6.60 p. rn.
From Isorhua, s.25a.m., 12.05 ami 5.50 |», m,
From t'hiraiio nail Montreal, 12.06.
from Quebec, 12.06 p. in.
Pullman Palace Bleeping cars ou night train
Parlor cars ou day train between Portland

BOSTON
STEAMERS.

Montreal.

TI CM FT OFFICE

FARE ONLY $1.00.
ni

ni.iu

TllK

w

MW K.n m.

N

35 Exohange SI., and Ooool Foot of India Strew.
TICKETS SOLD AT REDUCED HATE
TO®
Cnnnda, Detroit, Cklcsso, Tlilwnuk

K I-*.

—

FIRST-CLASS 8TBAMBR8

FOREST CITY and TREMONT

Cincinnati, Ml, l.nnio, Umi.hn, Maginnw, Mi. Paul. Mail Li.br City.
Denver, Man Pranriacn.
and all points In the

leave FRAN KLIN
alternately
week
at

every

season

WHARF, Portland,
7 o’clock; arriving In
day evening
(or couuectlou with earliest trains (or

points beyond.
Through tickets

for

MorUiweat, West and Southwe*!.

Providence, Lowell, Worces

JOSEPH HICKSON.Reneral Manager.
WM. EDGAR, G. P. A.,
J. STEPHENSON. Hu]
NOT. 1, 1880.

ter, New York, &c.
Returning, leave INDIA WHARF. Boston evday evening at 7 o’clock,
J. B. COYl.E, Ju. Manager.
apltf

ery week

Kumfonl Falls k Bu«*kfield Railroa

DO Ml NION LINE.

Insolvency.

at.

mediate stations, with stage connections

LINK FOB—

< u

i.l a. us. for Brldgton, Fryeburg, No. ConwayKaliyaus, Htehlrhani, Lancaster, Whllefleld
I.IUleton. Wells River, Montpelier, SL John
bury, Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal, Burlington, Swanton, Ogdensburg and WesL

.1.1) o-

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY'S
—

be-

and until further notice Passenger Trains will
l.enve Portland as follows:
a

MACON” leaving Savannah Pier. Congress St.,
For freight
Bostou. every Thursday at 3 o'clock.
W. SAMPSON. 201
or passage, apply to A. Dk
Washington Street, Boston, or to RICHARDSON
& BARNARD, Agents. Boston.
ThSat&TutJuio
dec2'J

California, Japan, Chii/ Central

THAINM
Portland anal 31oalrcnl.

FALL ARRANCEMENT.
Commancina Monday. October 4, 1886,

Connecting there with all Rail and Water Liues.
FAVORITE ROUTE TO FLORIDA.
Iron steamships “GATE CITY” and “CITY OF

an Act of the Legislature of Maine.
If
entitled "An Act, authorizing the City of
Portland to condemn and take a lot of land for the
erection of a Soldiers and Sailors Monument,” approved February 10,1887, makes it incumbent
upon tlie Mayor to make proclamation of the fact,
If a majority of votes, east in accordance with

THIS PATER

Frk.

\Vrilup«lay,

BENDAV TRAINS
(or Boeton l.00, 4.16 p.m. via Eastern Division

WINTEIt AKKANGE7IENT.
The uew Steamers of this Line will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
and THURSDAY at 6.00 F. M.. for EASTPORT
and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination, jy Freight received up to 4.00 F. M.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other information at Company's Office, Railroad Wharf, foot
J. B. COYLE. JK.,
of State street.
Oen’l Manager.
nov20dtf

or

3.30

4. m.,

—

AND ALL PAKTB OF

effect

WESTERN DIVISION.

rate ol

Brunswick, Nam Mcotiu, Prince Ed.
wnrda islnnd, and

m.

TRAINN LEAVE PORTLAND
Por Hanlon at 17.30, 18.40 a. m., 12.40 13.3L
p.m. Bwion for Portlund 7.30,8.30 a. m. 1.00
and 4.00 p. ra. For Hrorboro Beorb. Pine
Point, 7.30, 8.40 a. ni., 3.30, 6.30 p. m Sac#
Biddeford. Krnurbunk, 7.30, 8.40 a. in.
12.40, 3.30, 6.30 p. m. Welle Reach 7.30, 8.40

a. m.

EASTPORT. CALAIS ST. JOHN R.B.. HALIFAX, M. S.
New

a.

HKKVIt'K,
J.l, 1**7.

PANMKNtiKH TRAIN
in

Prom Long Wharf. Boston, 3
Prom Pine Street Wharf,
m.

I
:

4.00

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R.

international

|

and Until

PAYSON TUCKEK, General Manager.
K. <4. BOOTH BY.Gen l Pas*, and Ticket Agt.
Portland. Mar 1,1887.
oct22tf

j

A PROCLAMATION.

In

day

Prelghts for the West bv the Penn. It. R., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Hound Trip SIN.
I>.»s«c SI0.00.
Meals and Room Included.
or
Por freight
passage apply to
If. K. NAiHPNOW, Agenl,
70 l.oug H'barf, Homiou.
Sldtf

|

|sh7.

s

LISE.

ii -TtCPfe-■ Philadelphia,one-half the
Insurance
i
-~g-rycaaxjiie;alllng vessel.

\TrutSKEAS

cor-

K. A. of P. r. I>.

IMPORTERS,
410 Fore Street.

p.

Vlnreh
Further

Notice,
the Steamer f tty of Richmond, l'apt. Wm. E.
Dennison, weather permitting. will make two
round trips per week ou the route between Portland, Bar Harbor and Machiasport. via usual
landings, leaving Portland at 11 p. m. every Tues-

From BOSTON ercrj WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA eierr TUESDAY and FRIDAY
vL.

Il.mum.

...

in.

On nnd After

Bostoiii Philadelphia
STEAMSHIP

n

el uerd rate*.

WALDRON, 40 Kxchange St.; T. P. McGOW AN,
422 Congress St., or for passage or freight to H. ti
A. ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 Inula St., Portland.
nov23
dtl

DIRECT

R

PORTLAND, MT. OESERT & MACHIAS STEAMBOAT CO.

PORTLAND.

permanently associated myself with
HAVING
B. A. Atkinson a Co., house furnishers,
Pearl and Middle
Portland, I shall be

Just Landed, Ex S. S. Sardinian.

R. STANLEY & SON,

7
21
5

elO

CITY OF

ner

STOUT,

April
I

May
April
Passenger accommodations unequalled. Cabin
and
*60, *05
$75; Intermediate, *30; steerage,
*20.
Por passage apply to H. & A. ALLAN, General
Passenger Agents, 80 State St., Boston; and C- P.

day

iiul all sucli persons arc hereby

I

1

PORTLAND k MONTREAL LINE.

happy

GUINNESS’

31
14

For freight

marUS&apro

Bass’ English Ale

Pkruvian.
Parisian.
Circassian
[Sardinian.
,

sep20dt?

Assessors* Notice.
of the

1887

THURSDAY,
March 24

|

Mart'll 2
*•
17

at ii.lo

OF PORTLAND.

Assessors

THURSDAY,

and hi I

CONOKESS ST. STATION,

I.ivrrpool and Portland Merrier.
Proin Liverpool! utvamvii
I Prom Portland
^La-MLH.
via Halifax. I
| vu Halifax.

City

or.

ni

where through tickets and baggage checks may
he obtained (or principal points East and West.
{The 11.16 p. in. train Is the night express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sundays Included, through to Bangor but not to
Skowhegan on Monday mornings or to Bellas!
and Dexter or beyond Bangor on Sunday morn
tags.
Trains are due in Portland as follows: The morning tralus (rom Augusta and Bath 8.45 a in.;
Lewiston, 8.60 a. m.; the day tralus (rom Ban.
cor at 12.40 and 12.45 p.m.; the alternoou trains
from Banger, WaterviUe, Bath, Augusta, Bocklaud and Lewiston at 5.46 p. m.; the night Pullman Express train at 1. 60 a. m.
Limited Tlcketia, Aral nnd second clam, lot
nil poinuin the Province* on sale nl re-

Winter

1886-7-WINTER ARRANGEMENTS 1880-7
Nailing bet ween Liverpool ami Portland,
via. .Moville and Halifax.
LIVERPOOL SERVICE, (Ha
Mll.l Vli

From

|

Liverpool.!

nviuna
s 1 ea.uc.ks.

27th Jan. Oregon,
24th

DATKM
1

Londonderry.)

From

|Portland.
17th Feb.
17th Mar.

Feb.|Sarnia,

10th Mar. Oregon,
24th Mar. Vancouver,
7th Apr._Sarnia,

I

From
Halifax.
I nth Feb.
loth Mar.

Not.

■

31st Mar. 2d Apr.
14th Apr. loth Apr.
28th Apr. 30th Apr.

SKBVICK, (Avonmollth Dock.)
STEAMERS, From Port land.
2oth January.
Texas,
j loth February.
24 th February.
3d February.
<Jur.mu,
Kotra at Pl,aaa(|C
Cabin... Sol), $00, $75 Return $100, $t 25, $150
Return.. $«< >
lntermeutate$30
Return at lowest rates.
Steerage.. .$10
For Height or passage, apply to
DAVID TORRANCE A CO.,
Foot o( India street.
nov2dtf
Avolinrth;

..

..

_

CIINARD LINE.
NTEAnElts OIHM'T rKOtl
Hoatou <• l.i,erpool f very TIIt'RVD XY
anil I ron, NEW YORK every SATi H 0.1 Y
calling nl QitrrnMowa, Cork Harbor.
SCYTHIA
April 7, May It, June 1«, July 21
CATALONIA.April 14, May ID, June 23
PAVONIA .April 21. May 28, June 30
BOTHNIA
April 28, June 2, July 7, August 11
..May c. June 0, July 14
CABIN 1 ASSAHK, $*'>G, $So and |l()o according
to accommodations. Intermediate
passage, $33!
Steerage passage at low rates. Drafts on (Heat
Britain anti Ireland. Fur passage or Height apply
at the company^ office, DD State street, Boston,
I
IcbltidSm ALEXANDER MARTIN, Agent.
..

Kffrct

f.

u

—

In,

BRISTOL

From

Arrangement— In
• SMI.

Leave Portland, via G. T. Railway, T.10 a. m.:
Lewiston 8.00: Mechanic Falls (mixed train)
8.45; arriving at W. Minot 9.05; E. Hebron 9.30;
Buckfleld 9.46;
K. Sumuer 10.35; Hartford.
10.55; Canton 11.15.
Leave Portland 1-30 p. m.; Lewiston 1.67;
Mechanic Falls 3.15; arrlvlugat W. Minot 3 37;
E. Hebron 3.37; Buckfleil 3.50; E. Sumner 4.00;
II irtfor.i A 111- I'unfnn A ‘IN
fill !>...• e
11. 4

CARD.

—AND—

TRENT TILES

an

take a lot of land for the erection of a Soldiers’
and Sailors’ Monument,”approve<t February tenth,
1887, the City of Portland was authorized and empowered to condemn and take In the manner therein set tortli.the parcel of land situated in said Portland upon which the building known as the Old City
Hall now stands, and known as Market Square,
and bounded and described as tollows, to wit:
Northerly by the curbstone of the southerly side
of tiie passage way between tiie Cuited States Hotel and said Old City Hall; easterly by tiie westerly curbstone of that part of Middle street commonly called mid known as Market Square; southerly
by tiie curbstones at tne junction of those parts of
Congress and Middle streets commonly called and
and westerly by the
known as Market Square;
easterly curbstone ot that part of Congress street
known
as Market Square,
commonly called and
as and for a site, location and place for the erecof a monument in
forever
tiou and maintenance
memory of tiie soldiers and sailors who sacrificed
their liven in defence of their country in the recent war;
And, whereas in pursuance of the provisions of
said act, and in conformity therewith, the qualified voters of said city gavo in their votes upon the
question of such condemnation and taking at
meetings ta the several wards thereof, duly warned by the“layor and Aldermen, held on the seventh day of March, 1887, being the day of the municipal election next succeeding the passage of
saiu act of the Legislature, and thereupon all the
proceedings were hail respecting the sorting,
counting.declaring and recording the returns of
said voles, white were required by the terms of
said legislative act. and the board of Mayor and
Aldermen, within three days after the day of such
election, to wit, on the eighth day of March, 1887,
met together and compared tiie said returns of the
ward oflicers, and it appeared and now appears by
the records of said board of Mayor and Aldermen
tliat a majority of all the votes given on the question of sueli condemnation and Liking bore tbe
word “Yes" and were In favor thereof, and the
Mayor of said city forthwith made public proclamation of said fact and caused the same to be pub11 shell in three daily newspapers published in said
eity, to wit, In the "Portland Daily Press,” March
12,1887; the "Dally Eastern Argus,” March 14,
1887; and the “Portland Advertiser," March 11,
1887; and thereupon by force of such vote and
proclamation the said lot of land was condemned
and taken for the purpose and use aforesaid;
Now, therefore In accordance with the provisions of the third section of said legislative act,
and within thirty days after such vote, the board
of Mayor and Aldermen of said city hereby apimint Wednesday, the sixth day of April next, at
ten o’clock in the forenoon as the time, and the
Old City Hall aforesaid as the place to hear all
parties, other than said City of Portland, claimtug to have sustained any damage by reason
of such condemnation anil taking, and hereby give
public notice of such time and place to all parlies
Interested. Tbe said board of Mayor and Aldermen will meet at the time and place hereby appointed, bear the parties Interested, and estimate
the damages, if any, sustained by such parties by
such condemnation and taking.
Given under our hands at said Portland this
twenty-ninth day of March, A. D. 1887.
CHAKLhS J. CHAPMAN, Mayor,
KICHAKD K. HATLEY, |
VIUHIL C. WILSON,
THOS. McMAHON,
1 Aldermen
WILLIAM H. SMITH,
f Cityof

Slaces

191 -2 Exchange St., cor. Milk St.

F)..nil.....l

'A*

SO, 87 SlOtS HtMM.

polls and all their estates, both real and personal,
which they may be possessed of on the first day of
April next (excepting such as may be exempted

George Tef.eethen.

fehlO

Qa/al ffiw/nieif

CO.,
BOSTON.
<lCm

ADVIMORV

STOOLS AM) COVERS,

Portland Cement

<$fooic/ Job

and

for

(Ialvnnized Iron nnd Copper Comliei ami
(•utter*. Metal Shingle*. Sheet Metal Work
for Ilulldlng*. Send for lllu*trated Circular.

Please call and hear the matchless tones of these
beautiful instruments.

Very

a/nd

S

*'

eod&wly

Marine Underwriters

PIANOS !

Ami

BERRY,

Agaever

383 Harriton Avenue

eod&w2w

mar 31

Miss. A. L Sawyer. 537 Congress St.. Portland, Me

STEPHEN

*B9 35

METAL SKYLIGHTS
Mills, Stores
And VENTILATORS,
Dwellings.

Training.

Homeopathic ElicmiaU, l.omlon,Eng.
•

8rH

U0V27

RBEAKPAST.

feb28

ffiaf

™sl IMiBfMT

EPPS’S COCOA,

gpeMiiy and pennsnentlycured by nslngWUI or’o
ItaUnmorwild Cherry. There are counterfeits. Get the genuine, which is signed I. BUTTS ’’
011 the wrapper.
Prepared hy Seth W, ifuwu. &
Sons, Boston. Sold by oil dealers.

J

j§| §2
^B^B
| ||
|B 0S
l3ljgg&£. |§3
^
Bj lip fi ^gt
)BLg»f
Pamphlet™
*,£

OLIVEK DITSON Sc CO., Bo-Ion.

51.

Trade mark patented,
Mailed on receipt of price
by Coo. Cl. Goodwin A Co., General Agents,
feb22eod3mnrni
Boston.
t

$|

nov25

Nil AKP.

ESr~For Kidney Trouble
Rheumatism, Neuralgia.
Pain in the Side and Back
Aelie, they are a certain
land speedy cure.

§3
Sg 1*3
B

Evgreat value.
&
Troubles, and
Diseases,
SBft M ^ W H
sR
**rybody tihould
Spinal
have this book,
We will send free.
and those
IBB
M
IBB
postpaid, to all
send
for it will
who send their
SSI
TOe
§r
after thank
BB
names, an Illus™
B
trated
their lucky stars.
All who buy or order direct from us, and request It. shall receive a certificate that the money shall
be refunded If not abundantly satisfied. Retail price. 35 cts.; 6 bottles, $2.00. Express prepaid to
*ny part of the United States or Canada. I. 8. JOHNSON & CO.. P. O. Box 2118, Boston. Mass.

BOOKS MAILED F3R RETAIL PRICE.

and Ex-

cellence.
Endorsed for its Purity and Healthfulness by all
Chemists and Physicians who have examined it.
“I have given this powder a thorough chemical

EXTERNAL USE.

Cures

Iiu»er*on’* Vocnl method ($1.50), alpractice Meiler’* Bxerei*e* for Male or Female Voices, (each $1.25).

The Standard of

Manager

WARE,

Winter Arrangement*.

1886.

Act ol
by the provisions
WHEKEAS
the Legislature of Maiue, entitled "An Act
of Portland to condemn and
the

Children’s Dress Suits!
—

p.

LINE.

ALLAN

vs

All trains timed as above trom Commercial Street
Station, stop at

MTEA.WKRN.

BOSTON & PORTLAND CLOTHING CO. PUBLIC NOTICE.

Allays

A

'111

<V Piscataquis it. H., 7.10 a. m.. 111.16 p. in.,
loi Mkowhrgnn, Belfast nn-> Dexter, 1.20,
1.25.111.15 p. in.; Wolerville, 7.10 a. m.,
1.20,1.26, and, ill.16 p. m.. and on Saturdrys
only at 5.15 p. in., tor Augusta, Hnllowril,
Linrdinrr und Brunswick, 7.10a. III., 1.26
6.16.111.16 p. in., Hulk, 7.10 a. in.. 1.26, 6.16
p. in., and on Saturdays only at 11.16 p. m.;
Rockland and Kuox nud I.iar«la It. R.,
7.10 a. in.. 1.26 p. m.; An! uru and Lewi*
leu at 8.30 a. in., 1.20, 6.00 p m.; Lewiston
via Brunswick, 7.log. in., 1.25, til.16p.m.;
Farmington, Vlaamoalh, W iathrop Oakland and Norik Anson, 1.20 p. m.; Piirmiugton via Brunswick, 7.10 a. m. and 1.25

eodtl

CITY ADVEKTIttKJIKHTN.

25,

Oct.

m., via l.rwuiou, 1.25 and til.IB d. in, via %u
gimla; for KlUwarih, Bar llarbar, Vaareboro. Mi. John, Ifnlifax, aad Ibr Pranae
era, Ml. Mirpbrn aad ,lra**l««h ( •unly,

Street.

Cross

of

MONDAY,

INNO, Passenger Trains Leave
Portlniul as follows:
For Haaic«r; 7.10 a. m., via AMilMDla; 1.20 p.

ap2

■n flummutton.

’’■FEVERA quick-Relief.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

CONNECTION WITH ANY OTHER HAT STORE.

W. 11. SOMERS HAS 1

Study

FROM OUR

ton.

d&wnrmcTh

Transfer,
Railway.

,

STREET,

Head

Opposite

Directly

so

Boston.

LAUNCHED-At Millbridge 30th, from the yard

MIDDLE

en

l«siS4

Albany H. K. (or the H r.l.
Close connection made at W r.lbrook J use*
lioa wltn through tralus o( Maine Central R.R. and
at Grand Trunk
Portland, with through
tralus of Grand Trunk
Through Tickets to all points West and Sooth
may be had ol S. H. 11 KI.I.KN,Ticket Agent. Portland A Rochester Depot at loot ol Preble Street.
•Does not stop at Woodford’s.
oct23dtfJ. W. PKTERS Sunt.
with Koalas A

On ami after

253

For Voice

Dl ACTKiDf

owned by
of N C Wallace, seh Molhe
the builder and Capt Millard Mitchell, of Harrington. Capt Mitchell is to command her.

not be sold in

Thoroughly cleanse the blood, which is the
fountain of health, by using Dr. Pierce’s GoldMedical Discovery, ana good digestion, a
fair skin, buoyant spirits, vital strength, and
soundness ot constitution will be established.
Golden Medical Discovery cures all humors,
from the common pimple, blotch, or eruption,
to the worst Scrofula, or blood-poison.
Especially has it proven its efficacy in curing
Salt-rheum or Tetter. Fever-sores, Hip-joint
Disease, Scrofulous Sores and Swellings, Enlarged Glands, ami Eating Ulcers.
Golden Medical Discovery cures Consumption (which is Scrofula ot the Lungs), by its
wonderful blood-purifying, invigorating, and
nutritive properties. For Weak Lungs, Suitting of Blood. Shortness of Breath, Bronchitis,
Severe Coughs, Asthma, and kindred affections, it is a sovereign remedy. It promptly
cures the severest Coughs.
For Torpid Liver, Biliousness, or “Liver
Complaint,” Dyspepsia, and Indigestion, It is
an unequalled remedy. Sold by druggists.
DIE. PIERCE’S PELLETS
Ante.
Eli lion* ami Cathartic
35e. a vial, by druggists.

T™E R

H A

at.

The 1.03 p. aa. train from Portland connects al
Ayer Juarl. with lleoeac Tuaarl Houle (or
the West, and at 1 uien llrsoi, Wurrroier, (ol
New l ark via Norwich l.ior, ami all roll,
via Mpriagdrld, also with Pi. V. A B4. K. K. K.
("Steamer Maryland Route") (or Philadelphia,
Hnliinaorr, Woahiugloo, and the Maoib, anil

LEAK JAJEFACTllRLW AMI RETAIL BATTER,

marvel of purity,
More economical,

can

Koyul Niuger (GO cts.) is the present popular
book for singing classes, also used in High Schools
and Colleges. Moug Kinder (Book 1: 50 cts.,
Book t: 60 cts.) ts a good practical note teacher
for common schools.

' ■

...

A

competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight, alum or phosphate powders. Sold onto in
cans. Koyal Uakimo Powder Co., 106 Wall St.
N. Y.
1uy2dl

For Note

ISTEWS.

Cleared.
Barque Annie Lewis, Lewis, Buenos Ayres— W
& C K Millikeu.
Barque Navesmk, Hall, Matanzas—Geo S Hunt
&*Co.
Seh Robert G Dun, Olsen, Balllmore—J Nickerson & Son.
Sell Ella aland, (Bij Hayden, Lockport, NS—
master.
Sen Modoc, Perry, Addison—N Blake.
seh Willie Heavy. Simmons, Friendship-N
Blake.
Seh Annie F Kimball,Kimball, North Boothhay—
I N Blake.

This powder never varies.
strength and wliolesomeness.
than the ordinary kinds, and

Pure.

($1.00) of more difpieces, and
ficult pieces, furnish useful practice of good music,
as does Foiir-Uitud Treimure ($2.00), Piano
Duets.

•••

—

Absolutely

Mason’s System of Technical Exercises
(#2.50), can be used with any"*Instruction Book,
ami is of the highest velue and importance in developing technique.
OTD1T8OX & Co. publish 200 different sets of
Piano Studies and Exercises: works of Czerny,
Kohler, Cramer, dementi, Heller, and others.
Send for lists and prices.
Fniry Finger* ($1.00), and Young BVopie’* t'liiMNicM i$1.00) as collections of easy
Pinuo

...

MONDAY, April 4.
Arrived.
Steamship Franconia, Bennett, New York
B J Coyle.
Steamer New Brunswick, Colby, Boston for
Eastport and St John. Nil
Seh J M Morales, Littlejohn, Amboy.
Sell Annie V Bergin, Odell, Hoboken for Bath.
Sell Jerusha Baker, Chase, Manillas.
Seh Louisa Frances, Thorndike, Rockland—
lime to C S Chase.
Seh A G Brooks. Smalley, Bar llarbor for Boston
Sell Harvest Home, Hodgkins, Lamoille fur

SOMERS,

POWDER

On

MINIATURE ALMANAC.APRIL 5.
Sunrises.....514 m„h war ,r t. 808
I. 7 41
Sun sets. 615
tHtliu
1-68
Length of day
8 60
.\
U ft 0 in
Moor. s«ts

PORT OF PORTLAND

_

4:4741 and 0.40 p.

Important Aids to Learners.

..

MARINE

most

Portland who handle these Fine Hats.

Moi-llio I>

Tucker, Smith, New York; 29th, sell E S NewmSn, Keves, Delaware Breakwater.
At Bermuda Mch 31, brig Edward H Williams,
Gould, from New York.

..

...

Wsnnirr, l liam, Ayer J«««*l«*.
Nu.huu, Windham and l yyiag At tJ
•a. an. and 1.03 p. m.
For VInnrhrsIrr, 4 oarer J, and polnU North
at 1.03 p. oa.
For Hocheslcr, Spring rule, Alfred, W olef.
boro, and Sara Hirer at 7.40 a. us.,|t.«»4
and (mixed) at 0.40 p. an.
For Uerbnua at 7.40 m. as., 1.03. 0.40, an
(mixed) at 0.40 p. aa.
Far Mucrurnppu, Cumberland Tlllla, Weal,
break Jnartiaa and Woodford's at 7.4*
and 10.00 a. oa., 1.03, 4.00, 0.40 and
(mixed) *0.40 p. ui.
For Forrol Aeeaae (Deeriag) 10.041 a. aa.,

;

Philadelphia.
Sid 2Gth, barque Harriet S Jackson, Bacon, for
Philadelphia: ;27ih, Henry B Cleaves,Charlson,

By Telegraph.]

FROM

Imported English Hats, the Latest and Newest Color, the
Stylish Hat yet issued. We are the only Hatters in

Foreien Ports.
Ar at Shangliae Feb 10, ship Antelope, Peabody
Burrard Inlet.
Passed St Helena Mch 9tli, barque FredP Litchfield, Young, from Hong Kong for New York; P J
Carlton, Amesbury. from Singapore lor do.
Ar at Victoria, ltC, 22d, barque Aluen Besse,
O’Brien, Hong Kong, 64 days.
Sid fm Departure Bay 22d, ship Richard III,
San Francisco.
McIntyre.
Sid nil Valparaiso Jan 30, barque Itonus, Bucknam, Coquhnbo.
Sid fm Buenos Ayres Feb 25, ship McDougall,
Davis. Portland; barque Prodrene, lialfuisen, do.
Ar at Port Elizabeth, CGH, Mch 29, brig Osseo,
Hix, New York.
Ar at St Kitts Mch 19, sch Cyrus McKown.Farnliam, New York.
At St Thomas Mch 21, barque Jos Baker, Eaton
•
from Boston for Newport News.
Ar at Cardenas Mcli 26tli, barque Evie Reed,
Whittier,Boston; 27th, sch Falmouth,Clark, from

do; sell Jennie Lockwoad, Poland,do; Fannie
Whitmore, Whitmore, New York; 29th. sell Mattie B Russell, Larrahce, and Edward Waite, Lee,
New York.

TRAINS

OF

-.

do.

for

Parisian.Portland....Liverpool ...Apl
Apl
Scythia.Boston.Liverpool...
Atlas.New York..Haytl.Apl
Finance.New York..Rio Janeiro..Apl
Niagara.New York Havana.Apl
llaltic.New York..Liverpool....Apl
Wyoming.New York.. Liverpool ....Apl
Atiios.New Volk..Kingston./..Apl
New

ARRANGEMENT

on and after.11 •■day, 0«»-*m**-*|"l SMI,
Passenger Train* will I-'*"

Far

DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR- In port 2d, E A

European Markets.

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

HAT S!

Portland & Kocheater It. K

—**-““Furtluudi

Higgins, Hatch, Roekport for New York; Ahbie
Bursley, Hodges, do for do; Mary Augusta, reworgy. Providence for do; Ben] F Poole, Davis,
do tor Baltimore; Light ol the East, iloldeu. New

10c.

LONDON. April 4. 1887.-Consols 102 Vs for
money and 102 8-16 for the account.
LONDON, April 4, 1887.-U. S. 4%S, 112%.
LIVi.UPjOL, April 4. 1887.—Cotton marketbusiness moderate; prices easier: uplands 5 1116d: Orleans at 6%d; sales 10,000 bales; speculation and export 1000 bales.
LIVERPOOL, April 4. 1887-guotations-Winter Wheat 7s®7s Id; Spring wheat 7s@7sld;
Club wheat at 7s 8d®7s lod.
Corn—mixed WesProvisions. &o.
tern at 4s Id; peas at 6s2%d
Pork at 67s Od; i^con at 3»jqCd for short clear
Cheese at 65s for American; tallow 22s 9d for
American; lard 37s Sd.

ENGLISH

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE.

front

Arroyo.

Cattle Market.

..

Atcli.. Topeka ami Santa I'e Railroad.107 %
04%
New York and New England Kailroad.
140
do nref
140%
C. B. & 0.
Wisconsin Central. 29%
Flint & Pere Marquette Kal!road»coni. 81 Vs
do nref. 100
Wisconsin Central. 2d series. 08%

were

7%<*7%c.

Memoranda.

Domestic Ports.
PORT TOWNSEND—Ship Carondelet. Stetson,
Cardiff, lias discharged 200 tons cargo here
and will proceed to Seattle 26th In tow.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar ,26th, ship Rosie Welt,
Welt, Nanaimo.
Sid 26th. ship Harry Morse, Murphy, for Port
Townsend.
Sid 3d inst. ship Willie Rosenfleld, for Liverpool
FERNANDINA-Ar 2d, sch J H May, Riggs,
WlSCHSS6t.
SAVANNAH—Ar 1st, sch Normandy, Wyman,
New York.
Cld 2d, sch M K Rawley, Rawley, Boston.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 2d, sch Willie L Newton,
Coombs, New York.
ALEXANDRIA—Ar 1st, soli George W Jewett,
McKowu. New \rork.
BALTIMORE—Cld 2d. scl.s Ada A Kennedy,
Kennedy, Boston; Cbas U Haskell, Silsbee, New
Haven, land both sailed.)
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 2d. sells Celina, Percy,
Boston; Kate M Hilton, Johnson, do.
Ar 2d, sells Elva E Pettengill, Dodge, Sagua;
Annie E J Morse, Lansll, Boston.
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 1st, schs Vulcan, Lewis,
New York; George & Albert, Wentworth, do.
NEW YORK—Ar 2d, brig Clara Pickens, Eddy,
Providence; schs Geo A Honbut, Phluney, Rockport lor Charleston; Geo W Glover, Rockland;
John Bracewell, Hurricane Island; Entma Higgins, Rock port; H L Curtis, Wareham.
Ar 2d. ships Josephus, ltogets, Havre Feb 20;
Tam O’Slianter, Waite, Liverpool. Feb 17; schs
ueo vv mover, Kockianu; a
Mitcneii, Providence; Henry Crosoy. Aguadllla.
Ar 4th, alilps Columbus, Haeslop, fm Bremen;
Semluole. Holmes, San Francisco; barque Jose O
Bueno, McCall, Matanzas; sens Nellie A Drury,
Wilson, Cardenas; Nellie Woodbury, Haggerty,

RAILROAD*.

MISCELLANEOUS.

iTIIM'KL.l.ANKOI'M.

RETURNING—Leave Canton 4.15, 0.15 a. m.
at Portland 8.25 a. in., 12.06 p. in.
NT.tUK CONNKCTIONN.
DAILY—From W. Minot 3.27 p. m. lor Hebron
Academy; Buckfleld 3.60 p. m. tor W. Sumner
and Turner: Canton 4.25 p. m.: arriving "
at Pern
6.20; Dtxfleld 0.00; Mexico 7.00 p. m.; lso lor
Brettun's Mills, Livermore.
Returning i™,.
Mexico d.OO, Dtxfleld 7.00 a. in.; arriving at Port-

arriving

NTKA.HKKH.

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY
For NEW YORK.

S
Wcaf.evU,,
fin.

38, East River, Ne- York.,,,,
J. B. COY1.K,
Satnrdayaal 4 p. m.
scpt21-dt!
General Agent
IB

HKRERV
NOTIt'K
the subscriber has been

MVEX, ,hat
duly appointed

and taken upon htmsell the trust o| Administrator ol the estate ol
CHARLES H. BELCHER, late ol Freeport,
In the County nt Cumberland, deceased, ami
given
bonds as the law dins-ts. All persons having ,1,'
mauds upon the estate ol said deceased, arc re
mured to exhibit the same; and all person* Indebted to said rstate are called upon t« make
payment
“>
-KdlN H. IIKLChVr, Administrator
Freeport, March 28,1887.
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STORIES OF THE STORM.

press

the

Snow Flakes Big

TUESDAY MOltNINU, APRIL 5.

a Flapjacks
Bangor.

THE CITY OF MEXICO.

Fall In

Vivid

Portrayal

RAILWAY MATTERS.

of Scenes and Cus-

toms of the Land of the Aztecs.

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
The Terrific Cale That Blew at Bow'«»«■

ADVKBTIMEKEIVTM TO-ItAl.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Sonulne Diamonds Found In Tea ami Cotleo.
For Rent—Entire Becoud Floor
Important Sales—Turner Bros.
For Rent—Summer Residence
Notice—Copeland & Brackett.
The Best Accideut Insurance.
Dissolution of Copartnership.
S. 1. C. A.—Annual
Meeting.
larraut’s Selt/.er Apperient.
The l*. I). & Co.
Egg Beater.
Wanted—Cast Off Clothing.
Eastman Bros. & Bancroft;
For Sale—Chestnut Mares.
For Sale—Easter Lilies.
Lost—Opera Glasses.
M. C. M. Association.
X. John Little & Co.
Owen. Moore & Co.
Rines Brothers—2.
House To Ia>t—2.
Girl Wanted—2.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
State of Maine.

Recollections of Other Spring Storms
in This Region.
At Bowery Beacli Saturday’s snow storm
and northeast gale was, by all odds, the most
From sunrise until 9
severe for the winter.
p. m., both wind and snow steadily increased
In fury, and when the climax was reached
the storm was frightful in its violence. The
anemometer at the Cape Lights was out of
order, and the correct velocity of the wind
was not ascertained, hilt it was estimated to
be as great as 75 miles per hour. The storm

fog signal, some 400 yards to the leeward of
the keeper’s house, could hardly be heard
above the roar of the elements.
The keeper’s dwelling, a nearly new and
a very substantial structure, hut one of the
most exposed on the coast, rocked
and
trembled like an aspen, and it seemed for a
time that the roof would ho torn from the
house. The whole structure groaned and
creaked like a ship at sea, and In the morning it was found that the walls and ceilings

liver, with constipation, inDerangement
jure the complexion, induce pimples, sallow skin,
etc. Remove the cause by using Carter’s Little
Liver Pills. One a dose.
aprGd&wlw
of the

F. O. Bailey & Co. will sell the furniture, &c.,
In house No. 49 Bramhall street, at 10 o’clock
this morning.
Take

a

D. K. and be O. K.

all badly cracked. Fissures wero opened in the plaster in every room iu the
house, the chambers especially being badly
seamed in many places.
Fishermen were seen olT the Cape iu the
rnoring hut it is believed that they reached a
safe harbor before the gale became too furious. A tremendous heavy sea was created
which subsided as fast as the gale
abated,
and Sunday morning the ocean was
comparNo mishaps to shipping
atively smooth.
can be seen or heard of.
a veteran’s recollections.
Mr. S. T. Corscr apropos of
Saturday’s
were

Sec advertisement

mar8

deodOm

U. S. DISTRICT COURT.
RKFOKK JUDGE WKBI1.

Monday—Robert Carseu, libellant, vs.selumncr
Mary Lord. Motion to file petition to limit liability of owners of schooner for damage caused
by collision. Motion resisted on ground that the
petition comes too late.
Edward K. Dodge.
A. A. Strout.
BRIEF JOTTINCS.

storm, said yesterday that he remembered several more backward seasons than

snow

There is
Miss

a

letter at tho police station for

Maggie Graney.

the present. In 1843 he was superintendent
of the stage line from Portland to Augusta.

The steamer Vancouver of the Dominion
line left Halifax for this port yesterday forenoon and will be due here this forenoon..
Alj)ha Lodge, No. 1, K. of T., will give a
parlor entertainment Wednesday evening for
liic

ueuein ui uie

“That year,’’ said he, “it was the 23rd of
April, before wc got through to Augusta on
wheels.

The Woman’s Indian Association will hold
its monthly meeting at Chestnut |St. Church
this afternoon at 8 o’clock. These meetings
are free to all.
Cousens * Tomlinson of Portland have
closed Bowes & Buckley’s grocery store on
Water street, Biddeford. Several Biddeford
men are among the creditors.
PERSONAL.
On

account of

Judge Walton’s illness,

Judge Haskell will take his term of the Supremo Court, at Bath, today.
L. T. Carleton, of Winthrop, attorney for
Kennebec county, has accepted an invitation
from W. S. Heath Post of WaterviUo, to deliver the Memorial Day address.
We regret to learn of .the dangerous illness
frffiSrtongestion of the brain, of Emery S.
Ridlon, Esq., at his residence at Woodfords.
He went home very ill last Thursday after-

facts about the
occurred in

noon, and has been confined to his bed since.
Rev. R. Henry Davis, a graduate of the
in Bangor, and wife,
have arrived in New York from Northern
Japan, and will make a short visit in this

sionary

Before going to Japan as a mislocated in Hiram, in this

he was

•State.
The death of Mrs. Dorcas Abbott, widow
of Dr.

Lafayette Perkins, removes one of
Farmington’s aged and most respected residents. Mrs. Perkins was a cousin of Jacob
and JohnS. C. Abbott, and possessed in a

ing

high degree

the mental and moral qualities
for which that family have been distinguished. Her age was 92.
She leaves four sons,
one of whom is John W. Perkins of Port-

The New Union

Railway Station.
The new Union Railway Station plans,
were received by President Sewall from

ing

were given by the Press,when the
plans
'.vere accepted a few weeks ago.
In detail,
as far as the arrangements can be given it

be
building
Congress and St.
John streets. The main buildingl will be 310
iect long ana 00 feet wide.
It will be of the
Romanesque style, with a handsome clock
tower 20 feet square and 104 feet high, without including the finial and vane. The clock
will be illuminated. The building will be
constructed of Conway granite, or pressed
brick and Conway granite.
will

as” ha<t*of Saturday.9
1881—Heavy ^ale and suow storm
_JP,ar®*}
m
continued all the
day.

J**
inches

*aPd
of Iiojiw.

next

iir.mn

telfpllone aild flre alarin "lies

sale
storm111w'ih'a1IF':,VeryJlJ<'avy
Me,cury*a°’

ofdamp snow

came.16'

bZil&1eKtt,l,Ur
£ale ilUd
8imwed*1 he’ 7til and* 8tn'y
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BLOWN FROM A TRAIN.

Saturday evening, Mr. Ilall Richardson of this city, who is
visiting his motherin-law, Mrs. Hill, residing on Maple street in
Malden, Mass., was crossing between the

the 10.15 p. m. outward bound train
from Boston, when the force of
the gale
blew him from the cars.
The train at that
time was crossing the
bridge over the Charles
river, and it was supposed he had been
blown overboard, as the train was
stopped
and search made for him without avail.
It
seems, however, that he was blown from the
train into the snow at the side of
the track.
He was found later and carried to
Boston,
and on Sunday was removed
to the home of
his mother-in-law
his
by
brother-in-law, Mr.
John Winslow. He w as
quite severely injured about the bead and body.
cais on

Old

Inhabitants Amazed.

[Special to the Press.]
Mechanics Falls, April 4.-A severe
snow storm raged here
Saturday and the
roads are badly blocked.
Dr. Holt reports
that he was unable to drive outside the village limits, having made the attempt and
failed owing to drifts.
Snow Flakes as
Fall

Big as a Man’s Hand
in Bangor.

the Press.]
[Special
April 4.—A severe snow
to

Bangor,

raged here for about
It was

an

an

extraordinary

storm

hour this morning.
storm on account of

the great size of the flakes.

Old seamen say
they never saw anything like it.
Some
flakes were as large as the palm of one’s
baud. One man said that three of the flakes
would make a sleigh ride.
Sudden Death.

Yesterday morning Mr. Thumas AV. Sherman, a bailiff of the United States Court in
this city, left the court room and ascended to
the third story of the building. Mr. Reuben

Townsend beard somebody breathing heavily, a few minutes afterwards, and, proceeding to the spot, found Mr. Sherman gasping
for breath.
Before medical aid could bo
summoned Mr. Sherman breathed bis last.
oner

the

without

danger to passengers and with no additional
cost of running trains has been so

some

District Templar E. W.
Knight
wife, who is Grand Vice Templar of the
Grand Lodge, were also
present. Mystic
and

gave a fine entertainment.

District Templar
Knight made remarks, and Mrs. Knight
gave
a fine recitation.
Several members of Royal
Lodge also made interesting remarks. At
the close of the lodge
meeting, ty invitation
of My stic Lodge, the
visiting members partook of a nice
supper In the refreshment

room.

The committee of conference
appointed
by the city lodges and the lodges in this
will
vicinity
have a meeting with Mission
Lodge, Wednesday evening, April 6th. A
full attendance is desired.

on

inquest

unneces-

years ago and has

Murray

resided here since.
He kept a boarding house on Cumberland
street. He leaves a widow and large
family
of children.
Mr, Sherman had been postmaster at Pembroke. He was a member of Portland Lodge.

strongly

of

Gould considered

Cor-

sary.
Mr. Sherman came from Pembroke to Portand with United States Marshal

welj

^legation from
RoTvllirilHLeVeviDgalir8e
Royal Lodge, Yarmouth, visited Mystic

rt0™

Ou

The cause of death was heart disease.

Cood Templars.

Mer-

“,CbeS U'C “lBht

won.

demonstrated on the Maine Central railroad,
that it is no wonder the Sewall
Company is
busy filling orders for its patents.
The
train on the Michigan Central
railroad,
fitted with the Sewall heater is finished at
Detroit, the Sewall system having been selected by Mr. Robert Miller, one of the foremost railway men and mechanics
of the
West, and vice president of this road.
The train ordered by President Adams of
the Fitchburg, who with Master Car Huilder
Martin of the same road, came to Maine
with the railway commissioners
of Massachusetts, and fully examined the system, is
far advanced, and a
train ordered by President Shinn of the New York
and New England railroad is
commenced.

"ere

and snow
B^^es

1884-Heavy gale and cold.
eurvrifto^i!ni’
iso but only an inch of snow.
cury

awarded.
There will be a concrete walk ten feet
wide on the Congress street side of the sta-

this (city.

5.
Six

prostrated

The general waiting-room will be 47 by 50
and the full height 28 feet.
It will have
white marble and red tiled floors, aud will bo
finished with panelled ash dado. At either
end there will be a hospitable tire
place in
faced brick and marble.
Opening out of the waiting-room, towards
the tower, will be the smoking-room 24 by 36
feet, and finished in ash, and having a birch
floor. Just out of the smoking-room on tho
east side, will be the gentlemen’s toilet room
16 by 18 feet, and opening out of the
waitingroom will be the ladies’ toilet room 18
by 28
*fcet. The dados in tho ladies’ toilet-room
will be four feet high, rf pure white
.Italian
marble. The partitions in the gentlemen’s
toilet-room will be of the same material.
On the left of the washing-room as
you
enter from St. John street will bo the din47
65
feet
ing room, by
aud 18 feet high finished in ash with birch floor. Out of the
dining-room, on the left will be a private
dining room, on the St. John side 18 by 23
feet. Between the dining-room and waitingroom will be the news stand 8
by 12 and telegraph office seven feet square.
Next beyond the dining-room will be the
serving-room 12 by 27, supplied with dumb
waiters running to kitchens on the second
floor. Beyond the serving-room will be the
baggage-room 25 by 57, and express-room,
still beyond of the same size. In the Congress street end, under the tower will be a
baggage-room 30 by 47. The, baggage-room
will be for outward eastern
baggage, and inward Boston baggage.
The second floor will (be used for
offices,
but it is not yet divided iup.
The basement on Congress street will be
used for the steam beating
appartus, storage
&c., 4c., and will be 45 by 65 in size.
The roof of the building w ill be
slated,
and have copper gutters and conductors.
The iron train shed will be 500
by 86 feet,
having a roof on posts, and will be located
west of the main station and parallel with
it.
Winslow & Wlthercll of Boston arc the
architects. The contracts have not yet been

The Sewall Car Heater.
the past winter the ability of
Sewall Car Heater to
keep long trains
heated In severely cold weather

day.

accumulated.
1873—Thick snow all the forenoon.
Mercury 37° at noou.
1874—six inches came.
loth.
Ap','"1
Mercury
33°
at noon. A few sleighs out.
April 26th, 1874—Heavy snow storm began tiie
night before and lasted until 11 a. til. Over six
Several sleighs were out and teams
cante in from Windham on runners
on the 27tli
April 41 It and 6th, 1876— Heaviest storm of tiie
winter, snowed all day tiie 4th and all
night and
most of the 6th. About afoot came and
drifted
badlv. It camtoff warm the 6th and took the
™9 8t°rm WaS fUlly “ bl*d

Boston yesterday noon, and the reporters
were kindly
allowed an inspection of
them. The general dimensions of the build-

During

next

sleighing next day.
April 12th, 1873—Snowed ail night and up to
noon. April 14th, but being warm, .34' to 42
and
muddy it melted fast and only three or four
inches

_

may now bo said that the
located on the west side of

storms that have

April lOUi, 1868—Another, with mercury 24°
May 8th, 1808—Thick snow storm all the forenoon. Mereurv 34°.
March 27th 1871-Five Inches came. Good
sleighing next day.
March 31th, 1872—Six Inches came.
Good
“

land.

_,

severe snow

springs of the past:
Pobtland, April 4, ’87.

I

Ministers’ Association.
The Ministers’ Association of Portland
and vicinity met yesterday morning at the
Young Men’s Christian Association Hall.
The attendance was good, including several
of the pastors from neighboring towns. The
principal address of the morning was delivered by Rev. Dr. Hill. After a pleasant allusion to the observance of Palm Sunday he
spoke directly of the palsy of doubt, its
course and remedy.
It w as a clear, strong
and helpful presentatian of an important
subject. The general discussion was postA hearty
poned until the next meeting.
vote of thanks was extended to Dr. Hill.
The meeting was profitable, both In* information and

suggestion.

The Portland Transcript.
Mr. Charles P. Ilsley, who commenced the
publication of the Portland Transcript in
1837, removed to Boston in 184G to engago in
a new business,
disconnecting himself entirely from the paper and leaving the whole
charge of editing and publishing in the
hands of Mr. S. H. Colesworthy, the pubSoon after this Mr. Colesworthy
lisher.
engaged the Hon. Benjamin Kingsbury as
his associate editor, and this relationship
continued until some time in 1848, when Mr.
Colesworthy sold the paper to Sir. Krastus
Gould.

Pullen’s

Interesting

City Hall Last Night.

The audience which listened to Mr. Pullen’s lecture last evening, on the City of

Mexico, was well entertained. The lecturer
possessed of a very large fund of information with regard to his subject, and the
views with which he illustrated his lecture
were excellent.
He began by alluding to tlie
founding of the city, tlie appearance of the
Aztees, their development and ultimate domnation. He described the general appearance of tlie country, many of the publie
buildings and churches. His views of the

The February statement of the Boston and
Lowell will show an increase in net earnings of $7000 to $8000 when the full income
for the month is paid in. Ilopes are entertained that the directors of the Lowell and
Boston and Maine will agree upon the terms
of the proposed lease within ten days and
that the stockholders can act upon it before

May

The

United States Mutual
Accident Association,

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

street scenes were exceedingly interesting.
Tlie descriptions of the houses and home life
of the higher classes were very entertaining.
The legendary, as well as the real, was
touched upon, and many of the old traditions were related.
Idols, mummies, char-

coal

soldiers, bull-lighters, flower
girls, vegetable venders and liquor sellers all
came In
carriers,

for notice.
The desire of the general public to have its “'picture taken,” was
not only noticed in the words of the lecturer
but was most unmistakably evidenced by
tlie views taken in the streets.
Many of the
views possessed great
beauty aside from
their interest, some being artistically colored,
rrom Montezuma to Diaz, legends, events
and men were alluded to, and always happiIn closing, tlie lecturer spoke of tlie natural traits of the Mexicans, and prophesied a
bright future for them and their country.
Tnking it all in all, it is certain that those
who braved tlie slush to hear Mr. Pullen
were more than repaid.
The lecturer impressed his hearers as being thoroughly informed on ids subject,and his lecture is one of
the few of its class which is not entirely dependent upon tlie illustrations for its
value. Both lecture and views were good,
and it is to be hoped that our citizens may
sometime have the pleasure of again enjoying them.
THE FILES CASE.
Dr. Files and Erasmus Jansen Both

Discharged.

spondents discharged.
When .the judge had finished speaking,
attorneys and spectators crowded about Dr.
Files and Mr. Jansen, shook hands with
them and congratulated them on their dis-

charge.
As Dr. Files left the court room the reporters asked him if he had any statement
to make with reference to the case just

closed. He said:
Now that the court has
discharged me 1
have no objection to stating that it is true
that some weeks before the death of Mrs.
Jansen she came to
house and desired
vuuovuwu
*»

»v

on

Wednesday evening,

umivt*

(ill

CArtlu-

ination if she would
her husband, I
being satisfied from her statement that such
an examination was
necessary. But it is
not true that such examination, or any act of
mine in connection therewith, had
anything
whatever to do with the subsequent illness
and death of Mrs. Jansen. I did no act nor
did I consent to do any act which was
any
violation of the law or which was not necessary and proper for me to do as a medical
man in the honest and conscientious discharge of my duty. 1 never procured any
abortion upon Mrs. Jansen or consented to
do so or agreed to do so at any time or under
any circumstances; nor aid X ever give her
any treatment which could have led to such
a result.
THE PUBLIC LIBRARY.

Annual Meeting, Report and Election of Officers.
The annual meeting of the life members of
the Portland Institute and Public
Library
was held yesterday
afternoon, at the

library

rooms.

Mr.
atsou, the librarian, made his annual report, as follows:
To the Directors of Portland

Public Lilrra-

Gentlemen—I
herewith
of

present the statisbooks for the year ending
The library contained at the
beginning of the year 30,943 books. Since
that time 490 have been
purchased, 280 have
been donated, and 93 have been added
by
binding periodicals. On the other hand
four books have been lost, 180 have been condemned as warn out, and 1038
duplicate
United States documents have been returned
to the Congressional Library,
now
leaving
in tiiis library a total of 30,384 books: 411,374
have been circulated for home use; 14 894
have been used in the library; 3758 have
been covered; 1441 have been repairel in
the library, and 187 have been sent to the
binder; 53 periodicals are regularly received,
besides the local newspapers; 2329 pamph-

library
ts
March 31st.

lets, including unbound periodicals, have
been

donated; 42 of the books purchased are
of the class designated by the
“Sawyer
Fuud to come under that head, and are so
labelled and recorded.
There are 244 life
members, 208 subscribers, and 282 free cards,
making a total of 794 persons taking books
from the library for home use.
Among those who have kindly contributed
books and papers to the
library the past
I

am pleased to mention
year,
Stephen Berry, Ira Berry, Hr. Sarah Devoll,
Henry
Brown Thurston, C. B.
Leering,
Thurston,
R-*
W.
M.
Harmon,
Sjircpnt
Nathan
Webb,
D.
George
J.
H.
Drummond, W. P. Frvo T
B. Reed. H. W. Riehftrdsnn V
Qomme'
ueroy flight, John C. Proctor, Mrs. W. P
Mrs.
L.
D. M. Sweat, Tharles P.
Preble,
Greenough, W. L. Putnam, John I.. Little,
W. H. henn, John E. Dow, D. W. Baker
George H. Libby, Rufus W.
C. w!
Skiff, United States government, cities of
Portland, Boston and Cincinnati. The proprietors of nearly all our local newspapers
furnish u.s one copy each of these
regularly
for binding and future use as heretofore.
The charitable societies in the city have
.relieved the pressure in our reading room by

Rand,*

beering,

furnishing accommodations elsewhere for
many of the small boys who have formerly
resorted here for reading and shelter. It is

needless lor me to enumerate in this report
the
many and pressing needs of this library,
as it will only be
repeating what lias been
many times mentioned previously, and which
a glance about the rooms will at once
confirm. Still hoping this institution
may soon
he established in a building of its own and
its books made free circulating to ail
citizens,
this report is humbly submitted by the

librarian.
The following were elected directors for
three years:
L. D. M. Sweat, W. L. Putnam, H. B.
Brown, J. H. Drummond and Francis Fessenden.

Directors to fill vacancies—Henry Deering,
Geo. E. B. Jackson.
The directors will meet later to organize.

Cth,

un-

of
of
at
the
residence of
the First Baptist Society,
D. B. Kicker, Eastern Prmenade.
er
our

some

finest

^SUBURBAN

NEWS.

DEEBING.

special

The

meeting yesterday

town

was

attended by about one hundred and fifty persons, most of them from the outlying parts
of the town. L. B. Dennett presided.
It was voted to purchase a lot and build a
two-story school house at Kivorside, the sum
of $8,000 to be raised for this purpose by loan
at 4 per cent.
Voted to reconsider the vote of a previous
meeting to build a sohool at Oakdale.
The committee on street lighting reported.
Report accented. It was voted to discontinue
the electric lights. No provisions were made
for any other means of lighting the streets.
The proposition that the town employ an
engineer to make surveys for the purpose of

locating sidewalk, building culverts,
voted down.
The

proposition

to

etc

was

adopt by-laws relating

to trees, sidewalks, etc.,

was

voted down.

Adjourned.

The Golden Cross Circle at Woodford’s

will

have an ice cream sociable and apron
sale at tliair hall on Thursday evening,
SAOCABAPPA.
Some signs of spring and warm weather
were visible to the people of this village
Monday morning in a small flock of wild
geese, wending their way northward.
lion. Leander Valentine, one of the old-

snow was

piled from

xx

cifcui.

lutui

ui

uacu

vtiwi

u

iorce

oi

Sunday

plied.

The “Chapen Union,” connected with the
Universalist Society, will render the drama,
“The Flowing Bowl,” at Cumberland Mills
Wednesday evening of this week.
Mr. Lemuel Laue. late junior partner of
the firm of McClellan & Lane, grocery dealers in this village, has disposed of his inter-

ests in the business, and accepted the treasurership of the Haskell Silk Company. Mr.
Lane is a young man of excellent busine ss
qualities. He has a host of personal friends
who are glad to see him advanced to this
honorable and responsible position.
The schools in this and Cumberland Mills
Village, with the exception of the High
school, commenced Monday morning.
The friends of Rev. E. Martin, pastor of
the Methodist Episcopal church,
will be
pleased to learn that he is slowly recovering
irom a long and tedious illness.
The attention of the “Building Examining i
Board,” has been called to the dangerous
condition of some of the tenement houses
located on Bridge street. The recent fire in
Bushy bakery building disclosed the unsafe
condition of the structure.
K.
BOWERY BEACH.
Friday a three masted schooner, having
bowsprit, cutwater, and all head gear carried
away, was towed to the eastward past the
cape.
Capt. B. J. Willard, in his little steamer,
the Fanny G., brought a party of officers of
the Dominion line steamships to the Cape
and treated them to one of his unique chowder dinners, cooked and served in his little
cot near the lights. The writer’s thanks are
tendered Capt. W. for that plate ol nice fmit.
1 he captain says he has engaged his little
house to the life-saving building contractor
;o quarter his men in.
jf.

Cumberland

Rowing

Association.

The Cumberland Rowing Association will
give a dance and an exhibition of prizes that
have been won by the club at Mechanics’
Hall on Wednesday evening, April 13th.
The boys promise their friends a good time.

“

Prices
And

un-

Every pair
Will be
Fitted
To the
Hand and

Both

We have
Facilities
For
Doing it.

Pin

Needle-work

Linen Coods.
This

We have

Selling
Iteninrkably

satisfaction.

for

$2.50
2.75
3.00
5.00

Tuesday and Wednesday.

Our

KID

Owen, Moore & Oo.
»|)S__Ulf

capable girl for general
WANTED—A
'

liouse-

MRS. C. H. LAMSON. 00
References required.
G-l
to

cutters

and

workmen and

prices

are not

high.

OPENING
OF

CLOVES!

25 dozen extra length 4 button White, welt, perfect fitting; all the new Spring Shades at 59 cents. This lot will be
disDlaved in our Easter trimmnri window
25 dozen 5 button length, embroidered back,
scolloped
at 62 cents; sold everywhere for 75 cents.

top,

Foster 5 hook Suede Cloves, black and colored, at 81.00
per pair.

J. A. MERRILL Ac CO.

We have received our Spring importation of regular lines
of real Kid Cloves at 81.25, 81.50, 81.75 and 82.00.

JEWELERS,

prepared to oiler one of the largest aud finest
Stocks of choice goods to be found In the State,
consisting of

Also

a fine lot of 3Xniu«-. Tourmaline.,
or unset.
We
invite the
us a call before

J. A. Merrill.

at 3.30 o’clock, from
No. 70 Salem street.
In Norway, April 3. Alice S„ wife of the late
Eugeue Fuller of Lincoln, Neb., and youngest
daughter of the late Sumner Burnham of Norway,
aged 36 years.
Ill Wiuterport, March 26, Mrs. Mary Morrill,

A.

apl3

FROM

Rrmurknble Cure

of
a
Read It.

Little

COULD NOT STAND ALONE.

She ale hardly anything, and seemed to be weak
was doubtless kept back by
Impure blood, which caused her much discomfort
and suffering. She had scald-head terribly, her
head being covered with one sore. One day 1
read In Hood’s Item of a remarkable cure of a
child by Hood’s Sarsaparilla, and I decided to try
this medic'll*, To say that

constitutionally, but

I WAS ASTONISHED
at the effect the first bottle had upon her, would
be a mild way of expressing my feelings.
Her appetite began to pick up, and soon we could
give her enough to eat. She also gained strength,
could stand alone, and the sore on tier head began
to grow less. We soon healed this up with Hood’s

hardly

OMVB Oilltniont

and wlian

aim

Im.l

Inl/nn

bottles of Hood’s Sarsaparilla she could run about
the house as smart as any child. She has been a

isr
eod&wlm

ap5

NOTICE.
Wanted, the public to know where they will get
the lull value ot their money In

Cut Flowers, Funeral Designs, Bridal

Boquets, Bedding Plants, Set.,
—

COPELAND

FEHNALD,

Fernald & Sawyer, Forest City Stable,
Portland, Me.

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

Sold toy all druggists. $1: six for $5. Prepared
by C. I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass

IOO Doses One Dollar.

aprl

dstwlvnrm

SICK HEAQACHEI
—

.-—

—a—

slow

retiring

on

account of 111 health.
DELANO & WINSLOW,

e*.

Planing and Moulding Mills, No. 488 Fore St.
William L. Delano will contiuue the business
formerly conducted by Delano & Winslow, under
the style of W. L. Delano & Co., and by good and
prompt work hopes to retain all present customers of the mill and secure many new ones.
WM. L. DELANO.
Portland, March 31,1887.
aprSdl vv*
S. P. C. A.
of the Society for the
Meeting
PpAVAtlHnn
Vllgsltv to
nini'ilc
fm- tlin

THE

Annual

election of officers, anti the transaction of any
other business that may be legally presented,
will be held at the lloonis of Portland Fraternity,
B Free 8t., WEDNESDAY, April 6, 1887, at 7.30
d2t

JI. C. Jtt. Association.
ANNUAL MEETING of the Maine Charitable Mechanic Association will be held in the

Library

Building, on Thanday Evening, April 7th, at 7.30 o'clock.
roeni,

Mechanics’

Election of officers and such other
may be brought before it. Per order.
apSd3tK, 11. SWIFT, Bee. Sec.
Business:

business

MALE—A tine and perfectly matched
of young chestnut mares at a great
sacrifice, weight about 800pounds each, hist roadsters, drive single or double, warranted perfectly
sound and kind; also a set light double harnesses,
only used a few times last fall, (made by .1. B.
Jordan), and a two seated cut under surry style
carryall with top and sides,a single phaeton, pole,
robes, saddle, bridle, etc.; can be seen at Soule's
Avon Place Stable. For particulars enquire of L.
C. CUMMINGS & CO., No. 20* Commercial St.
5-1

the

jobbing

furnace,
neighborhood. Enquire

cellar, line

_

of

a

at 387

good

DANFOBTIfST.

_6-2^

resiHEAT-The delightful
FOK
dence at Falmouth Foreside, owned by Judge
and boatsummer

Goddard;
ing.

best of facilities for bathing
BENJAMIN SHAW, 48>A Exchange St.

Wheel
made in this country having the
genuine
rrigwell
Ball
Beariag Head. It has the
latestimprovements, and Is the
best Wheel yet put on the market. Call and see it before purA
54
inch
chasing.
“Royal Mall” for sale at reduced price.
Also Agent for the "America
K **
Ideal,” a low priced wheel.

mar 17

ttellia

A ent, 4«3 Middle St.

dH

Exchauge

St.

31-1

I.KT—Nice brick house, 81 North St.; 10
rooms Just thoroughly repaired and remodeled, with modern Improvements, sanitary conditions perfect; large yard; stable if desired. Apply
to U. H. SHAW, 164 to 160 Middle, or 92 North

TO

BC24-2

SE
-Tenement lu brick bouse,
pleasant, Hebago, with
modem conveniences. Apply to GEO. W. EDDY,
67 Gray Street.30-1

LET
nOlseven TO
rooms, very

DOR REST—Newly furnished house, on one
X. of the most beautiful streets In the city, from
April 1st to Oct. 1st. BENJAMIN SHAW. 48Vi
30-1
Exchange St.

Janll-tt

and chambers suitable
for salesrooms, studios and work shops lu
Mussey’s Row, Middle street; also one store on
Temple street. Apply to L. D. M. SWEAT or
WM. P. PREBLE.go-tf
RE3T-Offices

FOK

story French roof bouse, No. 702 Congress
street, near head of State street, contains
front and back parlor, dining room, kitchen, laundry, bath room and seven sleeping rooms, all In
first class condition; was built ten years ajfo, and
its location and condition make It one of the most
desirable houses In the city. Kent $650 per annum.
Inquire of KOLLINS ft ADAMS, No. 22
dec24dtf
Exchange St.

TWO

LOST AND POlltU.

OST—Saturday afternoon, on Congress street,
1-i between Pearl street and Gilbert s Academy,
child’s French Kid spring heel boot; the finder
will please leave at or Inform F. K. FARRINGTON. No. 208 Middle street.At
T

MITCHELL’S 5 Cent Store, 620
glass berry sets 66 cts.,
goods and new patterns; large
glass nappies 10 cts., 1 quart Majolica pitchers
16 cts. each. New goods being continually re-

I30TND—At
Congress street,
water sets
$1,

new

sets

X

2-1

of Dickens’Works, 15 vol-

tunes in a box, bound In cloth,
130(1.10—25
nicely Illustrated; published for (15; will sell the set for only
this
Is
a
at
H. COLK.+
S.
(5.50;
great bargain;
WORTHY, Jr’s Book Stoic, 92 Exchange street.

by not knowing where to buy.
rOetT—Money,
J Just received, 600 picnic baskets, 222 lunch,
shopping aud work baskets. Buy early in season,

getting the best selection and save money, at
MITCHELL’S 6 cent Store, 620Congress street.
2-1
MALE.

FOK

ilk CHEAP
40 thousand rolls ol
Kooin Papers at very low prices; eall and see;
Brown Back Papers at o cents and upwards a
roll; White Back Papers at 8 cents and upwards a
roll; Gilt* at 20 aud 25 cents a roll. 8. 11. COLESWORTH Y’S Bonk Store, '.rj Exchange St.
2-1
s

I^OK

FOR MALE—10 Vermont horses,
good workers and good drivers, lor sale
cheap lor cash. Call and see them and get a good
trade. Can he seen at BROWN'S STABLE, 191
Federal
2-1

UORMEM

St._
MALE CHEAP

One set Appleton’s
Cyclopaedia, latest edition, 1883;
new,
library binding. 17 volumes; cost $102,
will sell lor $7o. One set, one-ball Turkey morocAmerican
I30B
lull

—

mai!
to 100 tb each,
this Is as fine a

ol ebolce breed; all in want,
lot as I have had; will be sold
GEO. W. COOLIDGE, Allen s Corner.
1-1

St._1-1

rw

E.

B. & B.

DRESS LININGS.

Mo. 8 .Elm Street.
[:ui5_dtl

No.
Deering
KENT—Hon
FOK
pleasant
occupied by Mr. L. C. Cummings;
and
BENJAMIN
16

St.

now

SHAW,
convenient residence.
*8‘/» Exchange St.5-1

cash prices paid for cast
off clothing, ladies’ or gents’; or Exchange
for Turkish rugs? PleaJe send letter or postal to
5-1
M. DEGHOUT, Perry House, Portland, Me.

WANTED—Higitest

SALE—1.000 Choice Easter Lilies at
1
wholesale or retail, at J. W. MINOTT’S
Green Houses, Cape Elizabeth Depot. Telephone

IriOK

1912._

_5-1

OUT—Saturday afternoon. April 2nd, a pair
J Opera Glasses. The finder will be suitably
5-1
rewarded by addressing P. O. BOX 1417.

I

TH7ANTED—A good capable girl for general
TT
housework; good washer and irouer; fain iJy
5-1
of two. Apply at 127 FKKE ST.

Bicycles!

Dressmakers

Apply

Androscog

Sagadahoc Counties.

If von want the best get the Columbia. They
lead in workmanship, ease for climbing hills, safety going down hill, strength of material and for
durability In every way. Nino years of expert*
cnee has proved 11 einasuperlorlty.
V,. I ninlogne Free.

SPRINGFIELD ROADSTER.
This Is

a new safety Bicycle that combines the
the Star and all the other safeties,
has the graceful appearance of an ordinary
Bicycle. Price only 375.IX) If you are going
to buy a wheel of auy kind call at

advantages of

amt

C. H. LAMSON’S, 177 Middle St.
dtf
fot>23_

Easter Cards.
AT

Stookbridge's

—

Music Store, 124

Eiehange

Sheet.

5 CENT MUSiC.
2.000Copies 10 cent Music at t> eeuts
C
2,000 opies regular Music a ltttl. soiled at 5 ets
AT STOCK BKILHIK’S.
mar29
dlw
Bible

TUheW?Mhi

8ocieiy

Apex ola population «(7.000; easy
31-2

are

specially requested

to examine

A

MALE—A desirable new twostory dwelling house, situated In the westerly part id
the city, containing S finished rooms besides bath
room; all nicely finished, heated by turnaee. Tbl*
property will be sold low and on very liberal
terms of payment. For particulars apply to JOHN
F. FROCTOR, Centennial Bhx:k.31-1

FOR

our

A N O FI ATT REM Mill MALE
Au old established retail grocery and provision store In the centre ol the city, on one ol the
best streets: lias a large trade anil odors a good
opportunity tor an enterprising man to take a good
business already secured. BENJAMIN SHAW,

^TOIK

48‘a Exchange
Tinn

r

mmw \\m
jl

w

ifiiii
•

apr5

vuvi

norvloivn

In

O.oul

May be

seen at 265Vk OXFORD STREET,
Preble amt Abler

between

rimmat

St.__81-1

Mil ■>" _Ual.u

Sts._31-1

FOR SALK—Situated In .. Ell/.
INAUR
abeth, twenty minutes drive from the eIty;

a. •

bouse uearly uew, seven rooms, ell, woodshed,
large stable and hennery connected; ten acres of
land, high state of cultivation;
strawberries,
pears, apples ami plums In abundance. Apply to
FKLEG BARKER, No. 1) Custom House Wharf.

dt!

_30-1
FOR SALE-At a bargain; I will
sell my farm In Gorham. Me., low and make
the terms of payment easy: for description, price,
Ac., call on or address HOWARD COTTON, Gor27-3&w2w
ham, Maine._

FARR

IMPORTANT
AT

TURNER

—

sales
BROS.’

One lot of Imported 75 cent Silk and Wool Dress
Goods to be sold at 50 cents, limited quantity, and

cannot be duplicated.
52 inch Silk and Wool Checks reduced from $1.00
to 75 cents.
$30.00 Combination Dress Patterns for $25.00.
Balance of our 25 inch Jersey Silks for 95 cents,

HAI.K-A one and a half story housenew live years ago, situated on Florence
street. Woodford’s, 9 rooms aud plenty of closets
aud cupboards; conveniently arranged and In
good order. Will be sold cheap. Kmiulre on the
premises os at No. 41 Exchange street, Portland.
5.C. PKTTKNGILL.
26-2

FOR

■

----——

FARM

AT

AUCTION.

T Grovevllle, Buxton. *'c., on the premises,
at 10o'clock a. in., of April 14th, 1 shall
sell tile John A. Sands estate, remaining on acres
of good land, well divided Into Held, pasture and
wood land, good orrhard, with house, ell, woodhouse aud baru, all In excellent condition inside
and out. Also two horses, three cows, all the
(arm tools, two wagons, household goods, die.
Time will be given for payment of some portion of
the farm
G. D. WEEKS, Auctioneer.
marSl
,uw*

\

I'or Mult- or To l,el,
worth $1.25.
DESIRABLE two
me dwelling,
$1.00 Checked Surah Silks for 50 cents; best barV house Pine street,story Ira
Brackett street,
recently modernized and Improved, contains two
gain we ever offered in Summer Silks.
dining room, kitchen, hath room, (with
parlors
hot and cold water,)
chambers, plenty of
Our great sale of Black Satin Rhadames will be closets
and front and back stairs, (Ire places In
back parlor and dining room,
steam heating
continued for a few days.
apperatus with eight radiators; newly painted
aud papered throughout ; area of lot
4,' Oil sonars
Colored Satin Rhadames $1.00, worth $1.25.
feet. Terms reasonable. Inquire of UOLUNs A
A DA Ms. No. 22
dec24«ltl
St
Exphauge
Special Bargains in Faille Francaise Silks.
5
cents.
1 case Seersuckers
himinf.mm «!handk».
2 cases 15 cent Seersuckers at 12 1-2 cents.
IAOH SALK-Ten Hiller from Boston,
M.
thriving manJacturlug city
finely situated
Sample lot of real Imported Turcoman Table Cov- dining
for severroom for only #.->30, has been
al years by the owner; good reasons for selling
ers $2.50, about half price.
Also 20
lodging house connected. GEO. 8.
Boston.
New Dress and Wrap Trimmings.
STEVENS
CO, ’-Ml Waskln ton St
30-2
Mass
and
Jackets
received.
being
Spring Wraps
»R'SKI,I.ANEWM.
Full line of thefamous Centemeri Kids just receiv----"_#
ed for Easter.
RARR«srT.N» 3 D; Congress street.
l!c|: patron ig hi Cloak and Drear MakDemorest Sewing Machine $19.50, equal to any Miss
big. AH il new Sluing styles received. Entrance
to
JOHN LIT TLE'S Dry Goods
through
$55.00 machine.
Store.
23-2
on

near

seven

new

in

a

a

of Maine.
ihls noelety will be

4. ApVua«,%Y7,^^cio?nmm
N*
nrir2*l<l0\v
w
iii.ii

soou.

Now Is your time to own your own house.
at once by letter or In person to JAMES E.

MALE OR TO LET.
small (arm (or sale or to let, containing about
ten acres ol good land In a high state ol
cultivation, situated in Falmouth on the Gray
road, about five miles (rom Fortland, two story
kouse, barn nearly new, and all the butldlngi In
excellent repair. Enquired EDWIN L. DY ER,
No. 3Ud Congress St.
marSldtl

department is at the RIGHT as you enter from
Congress street and is nnder the care of MRS. G. A.
WHITTIER, a competent dressmaker.

FOR 1887.

for Cumberland,

»

LOTM

CHANDLER, Saccarappa.

M. E. FAIRWEATHER,

pin and

a

FOR MALE IN XVEMTH11041K
Tweuty-lour excellent house lots will be sold
this spring; located between Saccaranpa and
Cumberland Mills; rare chance (or a home under
the Hash ol the electric lights and smoke-stack ol
the greatest paper mill In the world; excellent
drainage; dry cellar* and beautilul level plots.
All to be sold at a great bargain this spring sure.
Work enough the year round within (rom five to
ten minutes walk; only a five minutes walk Imm
a junction depot and several
churches; fine
graded school Just across the street; hone can
terms.

stock.
This

We wish to eall attention to tne fact
that our Combination Suits, both Cotton
ami Flannel, are made to order, and cut
from measure.
The garments are made from white
and scarlet, all wool, heavy and light
merino, gauze and cotton.
The merino and wool suits are nn-.
shrinking. We warrant good fitting
and comfortable garments.

Agency

small

Lundy;
BENJAMIN SHAW, 48V* Ex-

coming

We have now in stock a full assortment of NEW
DRESS LININGS in shades to match the Spring
Dress Goods, consisting of
French, English and American Silesias, Fast Black
Silcsias, Lastings, Satin Surahs, Percaliues, Gilbert
Linings, French Cambrics, Single and Double Face
American Cambrics, &c., &c.

miiMPiiTti

Columbia

lor

FARR FOR

Congress St.eodtf

noil ill v i Tint:

house

snug

price $6000.
change at._l-i

Will Dili il 11 Vll UHIIillEilU ft.

6-1

a

I.ight

511

FOK
pair

e

A Perfectly Ylnalr
Kondaier.
The only

sec-

8 room, nice loca-

L’Olt MALE—In Kulgbtvllle, corner ol Bridge
and A Street, two story trame house and
stable; the house Is well arranged, sunny exposure, aud would make a good home lor an expresstnau or any person wishing a pleasant place
near the city; the above will Is-sold to close an
estate; size ol lot 26x100. BENJAMIN SHAW.
48 Vs Exchange

J. M. DYER & GO.,

as

ou

THE NEW MAIL.

of house in Western

1

Keith
eodly

It is a fact that cannot he gainsayed
that we have the choicest stock of Black
aud Colored New Spring floods in the
city, including all the Novelties of the
season, in Combination Stripes, Cheeks,
Hair Lines, Plaids, Plains, Mixtures,
etc., with Fancy Velvets aud Satins to
mutch. Also liluck aud Colored Bead
Ornaments in great variety. Our goods
are entirely different from those seen in
other stores and our prices are always
We extend a cordial iuvitation
lower.
to every one to come in and sec them.

THE

esmented

CARTER MEDICINE CO., ?mp’rs, New York.

Lower part of
Apply at 697 CONGRESS ST.

I.KT

TOsmall family.

For

CABMEN FOX, Secretary.

LET—House
Danforth Street, containTO
ing eight rooms and bath room,open tire places,
location and

Nausea, Drown!
Bad Tunic in the
rikbv. Mouth, CHjated Tongue,
i
Pain Id the Side, 4c.
®
They regulate the Bow——Iis and prevent Constitution and Piles. The umailest and easiest to take.
Dniy one pill a dose. 40 in a vial, PurelyVeg.
Stable. Pric e 25 cents. 6 vials by liiailfurfl.uO
ness,
ness,

rilOXKT—House No. 20 Gray| St.; also down
X stairs rent at 183 Pearl St. Enquire of
31-1
GEO.C. HOPKINS, 88Vi Exchange St.

low.

mount-

Spring J^oods!

marSl

years; the floor is well lighted front and rear; has
convenient entrance to freight elevator. BENJAMIN SIIAW, 48Va Exchange St.
6-1

n

1# F M
V bTI
D|| I ©

BRACKETT’S,

Portland, March 31,1885.

fully occupied

©iirt

I

&

KENT-Entire second Moor (30x80)
No. 2BB Middle Street, having been successIjSOK
for
trade
number

I Positively Cured by

PA RTF R \ tlleBe i&tla Pill*.
alsorolieveDisUnit I LI\Q 1 trees
They
from Dyspepsia,
ll
and Toe
digestion
KilTTLF
Hearty Ealing. A per.
Sa all
feet remedy for liizziB

—

rilllE firm of Delano & Winslow is this day disX solved by mutual consent, Mr. A. N. Win-

ever

N. S.

AT

aprB__

BRIGHT AilD HEALTHY

since. I write this out of pure gratitude to
Hood’s Sarsaparilla.” Edwabd T. Alexa.ndeh,
ii8 Cleaves St., Portland, Me.
“This is to certify that I have known Edward T.
Alexander for eight years or more, he having
been In my employ from time to time, and I consider him truthful and reliable in all respects.”

located westerly
bath, cemented

cellar, furnace new. near horse car. Price including water. *350; Immediate possession given. N.
B. GAKDf NEK, No. 40 Exchauge St.
31-1

call;

Qirl—

“1 tlilnk it is my duty to tell liow much good
Hood’s Sarsaparilla has done mv little girl. She
was from birth
puny, pale, and sickly, and did not
seem to gain strength as she grew older.
She
should have been able to walk when a year to a
yeur and a half old, but even when three years of
age she

Me._Dtt

I.KT—House

new,
TO end, contains 0 nearly
good rooms,

on

FXOK1STS,
888 Congress Street, opp. City Hall, Portland. Me.

PORTLAND.

2-1

<)

Stevens Plains Avb, two story house, 10
rooms, cistern and lehago water; price *200 per
year. Enquire on the premises, or of K. M

a

Saw-

[The funeral of the late Robert Southgate Boyd
will be he'd at North Cambridge, Mass., Wednesday. 6th Inst, at 3 P. M.
[The funeral service of tlie late Mrs. Bridget
Butlen will take place this afternoon at 2.30 o’clk,
from the residence of .John Cronin, No. 223 Fore
street.

I

v

MALE—A two story brick house,
line
ol Horse Cars between State and High St.;
If'OR
and convenient

In Gardiner, Marcli 27, Barker Peacock, aged
66 years.
In Hallowcl, Marcli 27, Mrs. Mary Jane Smith,
aged 77 years.
I11 Llncolnville, March 21, Drusilla H. Wade,
yer, aged 82 year
In Madison, March 23, Mrs. Betsey Spaulding,
aged 83 years.

ill

1

'_

widow of the late Dr. W. Morrill.

aged 36 years.
In Norridgewock, March 23,Mrs. John H.

Streets._

'|mi

binding; cost 1111), will sell lor $75. ti.il.
COLES WORT HY.J it’s, Book Store. 92 Exchange
street.
»
2-1

cordially
public to
give
purchasing.
339 middle Street,
Portland.
Goods sent out of the cltyou approval.

days.
[Funeral this afternoon

Deer

co

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, French
Clocks, Opera (Hasses, Sterling
Silver Ware, Ac.

Ill this city. April 4, Francis, only child of
Michael H. and Margaret Meskel, aged 1 year 28

fflO IaBT—An np-statm rent of 7 or 8 room a.
I
Anolv to JOHN W. LOW.tMirmr Midtiiu mui

_2-1

!

ed

|,KT«

TO

a

—

are

In this city, April 4, Thomas W. Sherman, aged

U. W. ALIAS

For Kent.

20 dozen 5 button Castor Kid Cloves at 81.00.
10 dozen 4 button, New Shades, real Kid, embroidered
backs, at 81.00.

DIAMONDS

Cl years 6 months.
1 Notice of funeral hereafter.]
In this city, April 4, Alice, only daughter of B.
H. and Alice Melaugh, aged 12 years 8 months.
[Boston and Chicago papers copy.

Exchange Street.

48Vi Exchange St.

COMIHEWCIW© THIS IVIORNINO.

buds begin

DEATHS

.Salesroom 18
E. O. BAILEY.
mar 14

FOK

BEST VALUES EVER OFFERED IN PORTLAND

oi

To-day.

Spruce St.

ap2td

It I x r
ek and mastic store Nos. 117 and 119 Commercial St.,
suitable for wholesale grocery or produce business; has back entrance. BENJAMIN SHAW,

Custom Made Suits.

—

men's
Neckwear

Apply

ai„| si„„|.

ceived._

Opening

work.

.. ow

vessels; also a building suitable for Asb
packing, and lately occupied by Caruey Ik Prluce.
Apply to PELEG BARKER, Offlce No. 9. 80-1

--—n

Manager.

Andrewsof Baris.

are

EASTER

For

JAMES R. PITCHER,

P

*

"

other

RINES BROTHERS.

Away
Carefully
Wrapped

CHARLES B. PEET,
President.

rn.. at

I.KT-On Custom House Wharf.
STORE
superior situation for trade with Ashing and

Jersey Jackets

experienced

are

And
Our
Stock
Should be
Examined
Early in the
Week.
Articles
To be
Sent

for

In Cauton. March 30, S. V. Harlow and Miss
Carrie I Morse, botli of Jay.
In Pittsfield, March 20, Albert M. Townsend
and Miss Abbie L. Reynolds, both of Readfield.
In Dlxmont, March 20, Albion O. Ward and
Miss Helen L. Work, both of
Troy.
In Elgin, 111
4, by Rev. A. F. Ball, Beni.
L. Johnson of April
Minneapolis and Miss Sadie C.
Taylor of Fortland, Maine.

3gc

....

prepared to do this line of work and guarantee

Are

Well

each

In Cumberlaud Mills, April 3.
by Rev. E. M
Cousins, Frank J. Little of Westbrook aud Miss
Ella M. Libby of Staudish.
lu Fryeburg, April 3, by Rev. B. N. Stone, Edgar C. Tower of Sweden and Miss Alice Meader
of Lovell.
In Norway. March 2«. Geo A. Jackson and

Boys’

Cards,
Books,
Souvenlers,
dec.,

tionate rates.

call.
With every trouble, ache
or pain,
That follows In the Bilious
train,
Will scatter like the thieves of night
Before a draught of Seltzer bright.

prices

Caster

One-half or one-quarter of
above insurance at propor-

old to know
That Fewrs^Lassitude and
till
The ilia ht Indigestions

39c
39c
39c

75 Black and Brown All Wool Jackets
These

year, which may be
made in one payment
or in instalments.

O'-'1

I.KT—Lower

...
50 Scotch Mixture Jackets
50 Fancy Cloth Jackets with Hoods

Advantage of it.

a

MARRIACES.

50 Black All Wool

Take

preferred occupations, of about $26

a.

we
Parlor
lush. Tapestry Carpets, Marble Top Ta
“*•’ Li1! '" Jh'ue, Cherry and Walnut Chamber
Sets, Spring Beds, lleildlug, list Tree, Sldelxiard,
Exterisloii Table. Lounge. Chairs, Ac.
At 11
o’clock sharp, one Edwards' Plano, 7 octave.

suit In I

tion, modern Improvements; rent *275 ayear. Including water. Enquire C. P. WALDRON, 40

JACKET SALE.

And
Ladies
Should

the

THUKsllAY, April 7th, at 10
ON house
No 5 Park Place,
shall Sell

TO tion of the city, part
containing

Offered,

at a cost to members in

BV AUCTION.

TO

Opportunity

Association, 320 and
322 Broadway, N. Y.,

ment._

50c Gilbert Flannels

is

Seldom

United States Mutual
Accident

Now when the
to show,

wool,

An

by the Policies of the

Sec. & Sen,

50c
50c
50c
50c
50c

50c Knickerbocker Checks
50c All Wool Serges
50c Imperial Suitings

Sale on

Furniture, Piano, &c.,

HOCGHTON, Peering,

50c

39 CENTS.

We shall
Continue the
Discount

provided

Membership Fee, $5
$5,000 Policy.

all

K. 0. BAILEY A CO., Alt IIONEERS.

Aaftioneem and Commission Imkaiti

me

Department

These amounts of Inare

Checks,

Heils ami Mattresses, Bedding, Stoves,
Crockery
and (.lass Ware Dining Chairs, Shades. Kitchen
Furniture, Ac., Ac._aprXdtd

98c

we

Fitted and

Disability.
$50 a Week Temporary
Total Disability.
demnity

offer at 50 cents per yard.
Gilbert’s $1 Silk and Wool Stripes
Bradford Suitings, 50 inches wide,
...
Saxony Suiting, all wool,
Scotch Mixtures, all wool,
Ajbion Suitings, all wool,

TLBJDAY, April 6th, at 10 o'clock Parlor
ON furniture,Chamber
Sets, Carpets, feather

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

The best goods ever shown for the money are the
$1 Silk and Wool and All Wool Dress Goods which

Can be

Eyes,

-

No. 49 Bramhall Street,

AUCTION.

79c

$1 DRESS GOODS 50 CENTS.

Difficult
Hands

■ ii

49c
69c

All our better Kid Cloves warranted and fitted.
These are also to be sold at reduced prices.

Reasonable,

Guaranteed.

“

Parties in want of a good convenient store
for jobbing trade will do well to look at
store No. 255 Middle street.
See advertlse-

neme s.

Handsome,

One Eye.
$1,300
$2,500 Permanent Total

a

be well cared for. A nice hot
supper was
brought into the cars and all bountifully sup-

Are

Both Feet.
Hand & Foot.
Hand of1 Foot.

“

$5,000
$5,000

ien

and

portion of Monday, breaking out the main
thoroughfares.
The train from Rochester Saturday afternoon was delayed a short distanco from
W est Buxton nearly two hours, the snow in
the cut was higher than the cars.
Superintendent Peters telegraphed orders to have
the passengers furnished witli a supper and

Styles

Death by Accident.
"

IOO dozen Ladies’ good wearing Kid Cloves
100 dozen Ladies’ Embroidered Kid Cloves
50 dozen Ladies’ 7 Hook Lacing Kid Cloves
25 dozen Ladies’ 4 Button $1.50 Kid Cloves

The

Loss of Both Hands.

$10,000
$10,000

price.

Complete.

NEW FEATURES:

In some localities the
six to eight feet high.

men, were employed all day

Our
Stock is

PROFESSIONAL
Men are members.

$10,000

We have a large stock and have reduced our prices
on every one in our department. This is very opportune, as every lady will want a new pair of Cloves for
Easter when good ones can be bought at so low a

W ill be

and

$10,000

EASTER KID GLOVES!

Interested.

BUSINESS

Leading

with

Real Estate Transfers.

The following transfers of real estate in
this county have been recorded at the Registry of Deeds:
Portland- Horace 1‘. Stone to Portland Union
Railway Station Company, laud and buildings. SI.
Bridgton—Walter 8. Vaughan ft al. to John
Bennett, land. $8.

No losses due and
paid. Over 35,000

AoT]

MY

Nearly
Everybody

for Prompt and Equitable Settlement of
Claims. Over a
DOLLARS
MILLION
PAID IN LOSSES.

HAILKV A < ®.. AUUTIONKKB*.

Household Furniture,

Tills
Week.
In
Gloves

Unrivaled

cess.

AUCTION MAI.KN.
V. O.

Departments

320 and 322 Broadway,
New York.
Time Tried and Proved. Ten Years of Suc-

Inhabitants, cannot remember a storm
snow during his life time, so late in the

est

season more severe.

l)r. Files’ case came to a termination yesterday afternoon. When tlie court came in
at 2.30 o’clock—the case having been put
over from 11 a. in.—Judge Gould delivered
the following opinion:
This case is a very unusual and striking
one.
The charge is murder.
The uate of
the commitment is March 1st.
Since that
time these respondents have been in jail
awaiting their preliminary. It is a matter
of public knowledge that a coroner’s jury
have held an inquest upon the matter and
failed to agree, being four against implicating these respondents to two in favor. Under this state of facts the gravity of the
charge made it the duty of the government
to go fully and carefully into this hearing.
This has been done with great ability and
patience. The evidence of the State is all
n. and the case awaits a decision
upon the
motion of the respondents to bo discharged
on tile ground that the offence charged is
not proven.
I regret that counsel for the respondents
considered that their duty to their client required this motion, as I should have preferred deciding the ease upon the whole evidence; but the motion having been made it
becomes my duty to carefully and conscientiously consider it.
ilefore proceeding further I desire to say
that from a remark made and question asked
by the attorney for the State, it would seem
that he had received the impression that the
attorneys for the respondents questioned the
medieul treatment of the deceased by Dr.
Swasey. I desire to say that I have not received that impression, and although perhaps unnecessary to add, that from all the
testimony in the case it seems to me that his
treatment was the usual and proper treatment in sudh cases.
Since the adjournment of the court Saturday I have, with the written testimony before me, given the ease the most careful and
anxious
study. From the mental and
physical condition of Mrs. Jansen and all
the circumstances surrounding the taking of
her ante mortem statement, together with
the testimony of Mrs. Gursoe, I am of the
opinion that the statement is entitled to
very little or no weight.
Therefore I have .come to the conclusion
that the testimony of the
government falls
short of proving
by legal and competent evidence a case sufficiently strong to "justify me
in finding probable cause for
committing
these respondents to jail to await the action
of the grand jury. It is therefore
my duty
to sustain the motion and to order the re-

my
bring

NOTES.

A vocal and instrumental concert will be

new a overtime hen r*.

Sales
Will be
made in
Several

Reliable

Old

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Interesting

Insurance.

X next.

April
ef Mr. A. B. Hall, by
fivendirection
musical talent, for the benefit

NEW

The BEST Accident

NOTES.

was

piled

To the Editor of the Press:
In your account of the late storm in today s Pbess, you make a slight mistake in
dates. I send you a list of late snow storms
for tiie past 20 years. The dates are correct.
1 lie storms you mention of April 3 and 19
1884, could hardly be called bad ones.
We
had it rainy, cloudy and foggy from the 15th
to 21st, inclusive, thus keeping vessels in the
harbor. Four iuches of snow
came the
night of April 2nd, and sleighs were out the
3rd. Tiie great storm you mention in
1867.
was on Jan. 17th.
March 21st, 1868—Toughest snow storm of the
season.
Horse cars stopped running.
April 7tli, 1863—Heavy gale and snow. Sleigh-

Theological Seminary
country.

And even then the snow was

up against, iue lences anil stone walls along
the road side to the depth of three feet. The
snow melted away, however, without causing any serious freshets on the rivers.” The
‘winter of 1842, he remembered was exceedingly severe on the railroads. The Portland,
Saco & Portsmouth road had just been opened and an attempt was made to run two
trains daily to Boston. Soon one was abandoned and the other was run so
irregularly
that when spring opened and the boat was
Put on, the Argus remarked, “Now we shall
hear occasionally from Boston.”
On the
first day of April of that vear two trains
stuck fast in the mow on Scarboro Marsh.
1801 was another bad year for the railroads.
Mr. Corser remembers a day in
February ol
that year when a train on the Atlantic and
St. Lawrence witli three engines got stuck at.
Bethel. Two of tiie engines were
literally
buried up in snow. The mercury was 35 degrees below zero and the men suffered greatly in their efforts to extricate the train.
SOME DATES OF BIG SPUING 8TOKSIS.
The following letter was received by the
I’iiess yesterday. It gives some
interesting

jougc.

Clarence

Hon.

Lecture at

ery Beach.
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